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his matter is so urgent that there is almost nothing more urgent . Not even free energy. 
Without our future generations of children, there would be no need for free energy. 
Summarising former hidden texts: Lucifer/ Ala.Lu used Marduk to arrange to have a third of Lucifer's 

bondage reduced using the farce of deducting three centuries which we now call the ''dark ages'' ...  reinforcing 
the hoax by another millennium. 
Nostradamus was ''assigned to Egypt''1 40 3 to study these things, and the quatrains which resulted are in the forum 
named   SHARS OF NIBIRU & THE MISSING MIDDLE AGES (which forum does need an updating, pardon the pun). 
            By the way, this makes the Shroud of Turin the real thing due to the absolute inaccuracy of C14 dating 
because of bacteriological encapsulation – which can show the date up to 700 years younger.  
           Why else would the Vatican protect it so? 
124 1566 2024/year of the dragon Iun. l'Orient mis en armes: = MISNOMERS misnames steel iron (date? Urri?) period marred?? Scorpio 

MENTIONS NEMESIS ALERT NEAR. LISTENER collator 
 MISNOMERS  TIN-OS Sagittirius Capricorn INTERIM  =  STEEL-IRON MARS 

the Urri’ Uriah period ?? answer : C+F+1 100 2  STAR’S AIMLESS METEOR IS NEAR MISS, MILES 
IS ISON’S IRON ION MARS vb. ELEMENTS ROLE,  Meaning it stops the magnetic fields role [late October]   

‟A I had said ‘in iron/obs.Virgo or Scorpio. Mars is Scorpio TEN NEAR ETNA ORIENTS INNER  N-S  ROLL .  
RE: MOLE MAN:    Judas in the Last Supper became a hidden wolf, Lupus which we are told NOT SINISTER MERE MISER MEN
is not the Nordic Alcyonese front men and saying ‘not mere miser men’ means ‘not the Leo Minor’ ones.             C+F+ISCARIOT  

Earth SEMINAR either the U.N. and or Congress, theyREMAIN LIARS IN ISLE  

o what goes into silos holds something mean and remiss = genetically manipulated organisms  
IS EMINENT MITRE/pope RIOT RANSOMER IN S.S.  RITES l/Vri SEEN ROSEf IN  IS SAME ONE LIES IEARS TERM, 

as a date August 29 happens to be hard to define 
... that which is behind the Vril is the same which brought forward 324 years onto our calendar by removing them in 676AD  
o IN NONES/Roman dates  RITES                        LIARS MISNAME  TEEN  IEARS  2014  in the “Treaty” clauses, & the 2012 hoaxes  

 to repair this problem  TO RESISTERS’ REMIT : RESIST MERITLESS TIRESOME  MONSTER  MASON’S  MITRE pope ENTIRELI  

 

i  633
384 year old Letter 

found under the Tudor 
mansion Knole House 
during  renovation. 

Immediately, one can 

see the lower case " i " 
prefix to the centuries 

date of  633 which is 
NOT  1633 ! 

Added to all the others 
the collator has been 
publishing and along 
with Sylvie Ivanova’s 
hoard of like-wise 

information, this to me 
represents empirical 
evidence these texts  
are telling the truth ! 

People are asking  "so what !?" No one realizes that the ‘bug’ was just one more farce fobbed off onto a frightened  Y2K  
public done simply to ensure that all computers world-wide were dated the same moment as 2,000 A.D. To answer that 
question of  "so what ?" do read on... we find our future generations of children are in grave danger, just as our oxygen is. 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
  

 

   see the mole 

date of writing being January 2017  

 a big thankyou to Rachel for spotting this 

 2:75:3 Si haut viendra du froment le boiffeau          
pairs 6 89 3

 
                  So high will the bushel of wheat rise, 
IESHUA 

‘i’  Jesus FORUM: VERDANDI   being in the now, current times 
FATE IS FROM UNFORMED INVADERS shape-shifters 
MEANS INSANE FOUR HAUL TRADED MEN; DRAINED.  
OSTENSIBLE U.N = SAHIUUAL Bos Indicus/Aryan/Aldebaran/S.S. 

RAIDED HIS VAULT.The Shroud ?   What vault ?? 
DERIVE FREE FUEL FROM:  
BOIL SEAS ELEMENTS, RADIO UUAVES. (!) 

The John Kanzius free energy engine  which the American 
Navy has been using in their cargo planes since 2012   

realiizing these are from Allan Webber’s computerised Template program    
m 

6:89:3 Guefpes & mouches, fitine amour fachés 
Wasps and flies,

Mantids & Musca
 paternal love vexed 

are hybrid breeders 

I GUESS SHE COMPUTES... in 2009 I was collecting key words, trying to make 

sense of the senseless ~ vexing the doctor somewhat, his opinion I was wasting time. He was told off for that. 

EACH FORUM TOUCHES ME. SHE SETS THE POEMS  
FITS

.
EACH

.
NAME

.
SUCH

.
AS

.
THE‘INSANE

.
FOUR

.
IN

.
COSTUME’ 

6 5 3 SAMAROBRIN,
 the ‘Insane Four’

 one hundred leagues off  the hemisphere 

1. SAAM of Marduk.   2. RIB of Leo   3. ON from Sirius and   4.‘R’ Dragon  from Draco   

NAMES NIGHT-TIME RAPTURE PANTOMINE (TOO EASY)                  

4 73 4 When the pantomime will take place in the evening              NAMES 
URƑA

.
FETISH

.
I.E MICROFAUNA

.
FETCHES

.
SEEPS chemtrails  

ENEMA MESOPOTAMIA  
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       3:74:1  Naples, Florence, Favence, et Imole   from Allan Webber’s computerized Template 

               ELOIM.ALONE.RENDERS.TIME.MOTILE.PER.NASCENCE.PRESIENCE.ELOIM–LEVEL.OFF.TIME  
ENE.CAN.PLAN,LEVEL.OFF.PRESENT.TIMES.SPAN       Mandela Effect?  
( .= ExtraTerrestrial Noetic Entity as opposed to Ebenaceous Entity/EBEN) 

PANS.OVER.CLEVER.FACE.OFFENCE:  t h e  ‘ f a c e ’  i n  c r o p  c i r c l e s   SELF.ENFORCES.TIMELINES 
      1 45 3 duƒaictantiqueennoblilinuenteur      The author Nostradamus ennobled by acts of ancient  times. 

TUNA-BLUE BOUND ONES  The Eloim, as opposed to the black cubes   
 o ‘BOUND ONES’ comes from Andromeda being the one ‘bound’ to a cliff and saved by Perseus 

 
 
 
 

~HIGHLIGHTED PURPLE = CAME TRUE ~ 

~ HIGHLIGHTED  NAVY = WATCH THIS  SPACE~ 
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1 45 3 duƒaictantiqueennoblilinuenteur      The author Nostradamus ennobled by acts of ancient  times. 

OUTLINE, FIT IN, DIRECT TIDIER  FUNCTIONAL  EDUCATION 

(OF IDLE TRUNCATIONAL) =  IS FLUID  LIFT  ALECKS  COLLIER  INTERACTION,  NAILS  TIDIER  FUNCTION. 
DETECTION  UUILL INFURIATE  URANITE  ANU TUBE UNIT KEEN TO NUKE  (UNLIKE  LIKE-INNUENDO/stargate  TRIBE)  
INFANTILE ONES ACT RIDICULOUS :  UNADROIT  ELITE  ‘CLIENT’ CRUEL TO INFANTS =  

DIRECTS  INFIDEL  RIOTS  INDUCTION  UNTIL  DICTATES  IN  SUUINE  DATE – April 15 – May 12 

.  March equinox – a « plague » incident ? 

. would be Trump since he is the unitiated skull & bones 

ALERT: UUELL RUN ACE (CERN A.C.E.?)  =  ILL-NATURED ANCIENT ALIEN  SINE  INDENTATION  OF  
QUBITS  COUNTERFEIT  INSANE ARTIFICIAL  UUINTER, INSTIL  ON  CONTINENTAL  CO-ORDINATES ; artificially 

INTERTUUINED  IRRADIATE  INDIAN  INNOCENTS  t UUED   his ‘Indian’ also means those in India 

ALLIED  IDEA  OF  UNITED NATIONS – UNIFIED  BRUTAL  INTERNATIONAL  IN  NINETEEN  (N.W.O.) 

 DAUID  ICKE  IESUS  SAUIOUR  SOUL  UUARNED  IOU  ALL
SOL SUN UNSETS  NEUU  BRAIN [Alpha] CENTAURI UUALKS LIKE  INEBRIENT  DONALD DUCK, FLOATS, KEEN  BREED IN TUNNEL 
CENTAURI ALIEN UUINS OUER  ELITE  we don’t hear about the Alpha Centauri very often, but the bravest soldiers have been known to 
faint in their presence.LMH.earthfiles  They are a smallish grey and prefer to float. 
o so, here is one clue for us to understand the man-made weather patterns – they relate to certain co-ordinates, i.e. 

those which happen to sit only on land, at crucial demographics. I have seen the acronym A.C.E. and can’t recall it, other than in A.I. 
This line also tells us that the alien ‘gift’ of quantum computers is arranging the weather patterns, that they can control the qubits 
using sine waves (sonic frequencies)... 

remember all those lines about India being nuked ?  Well it seems it also means all  Indians – natural born in America 

Presage 76 Octobre 
line 2. La grande Cape a tout s'accommoder:  (UNDER OCTOBER  i576 2034)                                Andromeda  Council Regency Order 

extra dimensional   Regency Order 

 
Presage XIII. Nouembre i555.                      Se sauuera des dangers qui pourra  

He who will be able will save himself from dangers,    preppers or time gate travellers  
 

o  E.D. extra/outside dimensional Andromeda Council 
o      SUPER DINOSAUR -  is EnKi the genetecist 
o      ARDUOUS SPEAKER – hard working speaker is Tellinger (and Icke 
o SOURPUSS USURPER - the unhappy walk–in  - the cloned Tellinger 

5 61 2 Subjuguera les hauts monts Apennis:  
ELITE MALIGNS TELLINGER; BUMPS against UNJUST SUB-HUMAN SATAN, SO ANU SONS’ JUNTA:  MUTUUA  SET-UP 
this was when Tellinger was  set up by the banksters depositing a large sum of money into his account as ‘donations’  then 
having a false Mutwa say Tellinger kept the donations meant for Mutwa... consequent to this, the Tellinger we have now is 
not the same thinker he was before, is USURPER SURPASSING  (you will notice he never speaks about fighting the banks 
any more) thus will not be able to tackle the problem of the calendars since they are “control bankster” related  too. 

Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. 
La nuict le Grand blessé poursuit le coffre. (this La could be L.A. or LA sinkhole) LA Great night sackcloth pursuing the wounded ELF towers? 
UNCORRUPTED GRACE BLESSING, SELECT ACCELERATION PLENTIFUL FANTASTIC AU NATUREL ARTISANS  

OBUIATE PLENTIOUS SCOURGES, NULLIFY GUILEFUL  SENSIBLE RECEPTIONIST USEFUL REPAIR CALENDAR – 
SENSIBLE RECEPTIONIST either Tellinger’s Louise or the collator 

OBUIATE getting rid of PLENTIOUS SCOURGES, /problems caused by the current calendar  
NULLIFY make them nil  GUILEFUL LUCIFER’S BULLFROG’S /Toad/Bufo (under the Vatican) 
SINECURE  BURGLAR  TROUBLES:  trade in children clause 

Sinecure:  a contractual position requiring little or no work but giving the holder status or financial benefit.  
Eg:"political sinecures for the supporters of ministers" 

Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. La nuict le Grand blessé poursuit le coffre. (this La could be L.A. or LA sinkhole) LA at night great wounding 
REPTILE BULLET-PROOF LUCIFER,   TURNS  OFF CALENDAR CENTURIES CORRUPTS  DULL  ISTANBUL PRINCE OTTO
Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. Le grand du ciel soubs la Cape donra (“c” is also “k”)  
LONDONER ICKE IS SAD GUARDIAN, ARGUES SUBSCAPULAR  DRACULA  DRAKO, SCOLDS CASUAL SLEEPING PROLE/folk 

[the] CULPABLE ADDS SUGAR POURS ACIDIC; IS CRAB’S Anakim from Cancer/Scarab SPUN  ABSURD  CANCER  PLAGUE  SCANDAL  
RADICAL GOODE, IS NUISANCE= U.S DULLARD’S INSURANCE BLUNDERER; IGNORES SPEAKING  RE:  UUES PENRE, ENLIL 

o IGNORES  SPEAKING  RE:    we never ever hear Corey Goode, Wilcock or Fulford speak of  any of the Anakim 
IGNORES SPEAKING  RE:   CUP, Cassiopeian DALS, cat eyed Nordic BUG, Mantids  DAD, Yah GRACE ANGELS CUBE ACCORD CLUB UP:

BLUDGEON DRACONIAN CANICULA: Sirius PRURIENCE CLOUDED CLEAR BLUE,  DULLER ON GRASS BLADES, Sirius ELOIA 
IS                  C+F+"WOODS" PLAN NINE in the QUBITS forum which is a veiled warning about Treaty IX – written in 1959 DEAL NINE  CANNIBAL  PLUNDERER .
GENDERLESS CENTAURI ARE UUARLORD URSA PIG’S STRONG-UUILL’D SOLDIER PESTS SPRAUUL BLACK  SPIDER GOO FINES 
AS (Ayse) ACCORD (Andromeda Council)  ALLOUU RAPID COLD ICE ARABIC [which] CONCEALED  BAD  ALLA-LU  UUARLORDS 

 ADORE COBRA  

o   “hanging/suspended in the air” see many previous forum references and images taken 
o ADORE (Libran) COBRA is Putin   (in Hebrew puten/petin means cobra) DOUBLE PUN and see both Da Vinci and 

Nostradamus had used almost identical words 
to tell us Putin had been picked up and 
tweaked 
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o (CREEDLESS PITFALL NO RESPECT) BLACK  SPIDER GOO FINES SPRAUUL OFF BLASTED SLAG.   “FINES” is the detritus. 
CREEDLESS means not recognising any difference between living things.  So it is those from Centauri which encourage it 

o SUB- SCAPULAR  shoulder-blade of Pegasus =Marcabians, a form of  reptiloid, the Tall Whites of Charles Hall 
( )  GUILE PLANS ALIEN DNA   UNGENIAL N.UU.O. DEAL  NINE ALIGNED 

BOLD CALLOUS ODD-BALLS POISON, DRUG SUPER DULL COUSIN PRINCE OTTO IDLED SOCIAL CALENDAR DARK AGE.  
o is Treaty Nine which has the “trade in men” clause in it which IS aligned to the 324 years removed in that     DEAL NINE 
     2014 was nominated for that clause to be activated, but 2014 was really 1690 (or i690) C+F+"WOODS" PLAN NINE in the QUBITS forum 

Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. La nuict le grand blessé poursuit le coffre continues  LA Great night pursuing the wounded ELF towers 

SLEEPING DUO AUUAKEN  either/and sleeping giants of Mother Shipton which we have all been taking to mean super-  
volcanoes, but, scarily could also mean those hibernating  Dero ones – under National Parks and the “contained” giant the  
“scientists” have had to draw a “redline” under... not sure which is the more frightening  
GRUS COUUARD UURONGDOER (SEDUCE ANAL CANAL) SPACE CORPS ALONGSIDE, SENT DREAD NUCLEAR  BURNED ALL 

  ...  and folk-song/verses of that witheld / omitted – kept secret, from Da Vinci disguised script Delle taccole e stornelli 

TO  DELETE: LOSE ELITE CELL’S  CALENDAR  LIE  LEONINE  ADDED.  ALSO CANCELS  TREATIES 
LETS  NESTLÉ  ELITE  SEE  LOSE OIL. Because they are already here and have been for over 800 years  

RECALL  ROSIN’S ‘LAST CARD’ ? 

ELITE  CONCEAL  INSANE  STEEL  DOLLS,  LIE “ALL DOCILE”:  ILL-CONTROLLED  AS  AN  ELECTRIC  EEL 
TELL ALL; LEARN TO COLLECT COLLARDS, TEND, STORE AS OLDEN DID, RETAIN ROOTS, STONE /fruits 
TENDERED  IN  CELLAR  DEN, in damp river sandCARRIED  NECTAR,honey SALT, TREACLE  LEST  COLD  IS  TOLL 

  continues :   C+F+LEPSARIA  the four winged Seraphim  capitò nella stanza d'un pittore
PAINTER  LEONARDO  CALCULATIONS  CONTAINS  LUNATICS : CONDITIONAL CONSULT,  PUNCTUATE ART, CUTLESS: 

 middle of  CUT ACTION  IN NOON LEANT  PATTERN  TO  SOLID  CONTENT  OCCUPANT, CONTAINS  ZETA  RETICULI  NET 

o Many have now discovered the aliens hidden in the works of Da Vinci (go to Folio 8 of The Hidden Texts web site) 
U.N. PRIZED SATAN TALENT, PATENTED CRAZED  AIR  POLLUTANT, LIZARDS’ ZEALOT PLACED CERN INPUT UNZIPS 
TOTAL CALENDAR orbit SLANTED UNNATURAL. TOTAL STAR EXCLIPSE  STUNS PEDANTIC LEPSARIA ATTENDANT UP.  
o The Lepsaria are four winged ‘angels’ and appear to be the real Watchers, of Cepheus. King of kings in the Black Knight 

 SATAN  means ‘the accuser’ and that is one of the talents, some say it also means ‘"the adversary"’ 
CULPRIT  STIPULATION  IS  ANTE-SAINT, NOT ANTI-SAINT  AnteChrist  PRATTLED  “NATIONALIZED”  

 see ANTECHRIST, ADRIATIC CHARLES where the “third peoples of the antechrist” is explained 
PUPPIS  ATTENDANT  PEDANTIC  ANT  SAID  ‘UTOPIAN’  TO  TRANSLATE:  
NIP,  DELETE,  UNZIP  INAPT  OTTO  CALENDAR   IS  CRAZED TAILED  PIT-SATAN ATE

 in Argo is where the two front legged Mantids come from, which are part of the Elohim Alliances.   PUPPIS 
The alkhemye name for Puppis is the Cockerel, and 2017 is the year of the Rooster. See Scott Varden’s "20.17s" 

TAILED NAZI IS SATANIZED  PEST UP:  ZEAL, TAP  INTO  CARNALIZED  ‘PLEASANT  PAIN’  =  ‘PATIENCE  TEST’...   

The “Utopian” has always been Tellinger. When I wrote to him I was told he is “too busy to give the matter its proper study”.  
         Yet Sylvie Ivanova has done most of the physical (Earthly) groundwork. The only fly in the ointment is getting the western 
hemisphere to admit to the Off World treaties which would then lead to exposing the fact that every nine years since 1933 a president 
has ratified the “treaty” which has always included the “trade in men” (abductions ostensibly) for technology which the western 
‘govern-ment’ then made money out of. This is the real reason the west has refused full disclosure, because they have had free energy 

since 1934 yet  kept the planet despoiled due to pollution just so a few could become wealthy. 
 

 the English: This same genius happens in panels/portals continues : dispersing by sonic percussion   Questo medesimo accade nelli ingegni
DEMISING SATAN’S DESOLATE MAGIC CONCEIT, IMAGINES  MIDDLE  AGE  IGNOMIES ARE  MADE CONCISE ixed in time  f

IN DILIGENCE TO MI   AGILE  CONSEQUENCES TO ADDED MIDDLE AGES:  the ‘dark age’ that never was
TENACIOUS GNOME-LIKE AIM    UNGODLIEST CLAUSE CLAIMS NEEDS SICKENING, DEMENTIA,  EMACIATION

  biospheres  TO STONE-AGE ICE  DEADENING  MUCILAGE
SEEMED LAME-DUCK SEDUCING; IS GOODE NEGLIGENCE OMITS STEEL-LIKE INTELLIGENCE SADDLE, MALIGNED ALL 

DECIMATES ODIOUS MEGALOMANIC SOCIALITES AIM MAN-LIKE 

 NEEDLES  ALL, AIM  CONGESTING  DNA MELODIES
KIND GENTLEMAN GUILELESS ICKE GLAD GENUINE SAGE’S SONG ASCENDANT EGOMANIAC’S MENDACIOUS DEMOLITION  
MASCULINE GENE testosterone DOMINATES  MOMENTAL 

  CONSEQUENCES meaning by acting on the knowledge that the dark ages were non IN DILIGENCE TO MI AGILE
existent, by repairing this problem, will negate the consequences of allowing both the incorrect calendar and 
the related TREATY CLAUSE to be viable.  

 SEEMED LAME-DUCK SEDUCING; IS GOODE :  Corey Goode has been ‘sent’ as a "lame duck" –  having all his believers 
following the mother duck who is faking a broken wing in order to lead the truth hunters in the wrong direction  

o SEEMS NEGLIGENCE OMITS STEEL-LIKE INTELLIGENCE (Artificial intelligence) SADDLE= controls. Goode also omits 
ANY mention of the Elohim or ANY of their alliances. Mentions Alex Collier information only because Collier already has ... 
o GOOSE, from Bireo in Cygnus aka ‘Goose Returning’  KING, is King of kings Cepheus ENIGMA Seraphim in the Black Knight                      

 LEG the little blue greys from Scheat in the ‘leg’ of Pegasus (the ‘leg’ seen in hieroglyphs)o  
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2 2 3. mortalanthenegrandpedufuslabranche  (in COMBIEN)      Dead at the sail-yard the great one (giant?) hung on the branch 
MEAD CHANGE FUNDAMENTAL - -NUMERAL CODES MADE ABLE TO TRANSFER  HUGE  CALENDAR  MONTHS ALPHABET

SAMPLE ANGEL SPAUUN ANTHERO PLANT GENE ALLELE DERO BRANCH GRANDEST PAN  giant  LEGENDS SPRAUUL ENGLAND MAPS 

 Just researched EBENACEOUS which is what Linda Moulton-Howe calls the EBEN which are generally known as Zeta 
Greys. Those with a hive-mind and run by the Orion Group.  Quite different from the E.N.E. J-Rod/He-Rod of the Eloim 
Alliances which are autonomous thinkers. The word Ebenaceae refers to shrubs and plants with a hardwood such as 
Ebony and Pomegranate – yet it is a five petalled flowering plant. So not connected to the six petalled “Therses” of Da 
Vinci. Recall that the “redline” giants are “Antherozoid” hybridized creatures? C+F+ANTHER throughout this forum. 

 - -NUMERAL= the "i" or "y" or "χ"’ which was once the alphabet calendar prefix and became a number 1 ALPHABET

2 53 4 De la grand dame par ƒeincte n'outraigee.  Of the great lady unaffected by [this] falsehood. 
 ‘NOT-FLOP-EARED’ IMAGE, APEE Ahpee Sirius-READ: TALENTED RENEGADE CREATURE IN DA UINCI  ART  DERANGED =

Anubis   RETARDS GEM. LAMENTED, REGRET APEE: DEFEATED IS GREAT GARDENER OF CREATOR ELO’IM LEGEND 
GAOL TIME; PRE-ARRANGED TAMPERS AGE, GETSDRAGON  PET CONSTANTINOPLE OTTO  TO ADAPT MEDIEVAL 
CALENDAR  DAMAGE  TO  SUIT  RAPTURE.    GAOL TIME; of the one “sent to the pit in irons for a thousand years” 
Cannot get any clearer than that! “NOT FLOP EARED” meaning very pointy ears – Anubis! 
 DEFEATED GAOL TIME: the term sentenced to be “bound in the pit”, shortened by bringing the centuries forward 
DA UINCI  ART  DERANGED   the “asking to mirror Madonna” and other ‘DERANGED-rearranged’ entities found

 

2 53 4 De la grand dame par feincte n'outragee.   From the lady unaffected by [this] great falsehood. 
MEAD CATALOGUED LANGUAGE OF PRE-DEFINED ARRANGEMENT  DEPENDENT  ON  GOLDEN  SPACE  CRAFT   

  (CHEMTRAILS, HAARP etc)  /Earth   ANU  PROGRAM  UP  ACTUAL  CRAFTING  OF AIR REFINED TO  DEGENERATE  GEM
(''crafting the air'' is an Enlil/YHVVH program, since he is ‘lord of the airways’ and that includes radio waves-HAARP etc)  

 MEANT A  (Ayse) DEFEATED  GREGORIAN  CALENDAR:  DEMENTED ANGEL FACES  the PRAETORIAN GUARD   (the Elo'im) 

  ANU AFRAID of AGGLOMERATE (the Andomeda Council and the Elo'im alliances) UNPRECEDENTED. UNLOADED AFTER 
 ,  (Earth)   ANUCAMPAIGN  REGENERATED The Elo'im are being very generous   IS  DEPARTED  AND with A LARGE ENCOURAGEMENT:  

. we have seen the golden rectangle orbits in vignettes     research Gary Meisner AIM  A  DEGREE  DEPENDANT  OF  RECTANGULAR
o   GOLDEN  SPACE  CRAFT    see the golden Cube in previous pages, along with its crop circle

 
ACCORDING TO EA:  ANU ,  NUCLEAR REACTOR, ADDS  UNAPPROVING  CALENDAR AND  NON  APPROVED  AGRICULTURE  
CARS.    REGARDS  EA-RA  AS  CAUSTIC  ~ PROPOSING  CURVATURED  IN  NON APPROVED  LUNAR ./Scorpio  DAN
DISCOVER  RECTANGULAR  IN  APRON  UP ~ PROVE  SUPERNATURAL (!) pairs 9 4 1 and 7 38 4 C+F+RECTANGULAR 
Well – that has left me breathless. Yes, I did just discover the golden ratio rectangle "under" Aries the sheep (it was not a 
ram, so not a zodiac) but the year of the sheep … the apron is clearly shown in vignettes and just to top it all off – DAN IS 
SCORPIO – the SCORPION vignette parked in front of the sheep. Scorpio in 2015... then there was this: 

 
2 39 2 Germains, Gaulois, Hefpaignols pour le fort: (Germans, Gauls, Spaniards for the fort:               APHESIS = silent letters

GRUELLING ORNATE LEPROSARIUM GUILE, RARE FORMULATION SPOOF APHESIS ALERT. UNERRING GIRL PROOFING : 
TURNS OFF REPULSIUE MANIPULATOR IMPERIAL MONGREL ANGELS (SNEERING PURGATORIAL) POLLUTER,  IS GRIM 
REAPER, PRENATAL IMPREGNATOR. IMPOSING TERRORFUL; ‘FOOLPROOF’ AGES  ALTERER  REPTILIAN  LIES 

–  (done with no anasthetic  IS ELITE’S FALSE METEOR ETNA ERUPTING RAPTURE PIRATES ORGANS TRUE OUTRAGES
NOT  FOOLING  FAR-SEEING  ORNAMENT/ Nostradamus  IN  TIME  GATES  OR  SUPER  RING.   (cronus visor) 
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1:12:4 Qui de Veronne aura gouvernement  This/who will govern Verona (north east Italy) 
 Sagittarian

 QUIVERED /Nostradamus UUAGONEER
 [helmeted] 

 VERONNE OUUNER
 future clause    the repairs of calendars – except we have a hint the  C+F+ NAVY will NONE GO OVER NORN RENEUUMENT

1 39 4 A mort mettra carte, pacquet ne leu  =  Put to death, pdf not read (either Ventura or Trump)? 
[Auriga] : Biobic reptoids with mammal heat need constant warmth  ACCURATE PRE-QUOTE CAP METAL CREATURE TEMPERATURE 

PREMATURE  CONTRACT  treaty 9 before its real time  EQUAL  MALTREATMENT,  EQUATE  MEAT  
pairs 1 27 3 , 7 38 and 9 20 4             ACCURATE  TREATMENT, [ of Earth?] AMPLE  TORQUE of the Earth 

2 32 3 Cry ƒera grand par toute Eƒclavonie i562 A great cry will sound through all Slavonia, (‘v’ can be ‘u’ and ‘y’ can be ‘i’ with ‘ƒ’’ an ‘s’) 
ANU ARRANGED YEARS = UNSOCIAL  ING  KÏNDER children CLAUSES, ELECT ARRANGED  DIRE PART OUT of disclosure C+F+9 30 1 

U.S  ARGUED  OUTRAGED  DIALOGUE.  GUARDS  AGAINST  SOLID  means the harvest, the reaping, DIALOGUES (the truth) see DISCLOSURE  ING
o Is this saying that the ‘trade in children’ clause was not put in writing?   C+F+LAMENTED  [MENTAL PAUSE]  C+F+ORAL [CLAUSES] 

o noting that 10 60 2 & 1 27 3 which tell us that no lawywers were present, were found via Allan Webber’s Computerized Template  

 YA PURGES  GREATER CENTURIES  CALENDAR  VAGUER PERFECTION.  AFFECTATION  POTENCY  ACTIVE  OVER  YOU.
TYRANT GREY’S OFFENCE  OF CREATING  FALSE  CALENDARS  IS TRUE  TRAGEDY.  DERO EAGER FOR FAT TEENAGERS. 
READ: ARTY LEONARDO DA VINCI ARTISAN’S DISGUISED SCRIPTS  something from the scripts (‘Riddles’) about the calendars does show here

 

o "SERBIAN BASIN ALIVE" appears in 6 59 3 in the Year of the Horse forums          TOAD DRAGON  from Bufo in Boötes 
SACRED GRACE ADORES GOOD RENEGADE  TYREL VENTURA  SCRAPING  AT FALSE FLAG CARNAGE FARCE; INSANE CIGAR 
CRAFT POSER ALIENS ORGANISES SPORADICALLY. FRIEND-POSER ARISTROCRAT  INCORPORATE  ‘NEUU AGE’ "TERRORS"  
IS SATANIC  SPECTRAL  ROYAL PAEDERAST NEUU UUORLD ORDER ALIEN FORNICATORS.  NO ORDINARY STAR RASCAL IS 
CAST-COPPER-IRON  RECORD  GRAND CANYON REPTILIAN ACCORD;  GENERATES  SECOND-RATE,  IS  SECONDARI  DISCS 

 FORGIVE  NERVOUS OVER-FED ELITE, TRULY  NOT  KNOUUING  GREATER  END. GARROTED, DEVOURED IN CAVES
o By logic I have been trying to work out the off worlders sequence of events to come. First we have the “Greatest Ones  
suspended in the air Pisces thru Taurus”,  then we have the “Secondary Discs” as the dangerous ones.    Seems to me that the 
warning the Off Worlders have made to the western hemisphere ‘govern-ment’ to do full disclosure “or else we will” refers to the 
"Greatest Ones suspended in the air..." and if they plan to put in appearance throughout Pisces Aries & Taurus – over a period of 
three months, then the entire planet including even the paid-off main stream media will have been made aware.  All they need 
know is that the first exterior wave are the ones who intend to save the planet.  
Not so easy when the western hemisphere has been shooting them from the skies since 1897 and been pointing the finger 
(accusing) them, the  of being the dangerous ones! We do have a way of telling the difference. Elohim Alliances
This was why I was asked to “study avionics” – and why everyone else should be doing the same! To Discern the man-made craft. 
First – the  will not be sporting clearance lights, which the craft of the Mabus Grayles (of Phil Schneider & Sacred Greatest Ones
Steven Greer) regulate themselves. The negative ones do not have the Golden nor the purple craft except that the “Third peoples 
of the antechrist”, the Fallen Angels from Alcyone, will attempt to use purple as a royal ensign, since they once were royal. In 
which case, watch what it is that they are doing and act accordingly. The constant shape – changing craft are absolutely enemies 
to humankind. If you have been a follower of  Steven Greer, you will notice the craft he calls down change shape frequently. Now 
you can see why ‘govern-ment’ is trying to feed the public false information regarding a [planned] alien invasion and since the 
first ones coming are the , everyone will automatically think those will be the dangerous ones! Very Sacred Greatest Ones
carefully has the ‘govern-ment’ never ever allowed folk to even think there might be Off Worlders (Who the bible calls “Father, 
Elohim Creators...”) that these texts call the Elohim Alliances acting under the umbrella of the Andromeda Council!  This is why 
the likes of Corey Goode et alia never ever mention any of the Elohim Alliances by name nor even any of the Anakim such as 
SAAM/Marduk or Enlil who is YHWH.    
This is the very reason "natural evolution" has been fed in the education system and just the thinking of alien extra-terrestrials 
has been provided in the light of fearfulness or mockery. One need only re-search MEDIEVAL UFOs and go direct to "images" to 
see that the constant scoffing at UFO witnesses has no foundation.  
Being terrified of something makes it difficult indeed to learn about it.   

2 62 4 Cêt main, foif, faim, quâd courra la comete. Gaul             ‘ƒ ’ = ‘s’, ‘q’ = ‘k’ 
 DELETE FLOATED CALENDAR ROME COURT ACCUMULATED FICKLE, MOCKING ULTIMATE SOUL GUILE MEAD COURAGE:

when I say the following [‘‘how many ways can they find to get this message across!’’]   I am not ‘having a go’ at the source 
of these words – it is a matter of astonishment for me that they can find so many ways to alert-tell-warn us about the topic 
of the FALSE CALENDARS  and WHY they are false.  The words of Da Vinci ring in my ears "children torn apart and put into 
sausage casings";  plus from the Doc  11 12    LIED /Alcyonese Nephilim   harvest ANU  IGUANA,  EAGLE  DUNGS  LIED  SAUSAGE  ING

  the English: Of children who are tied in bands  De fanciulli che stanno legati nelle fasce
    the English: [children] went into the sausage casings. La salsiccia ch'entra nelle budella

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez forche viendra commettre i562 edition        (“the dozen” are the Anakim) 
REFER HELEN MEAD OBEDIENT RECANTER ABLE CONVERT DATE CALENDAR TIME MENU TERM DOZEN NUMBERED  

 not sure if this refers to the reworking of the Ages of the zodiacs in which it seems the Age of Aquarius still has 
hundreds of years yet to go or if it means regarding the deleting of the added 324 years,  or our new orbits.  

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez ƒorche viendra cometre      ("ƒ " is also "s" and "c" can be "k" & even "q" ) i555 publication 
DO RISE VEHEMENCE ON CLEVER HERME’S ISTANBUL BLUE-BLOOD CALENDAR EVENT TROUBLE: REDUCE VENEER THEME 
TO RETRIEVE: DELETE, HENCE DO LESS  DE-MONETIZE TROUBLE CRUEL DEVOURER ONE BOTHERED TO INVENT.  THEIR 
NERVE UNDONE.  the Istanbul blue blood is that of Constantine VII (or VIII) causing 324 years to be added in  i676 naming  it 1,000A.D. 
ASKHENAZI  FOOL BANKSTERS HAVE  REDLINE  AROUND  RED HEAD,  CLUE:  VIOLENT  CLEVER  ANTHEROZOID...  
thus the red haired giant is a with high intelligence  (“Rephaim”)  C+F+ANTHER or EBENACEOUS 
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antherozoid - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com  
n. a motile male gamete of a plant such as an alga or fern or gymnosperm. Synonyms: spermatozoid Type of: gamete. a mature 
sexual reproductive cell having a single set of unpaired chromosomes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs  33:40 
and all those people handing their DNA over to gubberment bodies - one can see why (no such thing as a free lunch) –  
after watching this/// yes, they are alive today and about to rise again - beginning 50 to 60 degrees north latitudes. One needs to 
ask why do c i a helicopters turn up every time a child is stolen at a national park? Were National Parks made national (1909) 
BECAUSE these giants live under? How did the military leaders know to train ordinary soldiers where and how to shoot at a giant? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s    GIANTS ARE AWAKENING 
in the video Charles put up here, the Chimera Group (from Grus formerly Phoenix, then Benu) includes McCain and Soros         
(say the texts) and Chani too    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s 
IN OTHER FORUMS REFERENCES TO THESE GIANTS CAN BE FOUND by C+F+'REDLINE' 
 "they hunt by DNA"... anyone going to '’search your family tree via dna"  SHOULD THEY BE WORRIED? I reckon... 
I would question if they did "put themselves" into stasis. Recall the Bible saying "for one thousand years bound into the pit in 
iron/s?Now I wonder if the “iron” wasn’t hibernation.  Maybe that is why our calendars were made over to have two "phantom" 
"ages", the 324 years added by prince Otto (so he could be ‘crowned in the millenium’)via the edict sent to pope Innocent... plus the 
matter of the 1000 years added (to bring the years closer) by removing the "  " for Immanuel prefix and replacing it with a "1" i

10 87 3 Aux Antipolles pofera fon geniffe.  i562 edition   In Antibes will he place his heifer,   (Aldebaran Anu of Von Braun) 

PLAINER PILOT ENGINEERS HUX, AEROPLANE GIANT OFF: TO FIX SAFE (NON-FUNEREAL) – IS PART FALLEN ANGEL  
 see the qualifyer word “plainer” for “pilot” meaning an everyday pilot and not one with the “Chief Pilot Enlil” 

EAGER LONER IOU EXPLAIN EXPLORE PROOF OF FALSE  RUSSIAN  PUTIN  FELON FOX  IS NOT  NON-PAPAL  
GREEN SUFFIX (is ‘green’ YAH. E’A, Ra) ANGEL’S FINER ONE : EXPLAIN FEAR OF ELITE’S PLAN IS GONE, RELAXING.  

ALIEN GIANTS USEMichaelPSELLUS’  SPELL:  quantum physics  POSES REASON S/Ayse X  [ten]  ASSIGN: PILOTSvb POLES  ROLL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kujIUZdwgs     24:30   ‘redline, exploding head’ –  
Found in Afghanistan, taken to Ohio, live ones held under Arizona. PLAINER PILOT 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhGbmJo230k  10:07   ‘nasal cavity’ resonates - levitation 
 FALSE  RUSSIAN  PUTIN  FELON     Many forums have been warning that there are TWO Putins.    The one 

which ‘cried’, the fat faced stumpy fingered one, is a clone and lives in Amerika to be dragged out for photo 
opps aimed at propaganda against Russia.  Thereby, NOT NON PAPAL, with ‘papal’ meaning Draco control 

WW3 false flag in the making? Images leaked showing US military jets disguised as Russian planes 
http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=ww3-false-flag-in-the-making-images-leaked-showing-us-military-jets-disguised-as-russian-planes  

 

Pictures captured by a Canadian journalist seem to add weight to the fears that the United States is 
gearing up for a military confrontation with Russia. These photographs appear to show US-built F/A-18 
fighter jets painted with the blue patterns that are displayed on vehicles affiliated with the Russian army. 
Center for Citizen Initiatives - Reducing the risk of a US/Russia conflict ...https://ccisf.org/ 
Jan 18, 2017 - At CCI, we see the need and possibility for changing this situation. ...  
"Sharon Tennison is a lady who does not take 'no' for an answer, who steadfastly pursues her goal, and, 
as is ... Sharon Tennison, Founder and President (and see December issue Nexus Magazine) 
'' Massive nuclear arsenals are once again on high alert in the United States and Russia. 
Misunderstandings, fallacious accusations, flare ups and demonizing propaganda have covered print media 
and television screens...  

'' Dear Friends and all who will receive this message: 
People everywhere, regardless of party affiliation, are thinking …. and saying:   
“What can we do to alter the out-of-control course in which our nation and our world finds itself!” 
There is something we can do. It has been accomplished before–and we will implement it again. We have become aware that we 
can’t depend on national leadership–it has brought us to where we are today.  Margaret Mead,  America’s stellar anthropologist, 
after studying the movements of human history from early millenniums up to the 1970s, charged us with the following: 
“Never doubt that a small group of ordinary citizens can change the world … indeed, it is the only thing that ever has ….” 
Human beings, in small numbers, can influence hundreds, next thousands, then tens of thousands and even millions … and in the 
process alter the course of history. 

But the small numbers must start somewhere; without them the millions will never be reached." 

"'' Alibaba founder Jack Ma tells US" Nobody ‘stealing’ your jobs, you spend too much on wars, 
 “Over the past thirty years, the Americans had thirteen wars spending 40.2 trillion dollars,” said Ma, speaking at the World 
Economic Forum in Davos. “What if they spent a part of that money on building up the infrastructure, helping the white-collar 
and the blue-collar workers? No matter how strategically good it is, you’re supposed to spend money on your own people.” 
Published time: 20 Jan, 2017 01:20 Edited time: 20 Jan, 2017 16:31... 
The Chinese billionaire tells it like he sees it at the World Economic Forum. We should take notice. Others don’t see us as we see ourselves.” 

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez ƒorche viendra cometre (continues) 

THESE  LECHERS  STEAL THOU HISTORI  AND THOU  NOT  KNOUU, LIKE  A  MOTH OVER  A  HOT CANDLE 
  here is a good time to explain WHY it is important to understand the real history of human kind and it has 

nothing to do with any claims Israel may propose, and oppose us with. Israel claims they are ‘god’s children’ 
and they may well be children of YHWH/Enlil, who is not God with a capital ‘G’.   The capitalized God is the 
Universal Originator, the Sapient Quantum Frequencies of Energy which Created all Living Things including 
the ‘god’ who would be God. Also known as a ‘little tin god’, a fitting description for Enlil playing his power 
game over the Israelites – royally misled into genociding their own bloodlines without putting any thought to it 

  The one thing Israel does not want you to know is that their genesis began during a shar of the Passing Over of 
the Nemesis system, around seven thousand years ago. This ‘new beginning’ happens every occasion of this 
Passing Over, thus the ‘chosen ones’ cannot be the only ‘chosen ones’ whereas, the ‘meek’ certainly might be. 

  The hint we see sits in Psalm 130 – st. 7 &  8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DJGXJi2mG16Q%26t%3D89s&h=sAQEEtEbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kujIUZdwgs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhGbmJo230k
http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=ww3-false-flag-in-the-making-images-leaked-showing-us-military-jets-disguised-as-russian-planes
https://ccisf.org/
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Lamentations 4:11 The LORDYHWH hath accomplished his fury; he 
hath poured out his fierce anger, and hath kindled a fire in Zion, and 
it hath devoured the foundations thereof. 
12 The kings [presidents] of the earth, and all the inhabitants of the 
world, would not have believed that the adversary [Satan] the 
enemy should have entered into the gates of Jerusalem [Allah-Lu] 
13 For the sins of her prophets, and the iniquities of her priests, that 
have shed the blood of the just in the midst of her. [Gaza]  
14 They have wandered as blind men in the streets [compare Isa. 
28:7; 56:10-12], they have polluted themselves with blood, so that 
men could not touch their garments. [untouchables] 
15 They cried unto them, Depart ye; it is unclean; depart, depart, 
touch not [Isa. 52:10; Alma 5:57]: when they fled away & wandered, 

they said among the heathen, they shall no more sojourn there. 
16 The anger of the LORD hath divided them; he will no more 
regard them. [the Israelites] 

and to contradict what the Israelites think they have been told  

in Psalm 130 stanza 8: 

 

[1222] 

 

QUIA OMNIA SUNT NUDA ET APERTA ETC. (28) 

For all things are naked and open.  

 

[1283] 

 

POSSUM NON ERRARE, FALLI, DECIPI (26) 

I cannot fail, err or be deceived  

 

[1903] 

 

NON INCLINABITUR IN SAECULUM SAECULI  (32) 

not  deviating age from  age  

 

[2135] 

 

VISITABO IN VIRGA FERREA INIQUITATES EORUM ET IN 

VERBERIBUS PERCUTIAM EOS  (63) 

I will visit their iniquities with a rod of iron, and will strike 

them with blows.  

 

[2173] 

 

CONTERAM ERGO ET CONFRINGAM ET NON MISEREBOR  

I will trample them, and break them, and not show pity.  
 

Lamentations 4:12 enemy should have entered into the gates of Jerusalem. Search Engine “video: ufo over Temple Mount” several dates 

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez ƒorche viendra cometre (continues) 
DENOUNCE UNRECOVERABLE CHEMTRAILS HAZE ON BREEZE AS DUNCE SCIENTISTS INSIST ‘BECOME VENERABLE  
NEED’ ... IS CLEVER CON:  UNDERneath “SMART” CHEMTRAILS UUILL DEADEN NEURONS AND DONE CRUDE OZONE 
STREAM... UUHO  CULLS  ELITE’S REACH  MUCH  LOVED  CONCERNED  COOLHEADED  ADORED  MUTINEER’S  RUSSIA:  
VIOLENCES,  MIRACLE  EVADES  NEUU  ORDER  COVEN, CAMEL’S Camelopardalis Anakim CONCLAVE  CONVENED  TO  RULE  
VENAL CODE.  Corporate Entities determined to twist laws to suit money making – for them alone, aka, the TPP etc 

 ALARM ALL:   

MEAD ALERTS ( ) : CRUEL DEMONIC DEVOURERS OVERRATED CLOUDIER DREAM  

REMEDIAL: EVILDOER MADE ERECTED, CREATED, ERADICATE MEDIEVAL CALENDER  ALTERED  OVERLAID  CLAUSE 

2 99 3 Mais nation Celtique craindra l'heure,  But the Celtic nation will fear the hour, The Germains were the original Celt 
/be ,  C+F+HACKER 

 

o SHOULD CALENDAR ENQUIRIES NOT RECANTED – no matter who I approached regarding this 324 years added  
to our calendars, creating the ‘dark ages’ – no one was willing to pick up this hot brick. Had it been made public that we are really in 
1692/2016 – the clauses regarding the ‘trade in men’ (mostly children) in the off world ‘‘treaties’’ would have been nullified.   THIS is 
the REAL reason the western hemisphere is being obstinate regarding full disclosure. Imagine all the thousands of parents of lost 
children and what they would do to so-called ‘govern-ment’ if or when they eventually find out ? The problem is the proof of evidence. 
o  ... NOW I get it. ! Long after publishing this I never understood what this was about. (Recall I said I am  LION-HEARTED HACKER
not a quick thinker – and slaps over the wrist to the reader who did work it out and not tell me!) The real evidence needed is to seek and 
find where the agreement clause for the “trade in men/children” is!  The best bet for that evidence (short of pulling the culprit’s toe nails 
out) is one of our blessed hackers... and there WAS a line which told us relief will come via hackers  (which I took to mean the likes of 
Julian Assange). C+F+HACKER 
o 2 86 1 Naufraige a claffe pres d'onde Hadriatique:         near the Adriatic wave wreck  to  the fleet: 

IS ADEQUATE enough TO READ  HELEN  PARCS: ARGUES, QUERIES  ODD  OLD AGED EARTH  AGO RODE  QUEEN GUARDIAN’S
POLES PERFECT AROUND AGAIN yes I did argue the matter of the “millimetre perfect-perfect Earth flip in the age of Gemini” 
QUOTE ADDING RUDE GRUS  GODS DO IRRADIATE  SINAI: LUCIFER  ALIEN  AFFAIRS  DEFRAUDS  THE  FAITHFUL.  
HACKERS  DEEDS  DEFEAT  ELITE’S  PARANOIA  PRESIDENT 
 

o 5 99 4 Quand Rome aura le cheƒ vieux Britannique.     When old Britain the Roman chief will own . 
UURITE : CHIVALROUS BREXIT EXECUTIVEƒ  REBUILT EXACT RULE,  VALUED HACKER MANOEUVRE : 
’THO UNAUUARE EVADED EUNUCHISED DRACONIAN ALCIONIAN, COUU,/Aldebaran   HAND/Betelguese/Orion  
ALIEN RACIALISM  IN  UNITED  NATIONƒ ’  IS DEVIOUS  CHEMTRAILS  AQTI/secret agenda 
 

o 4 47 1 Le noir farouche quand aura effaye The black royal one/ president when he will have tried 

 [51] spoken of recently!   DULCE, AREA FIUE ONE EQUAL ALNAIR Grus ALIEN FREAK AFFORD RAUNCHY FEAR, QUA, 
OF AUUE-FUL ARCH-FOE  FAKE FAERY  KEEN  CARRY OFF,  DUFF steal, HALF-NUDE  AND  NAKED  CHILDREN. 

... NEARLY  UNDONE  YOU.  in good timing.  UNAFRAID HACKER HANDLES REAL EERIE NEUUS DULY.

which would be the creature that governs the Illuminati 
 RAUNCHY FEAR: see Battle for Dulce (sex slaves)     www.bibliotecapleyades.net/branton/esp_dulcebook14.htm 
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3 2 4 Metant le grand ocean en effroy               ‘y’ = ‘i’ ‘c’ = ‘k’ ‘ƒ’ = ‘s’                                                                            NET = Reticuli GNOME = grey
 NOTREDAME MET FOND ELEGANCY ANT ANALOGY, MET SEE S.O.S REFERENCE. –MET AND ONLY GARDENER ANGEL EYA

TRAINED MEAD TO GENERATE RECANT  CONTENT-FREE TERCENTENARY CALENDAR DARK AGES ROTTEN OFF CENTRE 
YEARS  IS ‘TREATY’ MODERN FONT FARCE ARTICLE AS OFFENCE FOR NET GNOME FERRYING GENERATION OFF GEM OFTEN. 
‘TRADE IN MEN’ – GONE,                  ANT ANALOGY Mantids of the Cassiopeians & the Elohim, the same of  D Huggins & Linda Porter] LARGE LONG OFFENCE. 
ART LEMON OFFENDER in the Last Supper  MANGLE them/ disguise  ANT Mantid ANALOGY CON MEN ENDANGER GENERAL MINOR,
o  Enki is the only Anu "gardener" of the Living Library (Garden of Eden/Aden) with the Mantids of the Eloim. ONE ANU.
o SEE S.O.S REFERENCE ALSO SEE "PI IN THE SKY" Pi in the Sky-Sky Typing over San Francisco Bay Fremont CA 9/12/12 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=czyGa6YJOa4 S.O.S in the sky 

 

crikey, I just realized there is a Quatrain about the one without hands! 
1 65 
Infant (clone) without hands never so great a fulfillment seen: (cloning) 
(emphasis on the word "seen") but the wording uses feudre as a cask (in vitro) 
The royal child injured of/from estrus/womb casualty. 

(Donald Trump’s son) 

Then fuse event to divide the pulley system (orbit) 
Three trussed up in the middle under the oaks.    

(Oaks = in the stargate. The "three" are always the Roschilds) 

(and the Hidden Texts do say that these will be "locked in time") 
7 9 TRUMP QUATRAINS 

The lady in the absence of her great master (Trump?) at February 2017 Melania is absent! 
will be begged for love by the Vice . 
Feigned promise and misfortune in love,  
in the hands of the great Prince of Bar.       (Trump ) Ba=from Cancer (actual constellation) 

HACKERS 

"• People are asking us to comment on the Mount Adams video announcing 'a New Golden Age', reported by Alfred Webre and a 

small group at Trout Lake, James Gilliland's ranch. They state that they have received communications that there are no longer any 

catastrophic events in Earth's timeline, and that the timeline has now changed." 

INTERJECTION by the collator of the Hidden Texts: we have learned that the off worlders of Gilliland and Greer are 
hoax-ing the western hemisphere Big Time.  Tellinger even saw a Wyvern at Gilliland’s Ranch and never ques-
tioned what it was doing there.  (May not have been the real Tellinger by then).  Webre is floating along in the 
wake of all the misinformation from everyone else. The ‘New Golden Age’ will not commence until after the wak-
ing of the “three sleeping giants” of Mother Shipton. As we have seen the timelines being fiddled with by the elite 
(manipulating the profits 7 73 1) are “levelled off” by the Elohim as and when they need to “shake the bed to make it” 
as Leonardo warns us. 3 74 1 ELOIM ALONE LEVEL OFF MOTILE TIME. Regarding the claim are no longer catastrophic 

events in Earth's timeline, think on it. The Nemesis system approaches with PLAINER PASSAGE yet not without affecting 
every planet in our solar system already. Earthquakes have risen exponentially, CERN fools with our magnetic fields, the 
‘elite’ have spent kertrillions of our money to build their deep underground bases – all with the ‘knowledge’ that “time 
lines have been changed to mitigate catastrophe”?  
http://exopoliticsradio.com/7-12-08.html  
"To clarify: the most up-to-date info we have from Dan

 Burisch
 is that the only thing that is certain at the moment is that the future is 

constantly changing. Some things seen in the Looking Glass have changed and not happened.  
New things have happened that were not previously seen. 
Cautionary Note: there are many different races of ETs and non-physical entities that pose as positively-oriented beings in order 

to take advantage of those who are seeking knowledge and enlightenment. While each person must be their own judge of their 
experience and discern its meaning to their own satisfaction, it's also easy to be deceived.   Protective measures are always 

necessary to safeguard individual sovereignty. 
Now that Gary's

 McKinnon 
appeal has been rejected by the British House of Lords, it's time for the court of public opinion and the UFO 

community to come forward to prevent a gross miscarriage of justice. Gary is being made an example in order to deter not only 
hackers but also those that question the rule by secrecy that has become the standard operating procedure of governments - 

especially that of the U.S. 
This tactic is designed to dissuade others from revealing the truth about the secret space program hidden within black 
projects. It is this program that Gary discovered evidence for in the files of the Pentagon and NASA. We believe that the time to 

come forward in protest against the rule by secrecy is NOW. “ 

15 August 2008  
Gary's assertion that he found evidence of non-terrestrial officers and off-world fleet to fleet transfers.  
Project Camelot salutes their courage and honesty! Stay tuned... 
Eagles Disobey Forum post by Dan Burisch 

“In a recent highly significant post to the Eagles Disobey Forum by "Rob"    -- who claims he was consulted on the 
phone by Dan Burisch 'with plausible deniability   as to who inspired what'...) the following disclosure was made 
regarding what Gary McKinnon actually found. . . 
"[Gary McKinnon]...who claims he saw evidence that the United States Government and Orions are in a joint orbital 
fleet, awaiting a possible worldwide catastrophe." –The Wave Chapter 19: All There Is Is Lessons, or Dr. Greenbaum and the Soul Hackers  

Eagles Disobey Forum  (Dan Burisch, named fully in these texts) 

7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont.   (‘q’ = ‘c’ & ‘k’)    
 Snowden/Gary McKinnon? PUTIN  APPLIED  DARING NERD PARDON,  INTREPID ALARMER

DEPLORING UK  LORD’S  NEUU  ‘PEDDLED AROUND UUORLD’               their secrets such as 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvI-3K4Odz8
http://www.exopoliticsradio.com/7-12-08.html
http://neweaglesforum.proboards107.com/index.cgi?board=news&action=display&thread=139&page=9
http://www.neweaglesforum.proboards107.com/index.cgi?board=news&action=display&thread=141&page=3
http://cassiopaea.org/2010/05/12/the-wave-chapter-19-all-there-is-is-lessons-or-dr-greenbaum-and-the-soul-hackers/
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o DARING  PARDON  NERD  this refers to a computer hacker somewhere who discovered the black space ops. This person must 
be an English person (C+F+McKinnon) due to the UK clue. This means that Putin must have leaned on someone to have the 
whistle blower released.  More importantly – that someone had heard  him! Although Snowden is an  English name. 

       the English :           and animals prey on your [own] country. (‘c’ is also ‘k’) e rapaci animali del paese vostro    

. [AS]SIMPLE AS DELICATE MEDIEVAL PARANOIA EVISCERATION, VITAL R.O. OVER above ARE ANTI-SOCIAL APPEASER
LADIE’S CO-OPERATION OVATION (PLEASES ALL). APPEAL IS: SAME ALERT, TO ‘ELITE MILLIONAIRES ADVOCATE AIMS 
MALADIES DEPRIVE ; VACILLATION IDEA’. PRIMAEVAL ALIEN VAMPIRE PEDERASTS AIM LOVELESS, 

MALEDICTIVE LIARS ARSENIC poisonsON DOMICILE chemtrails chaosAIM IN KORÉ DISAPPEAR 

APPRECIATE  CELESTIAL V.I.P.S’  ‘PARADISE’  SLEEPIER VOLCANO SORTS ELITE’S  A SPECIAL AMERICAN 

 

CANADIAN AMORAL MORONIC DERO SALIVATE RIDE (AIM DEPRAVED COITIONAL).   IS  TO PRAISE POLES ALIENATED.

 PIANOES EVASION RESPOND,  
NOSTRADAME RELIES MEAD-PARCS TOES LINE,  TIES AEROSPATIAL – SPACE POISONER (EERIE REPTILIAN OPTIONS)  
TIES LEO PIRATES, OILS SEAS (RADIOACTIVE) DISSOLVES VOLATILE AIR PLANES, IS TOILSOME AIR PROPERTIES RAPE 
POET POSITS OPTIMAL CALENDAR ELITE POPE INNOCENT IMPOSED.TO PRIME: REMOVE, ERASE PIVOTAL TIMES,EDIT 
SAVES, RELIEVES  OPPRESSED MINOR PROLES children ELSE IMPALED, VOMITORIES, taken out DISSECTED MEALS ALIVE  

 
while working on this it seemed to me I must have duplicated the line –but no, it is the only one of this Da Vinci line here. 
o . One need only listen to Alex Collier and what he says about the R.O. OVER above ARE ANTI-SOCIAL APPEASER

Regency Order of the Andromeda Council, who have no comprehension of why our planet must be ruled by a 
money system. The very terms ‘regency’ and ‘order’ have always raised alarm bells for me, simply because 
anything to do with ‘regents’ and ‘orders’ seems to always indicate the reptilian. Those reptilians from Lacerta 
are known to be nurturing (read as ‘good’) so it is easy to forget not all reptilians are negative. That includes 
EnKi. Without the ‘money system’ we would not need politics, nor politicians (what a misnomer that is !) 

o DELICATE MEDIEVAL PARANOIA (prince Ottö) and clerical errors  EVISCERATION to be plucked out – the extra 
medieval years which seem to be one millennia plus three centuries (324 years). See ‘tercentenary’ in quatrains 

o REMOVE, ERASE PIVOTAL TIMES, - love the word ‘pivotal’ the fulcrum of modern times is the ‘middle’ = medieval 
o EDIT SAVES folk’s children – in the ‘trade in men’ clause of the November Treaties which commenced 1933, but 

this clause began operation November 8 2014. Except is was NOT 2014 
o AIM DISAPPEAR IN CORÉ the elite had planned to use the jump room to Mars to leave the sinking ship.               

That jump room was blown up (sasared) October 2014, by those ‘hibernating’ in the Black Knight  1:10 
o SLEEPIER  VOLCANO  ‘three sleeping giants’ of Mother Shipton     SORTS ELITES CELESTIAL  V.I.P.S’  
IN here is that Libra date again . September 22 – October 21   AIM IN KORÉ, stargate DISAPPEAR  

o  pyramids  their beams OPERATE  IRATE aggressively  AT APES/Sirius Oannes PIANOES  EVASION RESPONDS,
o POLITICAL  VIOLATIONS – there are off worlders peppering all the ‘alphabet agencies’, using politicians 
o LEO PIRATES, OILS SEAS/Mexico Gulf ongoing spill &  DOES  VOLATILE  RADIOACTIVE/Japan  DISSOLVES  AIR  PLANES. 
o SPACE POISONER (EERIE REPTILIAN OPTIONS) there was a line about the reptilians needing temperate conditions 
o TOILSOME since 1986 AIR PROPERTIES RAPE chemtrails and defoliating attacking our atmosphere, that we need 
o APES is both Ahpee from Sirius and the date of in Gemini 

 (q = k & c)   Riddle:   the Willow (Elohim), the Magpie (prophet) and the Gourd (Cup-Cassiopeia) e di qualunche pianta li era visina, 
Younger Elder Russian composer   

ETNA, VESUVIUS, VINCI AREA, PIRANHA-LIKE  ANU ~LAVA  ANTIC ( ) AKIN 'CHAIR' QUEEN 'lounge queen=Cassiopeia' IDEAL

 who  [tall whites]  [Leo]

 KILL  LANCE, IDEA LUNCH  CHILD-LIKE,   CHILD-LIKE  PANIC  IS HANDICAP  .

 AHA (the new president)LAUNCH, KILL RADICAL .       either Halloween or eve of winter solstice   I  DATE

AHA was Menes, the first pharaoh/ this 'I' date could be 2017, January 20 (inauguration date), with the real Trump – did they clone him? 

o  the new solstice was in Jan 2016, not Dec. 22nd of 2015 due to the new elliptical orbit   I  DATE
EVIL SATAN  RADIANCE (Lucifer)  LUNATIC  UUHIP-LIKE  SNAKE (viper) their  A.I.  VILLANIES, (Qubits) 
UUILD  RANCID  INSANE  ELITE  HACKER  VANITIES  AVARICES  ARE  ANNIHILATED  (the banking system)    
WHIP-LIKE SNAKE ALIEN ANAL UUESTERN  ELITE  VILLAINIES  HANDICAP  EARTH  IN ALE DATE ... ALE DATE May 13 – June 9 
...so not quite the “catastrophe-free timelines” event of Webre et alia 

4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos      the i562  version is quite different from the i555 publication  
           citadel abducting [go] liquidated lifted up/alleviated not undressed/fully clothed C+F+ANDROID ib footnotes 

 INSTRUCTION ODD INTRODUCTION GOOD CALENDAR POSITIONS NOT TOUCHING, ICON (Elo’im) GARDENER (EnKi)
; COUNTING CHILDREN DRAGON RAIDED, DRAINED.      ANDROID ANGEL SOOTHING KIND POET DOCTOR’S OPINION

 A reference to « pity the children »  Q1 99 and 2 82 
CALENDAR IS TO DELETE THREE HUNDREDS, UINGT AND QUATRE IEARS   to delete 324 years from our calendar 
UNGOD-LIKE ODD-LOOKING LEONINE  ENCHANT SPIN-DOCTOR (Greer) SARDONIC U.N.  CUNNING  UPRIGHT DINOSAUR
REPTILE LONDONER PRINCE CHARLES (SLEEPS AROUND), STRANGE QUOTES, COCKS IT UP, NO NOT KING, ODIOUS 
DAD TO SONS.        DISCOUNTS PUN-QUADROPHONIC 4 strand frequencies DNA  IN  DOCTORING  ANDROID  PRODUCTION  
 bringing the centuries forward begins the artificial intelligence ‘slaves’ agenda. See TPP is changed to Services 

8:96:3 De Babylon la fille du porfuit  the daughter of persecuted Babylon Allan Webber Template  
 INDEBTED TO SUBEDITOR NELL; ABLY FILLED DAL FILE NOBLY

 ILL POUUDERS FILLED ABBEY UESTRY (room next door)   IF ONLY IDLEFUL ELITE PULLED ON FINAL BABY SUIT. 
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8 96 3 De Babylon la fille du porfuit   the persecuted daughter of  Babylon         (and C+F+TROUGH) 
OLD BULL/Ninurta (IS DOUBTFUL URANITE BAND ALIEN) PLURAL DIATRIBE BEFUDDLES  ILL BRED ROYAL BLUE 
BLOOD FOOLS  DID  RADIATE POLLUTION (PAINFULLY RATED "BLUFF") FAILED OFF-LINE, BOIL UP ONTO PITIABLE 

 IN  FIFTEEN -NOBLE 15th day of Libra YEAR :   DISABLED UNFULFILLED     UTOPIAN DIED  ADORE  PUTIN  SABOTEUR

ARABS; who FLATLY LIED BOOBY TRAP IDEAL, (Treaty 9) RELIABLY LIFTED PLEBEIAN UP PENDULOUS  Trade in Men clause 
 (Cygnus) 

READ:   LOSE DIESEL FUEL,  ARE  SPELL-BOUND, SOUL DEFILED BENU BIRD (Grus) 

 UTOPIAN has always been Michael Tellinger  DIED FIFTEENTH  NOBLE =   Oct 2nd 2015?
 ADORE  PUTIN    the real Putin         (Adore means in Libra, and Putin was born in Libra)
 ARE  SPELL-BOUND, SOUL DEFILED BENU BIRD (Grus)  such as CHAMELEON SOROS, and McCAIN says Chani: ‘Phoenix’ 
 

5 12 1 Aupres du lac Leman fera conduire  Conduit near the Lake of Geneva [CERN] it will be (conduit to?) 
RUDE  ENS Eridanians/U.N. CLAIM  DOCUMENTS  TRUE... [you]   PERSUADE  DUAL  DATIUE,  C.E.  USURPED 
the 324 years added to our calendar in July i676AD making August 1,000A.D. A Roman  edict from Constantinople.  
PURSUE CALENDARS  EDUCATION,  the gaol term’ in irons in the pit’ REPUDIATES  MANACLED  ORDNANCES

 5 94 3 La trefue fainte le grand duc d'Armenie   Allan Webber template  The great duke of Arm.enia feigned the truce 

see ''victor born on Armenian soil”. 4 95 4 Where was Putin born? Which Armenia , of what times?  

MARDUC (RELIANT Pine GapAUSTRALIA,) ALIEN ISTARU (Sirius) . by removing 324 years FALTERING  TIME  CALENDAR

5 94 3 La traiƒve feinte, le grand duc d'Armenie  i562 edition 

ALARM REMINDS CALENDAR DEVIANCE ‘VIRTUE’  IS AMERICAN GAIN GREATER INFLUENCE FEMALE MEAD: MADE 
LIVING-DEAD DEMON ALTERNATES MEDIEVAL CALENDAR; INVALID ADDENDUM MIDDLE AGE NEGATIVE RETARDANT 
CAUSING ELEVATED AGE, &  FRAUDULENCE:  IS  MANIAC  ISLAM  ALA.LU  CREATURE  ING. Reaping rapture 

o LIVING-DEAD DEMON is Ala-Lu (Allah) who avoids death using time gates 
UNDERMINES  EDUCATED  &  MURDERED  EVANGELICAL  AMERICAN,  ERADICATING  A.D.  

5 94 3 La traiƒve feinte, le grand duc d'Armenie, The truce feigned, the great duke from Armenia                (C+F+1 100 4)  

RELATED FEMALE INDICATES  REMEDIED  VI, unholy 6 their  (the 324 years removed)  INFLUENTIAL  CALENDAR  CAVEAT
ELIMINATES FACILE ADVENTURE, INTIMATE FEUDAL DELIVERENCE REMUNERATED  
REVIVE REAL MIDDLE AGE CALENDAR - RERUN TRADED IN MATURA. FEATURED NICE MEDIEVAL LATIN  

o IN MATURA = maturity diploma/exit                 RERUM NATURA : in existence, in the nature of things (the Living Library) 

EVIL-MINDED DREAMT ARRIVE UNDER-GRADUATE   before its time  
GRADED, DIVERTED MEDIEVAL CALENDAR IN RERUM NATURA ARRIVED, INVADED MIDDLE of his TERM  

REMINDER – his AIM: DIVERT GRADUAL ADVENTURE AND DEGRADE  TRIUMVIRATE  VALUE  
 DIVERTED, TURNED ADAM-AND-EVE  GENE  IRREGULAR  (gave us mortality) 

REDELIVER CALENDAR VARIANT – UNDERGRADUATE LIVING-DEAD ANIMADVERTER DIVERTED, DIMMED CALENDAR, DEGRADED  
o ANIMADVERTER the speaker who speaks out against diverting the current calendar UNDERGRADUATE : before his time  

MEDIEVAL (Dark Ages) AND GRADUATE UNDER collator IS DRIVER GUIDED MEDIEVAL TIMER: see Sylvie Ivanova videos too 
AND [REAL DRIVER] DREADS  RETRIEVED  VIRTUAL true CALENDARS’  MEDIUM  RANGE 
AFFIRMATIVE : TELLINGER UNDER ANU DECADE I & DAN REMAINS FEATURED ADVANCED, AIMED AN EFFECTIVE RUDDER.  
A RED U.N INVADER AIM AFFECTED TELLINGER  and this has been confirmed from within his camp       I & DAN=Halloween 

 
Earth   

GARDENER E’A VALIDATES INFLUENCE DIAMETER

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 
(philospher's stone ormus)

 ANIMATED FEUDAL DELIVERENCE  EMULATES DEFINITIVE CALENDARS stargates 

6 1 4 Un Romain chef le craindra dedans l'eau. A Roman chief fearing it in the water. (The Oannes) 

ROUNDER  NINE-AND-A-HALF planets orbits ANNULS  ANNUALS  RECURSION.  

RESILIENCE CALENDARS ARE INSURANCE UUINNERS  RIDE  CORE  OUER ~ can mean Kore over (stargate) 
 NICER CAREFUL  UR EA FLAIR,  RELIANCE  DNA  ORMUS  IS  HEALER – with corn enzyme, lemon zest 7 22 2 

 ALARM: AND CLUES-IN OUR CHEF MEAD UUOMAN  CHEF –puts all the ingredients together

AND NICER infers more than one RHODESIAN  MAN DEFINED ADAMS CALENDAR. Saying Tellinger had Their guidance 
o RHODESIAN MAN: would be Michael Tellinger, who was approached to help fix calendars but is “too busy” 

6 4 2 Plus ne tiendra la cité d’Agripine : No longer will it include the city of Agrippina nor only ROMAN [NORMA] in pdf ADRIATIC 
 (PRESIDENTIAL DARLING) DILIGENT CALENDAR CREDENTIALS  REPAIR  PRAISE PUTIN    ALTERING CLAUSES LEGEND

 REPLACED PUTIN AS SPIRITUAL. DELETE DARK AGE PILE  INITIATED EDITS ING  INTRIGUE 

 PILE  INITIATED those from the ‘manure heap’,  from Alcyone, the real Nephilim. They are under Antarctica with the S.S. 
 There are other lines, one from Da Vinci which say the identical words about Putin having been picked up & ‘tweaked’ and 

this is now the fourth line to provide the same information         C+F+ COBRA 
 ING  Rune for reaping   INTRIGUE EDITS  the changing of ‘i’ and ‘y’ to A.D.

 6 22 1 Dedans la terre du grand Temple celique, Earth of great heavenly theatre within underneath (‘c’ can also be ‘k’)  

 those others UP:       or RELATES MEDDLING CALENDARS UP/greater amount CALENDAR  MEDDLING  RELATES
EQUALS: LARGE DECADENT ILL-TEMPERED GIANT E.T. DUE EQUUS year of the horse 2014     See Dero and C+F+RedLine   
ADD: REQUESTED ADAM'S CALENDAR TELLINGER REPLACED KALENDES which LUcifer’s MAN DEDUCTED;  

the three centuries removed by order from Alla-Lu , creating the 'dark ages'  
&  REPRESENTED  this DNA  TERMINAL END (mortality) ... UUAS  LEGAL 
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 (in i675AD, when Prince Otto was convinced to have his relative king Constantine VII (or VIII) create an edict to 
remove 324 years and bring [July] i676AD straight into 1000A.D)  

 REQUIREMENT: DECLARED TREE TALE (DNA) ENDS UP GLAD happily.  
 DEPENDENT PER LARGE CLAUSE MIDDLE QUARTER. deducting 324 years. We are in* i691 @ 2015, i693 in 2017 
 (where we are now) divided by four, making the ''middle quarter'' .            *There are two parallel calendars altered 
 around i676AD which is the quarter (area) deducted. The ''dark ages''.  
 those  UP  DECLARED:  REQUIREMENT  ENDS  GLAD  LATER : 
 DEPENDS  EQUALS  MEDDLING repairing PRE-RELEASED  TRUNCATED cut short CALENDAR. 
DREADED CENTAURI  PEST DARKENED GEM,  MADE DULL , MEDDLE  GREAT  LAKES,  SPARKLER  STAR  PLUNDER, 
the sparkler star would be our sun since Nemesis is the brown dwarf.The Great Lakes issue is that of Edgar Cayce 
DERANGED SKELETAL, TRADED  MEN AND PRE-NATAL, LET PLAGUE, MADE DALEK, ACTIUATE RAPTURE LEGEND 
ok, we have seen in Presage November 13 (C+F+CENTAURI) that these are with the WARLORD URSA PIG/boar. Now I am 
wondering if these are the Igigi, although they seem to be free thinkers and not hive-mind drones like the Zeta45 greys.  I 
just realized that it was the Igigi who complained about mining gold – which forced the Anu family to re-think the using of 
a hominoid that began the Adamu saga. So the Igigi must have autonomous thought! They are not the hive minded Zeta45. 

6 31 PrelatDucMilan                                                                      ARTICLE  RECALLED = the “trade in children” clause 
 AND ARTICLE RECALLED, NAMED MERIT reason MEAD CLEAN UP, TRIM ACTUAL CALENDAR  CALENDAR AMID

MEANT    meant delete the added 324 years   PULLED MEDIEUAL  CALENDAR  PUT,  LUMP IN LATER CREDIT
RATED CRUEL MANIAC  M. Orion R. Draco APEMEN Sirius IMPART CERTAIN DULL ELITE [Otto]   EDIT CALENDARI=
READ = NULL  IMPACT                       meaning  no impact on the children 
CALMER  MA/ Oct. Libran/ ULADIMIR PUTIN MADE RECALL, CALLED ‘DREAM’. CARE  CLAD protected REALM 
AL CAID  CADRE  MALL  ARCADE  IN ALDER, ALE, CEDAR, LIUER  DATE 
 METAL CAMELLARD LIAR from Camelopardalis LATE CARD (Condo Rice?) Artificial Intelligence is the last card 
 ALARMED  DAL  ARC IN  ELM   (strange lights in skies? Sept 2015)  
 o ALDER, Mar 18 – April 14  o ALE, May 13 - June 9 LIUER June 10 - July 7    
 o  CEDAR, Feb 09 to Feb 18 Aug 14 to Aug 23  IN ELM Sept 1 – 29  

6 31 3 Refponce au Duc le rendra mal contenir pairs 7 22 2 and 9 45 3  Replying to the Duke will leave him dissatisfied, the report to lord Tende 

MEAD FLOUUN: ALERT:  RECANT CALENDAR  CONCERNED MEANƒ FRAUDULENT SUPERNORMAL RAPTURE CON

6 70 1 Au chef du monde le grand Chyren ƒera, CHYREN = CHIEN [Dog star is Sirius] R [Draco] would be chief of the world. 
             the great Chyren would be chief of the world... After this further beyond [Earth] loved, feared, dreaded: 

Alcyone ENDS MODERN CHURCH OF ENGLAND A.D, YEAR  HANDSOME  DUNG/
HENCE MUG DEFENDS CALENDAR HUNDREDS the missing centuries "dark ages" 
HUSH-MONEY FUDGED YOUNGER YEARS DARK AGES DEEDS  HUG ACROSS ERA..  

 DEFT  MANURE (Alcyone) ENEMY FRAMED MESHED shape shifted or ‘walk-in’  HUMAN DOERS
HUSHED CLAUSE FENDS OFF HUGE HARM ENOUGH. FEARED SHED pen/killed   YOUNG
ROUGH CRUDE MANSLAYER, CRUEL  FARM  UNDERGROUND                                  Phil Schneider’s deep bases 
HUGE GHOUL GRAYLE NECROMANCER MURDERER NEED YOUNG,  
IN  GREYS  HYMENEAL. nuptials = hybrid breeding  
DEFRAUDS DERANGED HARMFUL MERCENARY CHOSE DEAD-END               the military industrial complex 
UUAS  ENHANCED  HUMAN  DNA  ASCENDENCY  DEAL.                                     but other lines say “dumped elite” 
6 89 2 De miel face oingt & de laict fubftantes:  Face [Scorpio] anointed with honey [Ursa], and sustained by milk: {Milky Way] 
OLD FAT-FACED SATAN IMBECILE UNGIFTED stole CALENDAR  TO GET MULTI-FACETED  BENEFITS. 
MEAD TO MAKE AGES CO-EFFICIENT FLOUU FLUENTLI.  MI AFFECTION OF BOLD GIFTED MEAD; DILIGENCE:  

IS FEEBLE FAULT-FINDING TO CASTIGATE ELO’IM EFFICIENT ONES, IS OF STINGIEST FICTIONAL BENEFIT ( )                        

this is what is called a “rap over the knuckles” this may have been  in relation to my “cheap shot” (Their words)  at 
Dolores Canon/ where They did explain that the ‘Nostradamus’ she thought she was channelling was the real one, 
but it  was an Archon, the very reason channelling is dangerous, which was why the ‘cheap shot’ was made. 

7 9 1 Dame a l'abƒence deƒon grand capitaine, Lady in the absence of her great master (“c” is also “k”)
 

DEFINE, GRASP SANE CALENDAR LARGE ABANDONMENT, MAKE SAFE: DECLINES SATAN’S BONDAGE AND DEAFENED MANIAC 
SATAN’S  NAME (Lucifer’s): [his] MEGA PATIENCE REGARDING GENOCIDE – BONA FIDE CAMPAIGN  OF OBEISANCE  

RED CANNIBAL OANNES IMPALED INFANTS  

ANIMAL DATE BRIDGE-RAMP ENABLED IS PIG; ONCE after TELLINGER RECANTED CALENDAR if God asked you to do 
a thing would you say “it is too tedious”?    Because that is the message I received back from Tellinger’s liaison  
the dates within these lines are “adder” “ale” “dog”, “face” “pig”. PIG & ADDER are the same date Feb 18- Mar 17  
(I just noticed that “world tree” date is the same date, and that is what the RAMP BRIDGE happens to be)  
The other ‘animal date’ of ‘dog’  = Aug 5 – Sep 1 
7 22 2 a) Yrez encontre amis de.   anger against friends 
READ:  SECRETARY  MEAD  RE-CANTOR: singer, singing the quatrains as quatreins... again 

 REMINDER NEED SECRET CORN-ZEST ENZYME,  RARE ORMES  MERIT ON  ZINC MERCY SEAT TIMER 
 Dahl  CENTRESICON  DERN TREE  CODE  METRIC  IN TRANCE,    Nostradamus  MIND  ZONE ERECTS  MY

Marduk FORMED CERN INTER NUCLEAR FURNACE MALODOUR OGRE MANIC ANU GERONIMO IN D.U.M.B; 
ARGUED, GROOM MORON OTTö UNDERMINE, MIRROR’D DEMON  UNDOES AN AGE AGO. RECOUNT CALENDAR

T RANCOR ERROR MIRED FRANC-TIREUR straight shooterCORI GOODE LECTURER CRUELER INFORMAN  
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 cecy comme d'oracles :  MEAD’S MEMO CODES = 

,texts / Nibiru/ice age.  CLOSED  SLY  OLD  ‘COMRADE’S’  SODOMY  ‘DEMOCRACY’:  DOOMED. 

Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ. plucking ‘Immanuel’ out’ hoping to get details about the false calendar:=  

          

“FATAL CARD MODEL” ABHORRENCE: FALLACIOUS FAMOUS MESSIAH RETURNS CLAIM:  FOULS ENTIRE ATLAS  IN END MA

1 68 2 Troys innocens qu’on viendra a liurer.  [pope] Innocent’s three centuries being delivered   (‘q’ can be a ‘c’ and a ‘k’)              MA= Oct 
YOUR INQUIRIES  CALENDAR  INIQUITY (TORN ‘DEAL’) REQUIRES  VIRTUOSO  LECTURERS VERSION  IS NOT NERVOUS  

TO  QUERY IS DRIVEN TO UUARN – LIKE SANE LONER ORATOR DAVE ICKE.  Icke/Tellinger 

6 4 1 Le Celtiq ƒleuve changera de rivage, The Celtic river [language] will change its course, 
VILE ALIEN LEECH CHECK IN, LEFT CALENDAR AGGRIEVES ALL (IN QUEER ILLEGAL AVARICE, HAGGLE TECHNICALS)  
TREATIES  LIARS  CLAUSE ALLEGED VAGUE RECEIVER. IS CIGAR CRAFT of UGLIER IGUANA SNAKE FAILURE RACE  

In 1933, when F.D.R. signed us all away in exchange for technology, he did so with no legal representation.  
The other three parties signing the ongoing pacts, each renewed every nine years (despite what other people say) – were :  
1. a ‘Nordic’ which we now know as Alcyonese/fallen angels (allied with the Oannes of Sirius, eunuchized by them, and allied 
with the Aldebaran [sexual rogues] with another entity, possibly those from Perseus, the « dog faced ») with the artificial 
intelligence agenda deriving from the Aldebaran, so they must be able to live without oxygen. It is the Oannes from Sirius 
spreading the chemtrails and defoliating programs – so aligned with those from Chertan who run the likes of Monsanto.  
2. a Grey from Zeta Reticuli (a servant of the Anakim) and possibly the Igigi, of a hive mind mentality, these are a ‘mole’  
3. a Shape shifted one saying he was from Orion (Betelguese) and in reality one of a separate triad including Draconian  

2 2 4. quandprinsdesfiesleroydiracombien   INSANELY ACQUIRED FORBIDDEN PROMISES (Treaty 9 Military & E.Ts)6 4 1       

RICH  ELITE ARRANGED  VEHICLE FLEET THIEVE:  the man made flying saucer, go to cylinders 

 

 
6:71:3 Celuy qui moins le viendra lamenter

s 
 He who will come to grieve over him the least 

,(Parks) MENTIONS EVIL ILLUSION VISION shape shifter  LIONISM. MEAD’S NAME
NAMES UNIQUE MENTAL J-RODLII52 CEMENTS-CONCRETE UNION SAME AS MEAD’S   NAME = ALDERMAN/Parkes  

7 9 1 Dame a l'abƒence deƒon grand capitaine, Lady in the absence of her great master (“c” is also “k”)  
: DEFINE, GRASP SANE CALENDAR DO LARGE ABANDONMENT,delete MAKE SAFE AND 

DEAFENED MANIAC SATAN’S NAME  (Lucifer’s): MEGA PATIENCE REGARDING GENOCIDE – HIS BONA FIDE CAMPAIGN 
OF OBEISANCE ...                             LARGE ABANDONMENT= delete the 1,000 years that was added 
9 12 4 Luy & les fiens d’or feront abbrevez.  He and his followers will be steeped/soaked in gold. (Ormus) 

 
FUEL ‘‘FOURTEEN’S TREATY TRADE’’ the trade in men clause of the November 2014 ratification of Off World Pacts 
since 1933. Problem with this clause is that it was NOT 2014. If someone could stand up and tell the world that 324 years 
was plucked from our calendar in July 676AD, that our 2014 was 1690, this clause is automatically nullified This is also 
what the current « free [world] trade » agreements encompass – hence the secrecy, and the real reason that full dis-
closure is the very last thing the western hemisphere shadow ‘government’ want the public to know about...  
one simple way to repair calendars is by removing the numeral “1” prefixing the centuries.   
And now you know why the works are called the Centuries !  
o SEVENTEEN year or day TIN is in Sagittarius, which is what RELIC date is  
o  what a lovely way to describe the Earth  

o The Last Supper E’a/EnKi/Yah. the faceless one, the “Y” fronted robe wearing one  

o  smoothly [bleed] more bold boulder orbital arrangement  

o BRAZEN-NOBLE a specific date of Libra in October –quite so, there was/is an unusual freezing in parts of the world  
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o NAZI  BOVINE = means the Aldebarans, (sexual rogues) if the word Nazi had not been there, it would have meant Ninurta  

o   the remnants of what has been called the Nephilim, 12 being their base number but   
     relating to those ‘angels’ from Alcyone (the “third peoples of the Antechrist”) as well as the underground Dero 

o INSANE FOUR = those of SAMAROBRIN = SAAM of Marduk. RIB from Leo/Chertan. ON from Sirius & R of Draco 

9 72 4 Dans Avril, May, gens de nouveau levain.       In April, May people of new upbringing. Extraterrrestrials 

Where have we heard these dates for Off Worlders before – oh, that’s right: – everywhere! 
 “The  suspended in the air through Pisces to Taurus”. 4 47 4  And “letters in F.I.S.H.” 2 5 1 
“ In letter F March, S April, H May and  I June great wounding and worrying 1 80 4 worrying,  thinking these are the baddies 

 = Nostradamus: LOVING MEDIEVAL VISIONARY SAGE
 [RAVEN/Corvus Leonines] ANNOYS:- YOUR  ADORE  SAVIOUR  IS  IN  EVASIVE  MAGDALENE  SUAVE  VISUAL ...

 RAVENOUS MANSLAYING DINOSAUR DEVOURER, INSANE INVADER SAVAGERY AND VERY DANGEROUS ALLY 
[RAVEN], (Yule) YEAR YOU ARE NAÏVE GRIEVIOUSNESS  UNREADY ... YOUNG ARE MEALS. The ‘secondari discs’ 
1 100 2 LOCCIDENTSALIN   IS COLLECT false rapture IN DAN*… CALLED IT COLLECT INCIDENT IN TIN-OS (Yule - my error) 
 
 

The one in the middle is not a clone. Neither are. 

  1 100 4 Mourra toƒt grand, & finera la guerre. Dying  too soon, (too young) and  ending the war. 
o REARGUARD GRADUATE MEAD : GRADATE, ANGULATE  MAGDALENE DIAGRAMƒ  MIRROR 

wow ! I had to turn/angulate Magdalene in the Last Supper to retrieve the image above   
NATURAL GRANULAR MOTOR  portal GUARD ƒ  MI  LARGE NARRATOR  AREA  (the hovering cube ??) 

9 50 2 Mertant arriere un peu les Norlaris:  
 the one ‘belonging’ to Mary Magdalene  IN The Last Supper, noting TRUER   

ARTISAN’S, ORNAMENT’S  Nostr. PUTIN  IS ERRORLESS MUTINEER.  RELIES SURREAL UR EA, OAR, ELO’IM ... 

 
6 30 4 Pres de Braban marcheront ceux de Lieges  Near Brabant will march those of Liges   

 RUSSIAN PUTIN (IN EXCISED CASSETTE: CASSIOPEIA CARDS BUST )
10  74 3 Non efloigne du grand eage milliefme, 
LEONARDO GIGGLED IN ENGINEERING MAGDALENE FEMALE  FUDGES  AS  UNFEMININE,  MINDFUL 
FEEDING  MANFUL  FEIGNED,  ENGULFED  FINE ‘MANE’ GLUED ON EDGE.  a fuzzy beard 
ADORE  SAUIOR Putin  ‘FILMED’ caught AS GEM’S Earth’s GENUINE ANGEL  

   noting no capitalization of  Rhone or Leman in the original 

4 94 3 Rougir mer, rofne, fang lemam  d'Alemagne,         Red sea, Rhone, Lake Geneva Leman from bloody Germany, 
FRUGAL LAME FEMALE MEAD FARMER;  INFORMER NAMED  RE-FORMED  MAGDALENE AS FAMOUS ADORE 
MAN Putin  [whose] GERMANE IS ‘NORMAL’  IS FRAMED AS ANGEL in a vignette IN GRIM FORMAL MORAL MEALLast Supper 

4 26 3 Denuech l’eboufq lou gach deffous lastrei           By night the ambush; pantomime the sentinel under the vines 
 CAREFUL  FAITHFUL  CLUB  FOOTED, LyRan GOOD HUGE  DOUBLE  GOLDEN  CUBES  QUEEN, THANKFUL  SCHOLAR  IS  

CREDULOUS:  Cygnus  HERO  FILCHED  COBRA; Putin  ECHOED  copied  RUSSIAN  ACE  
(see the Golden Cubes video in the PUTIN forum)   www.ufosightingsdaily.com/2013/.../two-cube-ufos-over-russia-on-dec-26... 

10 47 2 L'on mettra fus par la trahifon faicte                      They will impose for the treason committed 
RUSSIAN  FINER TOLERANT CRAFTIER  ORNATE PUTIN (AROMATIC ELO’IM CREATORS ) ENTHRALLED HIS FRUIT HALO

PUTIN SHATTERS MALFEASANT  HALF-NORMAL   FISH-FACE  U.N. FEMALE  FANATIC THREATENS  TRAITORS’  N.UU.O. AFTERMATH THIS 
ORNATE born in October  PUTIN 

  - see 4 95 4 Victor puis nay  cu  Armonique terre (i562 edition)Victor born on Armenian soil) was Putin really born in Armenia ? 

YEAR  NINETY  ONE  1691–2015 following the November 2014 ratification of Treaty 9 
SPOOKY  VOMITORY, exit   (see all those cigar craft caught on video) VICTIM’S  RAPTURE  UP 
(POETRY  VOYEUR  CREATORS’  UUISECRACK  RARE  SICK  UUIT  PUN)  
SNEAKIER  VICTORY :   OVERCAUTIOUS  PUTIN,  IRK  MERCENARY  AVARICE,  MAIM  ISIS  

 PUTIN  SAVIOUR (IS MOCK copy URANITE  CREATURE)
4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos 

 i562
 Citadel handed over by five speakers not nude [ones]      ONN = March equinox

GOOD DOERS ADORE SAINT-LIKE HERO 'GOD-SEND' PUTIN, ODD ACCORD GUNS. UNDOES OANNES DRAGON PLAN   ONN
o 3 33 3  SPY PICA (cannibalism in this case) EASTER 

DEFINE  ILL KEMPT MELLOUU MENTAL EMINENT  ANU Nanar FELON  FLOUUN  YELLOUU  ORME/gold: KEPT DNA UUELL 
LAMENTED UUONKY FLIP UUEAKEN YELLOUUSTONE MONSTER : MAKES  PILTDOWN MAN OF EMPTY ELITE MANKIND 
INFORM: DAMN NEMESIS ‘LEMON’ FELON  UP PRIMES  QUEER  FLIP,  MALFORMED  YELLOUUSTONE  FLANK 
NOTE:  LONELY  KREMLIN  DEPUTY - DUTY TO OPENLY FOUL UP  U.N. FEMALE FOOL  AND ADEPT  ELOQUENT PUTIN, 

 

*the Pre-face date DAN & Face being Scorpio, so maybe Oct.Halloween when people are being  taken  due to a cataclysm 

"FUDGES  MAGDALENE FEMALE AS  
UNFEMININE,  MINDFUL FEEDING  
MANFUL  FEIGNED,  ENGULFED  FINE 
‘MANE’ GLUED ON EDGE 

  
 

  

  

http://www.ufosightingsdaily.com/2013/.../two-cube-ufos-over-russia-on-dec-26
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 you saying abrahadabbra  but in  a  better way... An Arabic word meaning a magical opening  come tu dicesti che accaderebbe nel  bene  
monk-like  ABLE TO TAME COMET ATEN METEORS, RETICENCE  ABLE  TO DATE   

NEED  ELITE  INCOHERENCE need elite’s ignorance                                              WHERE « TEAM » means the Eloim Alliances 

             entering  into the new/unusual house  (bloodlines/ celestial  house/ space craft)         e entrado nella  nova  abitazione 
ABORTED VAN ALLEN LANE  ATEN ONTO  BOAT Earth =      VAIN  ALIEN  ZEAL  IN  ALE  May 13 – June 9  

4 55 3  Mort prefagee de fang ftatue taincte    Death foretold, the statue stained with blood,      GREAT APE = Ahpee/Sirius 

IT IS A MATTER OF FACT:  GREAT APE FEIGNED ATEN AFFECTED  ETNA, PENETRATING, NUDGED IN FEET DATE/Pisces 
 (OUR GIFT), AND    IN  AMPUTATES  MUTANT 

DEGENERATE AGITATED  CERN ARTIFACT OFF CENTRE,  SIMON  PARKES  PUTS  IT  OFF TARGET. AFTER-EFFECT AFFECTED  
TEMPERATURES,  AFFECTED  GEM’S  MAGNETIC  FIELDS’  FERROMAGNET  FRAGMENTED.  RE-GENERATE  AFTER 
FAGGOT  PRESIDENT FEMA - U.N. AGREEMENT IS  OUTRAGE, MENACE 

2015 or Capricorn 

o NUDGED IN FEET DATE/Pisces (in which sits ONN date) and see also March 18/ the  old  equinox 
 POET DR., (OUR GIFT) the name NostraDamus in Latin means Our Gift...   and  ported o ADORE PUTIN 

o  see Simon Parkes videos.    Simon is one of the “four Parcs” SIMON  PARKES  PUTS  IT  OFF TARGET
NEGATED REMOTE OFFENCES IN END OF GOAT the “Yule false asteroid” being sent by NASA, but now slated for Pisces date. The 
reason was given for the misleading consistent date of YULE  The time is right  to divulge that I was told the YULETIDE  FALSE 
METEOR forum was a RUSE for ‘FIFTEEN’ – a warning shot over the bows of the ship of NASA from the Eloim to the alphabet agencies.   
A warning they seem to have heeded due to the words  (Earth)  see ‘NEED ELITE INCOHERENCE’ C+F+dicesti   ABORT ATEN ON  BOAT

10 47 4 Faux. pellerins & raviffeurs defaicte.   Undone by false pilgrims and rapists. 
FEARLESS RUSSIAN PUTIN  EXCEL, TRUE VIRTUE IS  SELF RELIANCE 
1 4 1 Par l’Univers fera fait un Monarque  (‘q’ is also ‘k’ and ‘c’)  All the Universe made by one King/God 

  UUARNS RUSSIAN  ORNAMENT  PUTIN  ‘AUUAKEN  MANS POUUER’  RELEVANT  MAPS  POUUER 

  OF NATURE, TAP PERMANENT  INTERNAL  VEINS.   EAR-ORNAMENT 

o ORNAMENT/October born.   KNAVE OVER  = the Black Knight                         EAR= ear of corn/Spica/Virgo 
o In 3 94 Ornament of his times   was a clue for 1 42 4 gold of “d’Amant” being diamonte/ornament/Nostradamus [& Psellus] 

1 40 1 La trombe faulfe difsimulant folie  The false edict concealing madness   (removing 324 years 

ANIMAL BULL’S TOMB OF FRAUDFUL ANU OF STRIFEFUL ALIEN FAMILIES’ ILL FAME  SEATS ILL FATED FALSIFIER, AIMS DOLE-FUL IDLE 

o the tomb at Saqqara where the huge lid was moved sideways – once held Ninurta for centuries 

SANE DUTIFUL BOLD RUSSIANS’ EMAIL URANIL DRAMA DETAILS (AIM FOUL FUNERALS  IN ALE DATE) 

DULL DOOMFUL FOOLS BELITTLE, BLAME,  FAMOUS MOST ABLE RUSSIAN,  BEATS ELITES’ MAFIOSO  TEDIUM MODE                                                             

                 IN ALE DATE  May 13 – June 9    PUTIN  DESOLATES  FALLIBLE  BATTLE [plans] = WWIII   

10 47 1 b) la dame Guyrlande.  

U.N. MANURE/Alcyonese  MADE LEGAL: MEAL DIE ADRENAL ALE LEADER, LEAD BE,Virgo DAN-MA.Oct.ScorpioDEERCapr. 

MEAD ALARM : UGLY DUAL, both triads VI LARGE RUDE ANGEL LEGEND, DERO UNDER DEGRADE  UNREADY  MANUALLY AGE ERA

10 100 1 Le grand empire fera par Angleterre,                                                        GREEN  PAPER/Earth         ARES = genocide 
MEAD PREPARE APPEAL REFERRING RE-ARRANGE TAMPERED AGE PILFERED,  APES-MEN  RENAMED, EMPALER 
AN MADE ANNEALED MERGE PERMANENT (IS ENEMA GREEN  PAPER, IS  GEM PLANET ARES genocide) 
FEEL LEPERS LEARN, FELL, REPEL,  APPARENT MIDDLE AGE  TIMER  - PARTNER NEARER. REPTILE MADE IT LARGER 

10 100 2 Le pempotam des ans plus de trois cens:  the pempotan  one elected: [pope] self importance for over three centuries 

OLD DEMON’S MADMEN STAMPEDE CENTURIES  

:  NOSTRADAMUS POET LENSES  TO STOP ILL-SPENT CALENDAR MODAL PRINCE Sirius OANNES ALERT POSSUM MEAD 

PONCES IS MEND;is SOULLESS DEMON’S LESSON 

10 100 3 Grandes copies piƒƒer par mer & terre, By great [Earth] forces sea and land to pass 
MEAD’S EFFORT IS ERROR-FREE GRACE SCRIPT, ARE FIRST ORDER PAGES: IS PERFECT REASON FOR PAPER’S FRIGID FAME  

7 24 4 Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. Great one from Lorraine via the Pont du Marquis.  in LETTER 32, REINCARNATION 

POET PEEKS:LAME FLUKE POETLIKE MEAD UNDER, UUARNS FOUL NITE TIME PANTOMIME,4 73  PLENTIFUL 
POLYNOMIAL of many parts  MAN-LIKE  ALIEN  ENEMY  REAP,  MULTIPLY  PAINFUL  FEAR  EMOTION  IN  MEEK   
(the meek means the righteous  ones)         Marquis = lord/self styled god  Pont = bridge = time gate 

 
5 61 4 Et des monts feux juƒques mont Senis. And from the  mountains  fire at [the top of-as far as ] mount Cenis. 
 TOUUNSMEN  KNEUU,  MEND:  EXTENDS  STIFF  SMOKE  SCREEN  MOMENTS  IN  STONE... 
Ice cores *have shown that demarcation can happen numerous times within one year and tree rings stop growing completely in ice ages.
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At this juncture it is time to introduce one wonderful historian. Her name is Sylvie Ivanowa  (Ivanova).  not a link                              
Her videos are priceless. The web site is MEGALITHS.ORG and like myself and numerous others around our planet – 
is attempting to wake people up to the heinous lies and deceptions made in the past to fool us into thinking we are 
as far in the future as the 21st century, when we are not.   Her work is copywrited, which means is not to be used in 
commercial applications but can be copied for educational purposes/ and if ever there was any “educational” web site – it 
would be The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus (and Da Vinci – who described Nostradamus as his “mentor” !).  
The only problem for those who seek the truth is the question of “WHY?”  
Why go to all the trouble of establishing WHO  it was built the megalithic structures world wide, and WHY did they do so?     
What affect do they have on us in the here and now?   Sylvie Ivanowa’s videos  have many of the answers.                                   
For those who have been following these texts which we have seen were sourced from the  and from certain  Cassiopeians 
Pleiadians “in the sky” and handed to “ ” Nostra.damus to be seeded down throughout  his ensuing centuries; for Our Gift
just the purpose of keeping us educated and gnowing.      
For our future in the here and now, it is the children who are suffering.  Within these Hidden Texts have been so many 
warnings and guidance regarding WHO changed the calendars and now we have been reading WHY and HOW this was  
accomplished.     All that needs to be done is to have the “2014” clause in Treaty Nine nullified. Just as it was the 
presidents F.D. Roosevelt and Eisenhouer who ratified earlier treaties in their greed for technology (almost always for a 
war making usage),  so,  in November 2014 – also ratified by the current Amerikan “president”.    
This means that this president is fully aware of the “trade in children” clause.                                                                                
Ever wondered what happened to all those Mexican children allowed (and sent by their parents) over the border?  
It is to be stated clearly that an approach was made to  Sylvie Ivanowa  for permission to publish parts of her work such as 
her bibliography.  Keeping in mind that my own research came up with a few of those which appear in her bibliography of 
scholars.  These few have been mentioned in various forums going back to 2012, the most important of which was  THE 
SHROUD IS REAL. Also, 1,324 years happens to be the number closest to the amount the Shroud's aging was out by.  My 
own researches found GUTH St.,  NIEMITZ Hans U.,  ILLIG H.,  and referenced James A Marusek with his  extensive  
CHRONOLOGY OF WEATHER EVENTS, because both dendochronology and ice cores* have turned up as total failures to 
depend upon for counting the years. The Chinese have been the most reliable time keepers to date – so comparing world 
wide weather events (which Mr. Marusek agrees are often the consequences of major world eras such as passing comets 
and volcanic activity) against Chinese records - to date has been the best source, limited as they have been. 
But now we have the Russian  Sylvie Ivanowa Ivanova with her wonderful wit, clear descriptions and precise research.  Her 
answer to my request to publish her findings was a resounding NO. This left me puzzled, since her videos are free     to 
watch! The work you are reading is free for all to read.  
No money is passing hands, leaving me to place myself in her shoes with the question – what is giving her so much 
concern?     The answer, it seems to me, is that when people partly publish other people’s hard earned work – almost 
always it is edited. This word ‘edit’ is a nasty little animal.  It infers the word “change” and “alter” – something we have 
seen in these texts & within the bibles, and most prominently, in the very clerical “errors” which have been the cause of 
the alteration of our calendars!! 
To obey her request is easily fixed.     No excerpts will be taken from her work and transcribed here.  Instead – the link for 
her recent video which is a MUST WATCH if anyone has little children they do not want “picked up” and taken to be “torn 
apart” and put into  “sausage casings” as Da Vinci described.  A couple of screenshots are included. 
Should Sylvie Ivanowa  get to view this – I would strongly recommend she read the PUTIN FORUM while she is here. 

5 61 4 Et des monts feux juƒques mont Senis.  (‘q’ = ‘k’ and ‘c’) And from the  mountains  fire at [the top of-as far as ] mount Cenis. 

(IS DON QUIXOTE JOUST QUEST) IT   

MISQUOTED;     SNUFFS  SUFFIX   J-i MIX.    those who invented the Jesus principle, also changed calendars 

    

o the spraying of entire towns for supposed dangerous mosquitoes is a precursor for the other events 
UUOMAN  JOINS  MOST  E.T. FIENDS,  KÏNDER  DOTS, DOES   I  MET QUEEN’S  TEXTS  MONUMENT  MEMO 
o  the invented “Jesus” just like Allah was an IMMENSE EXTENT invention  

o DON QUIXOTE JOUST QUEST = a false rapture, also the “misquoted” 

o KÏNDER children  DOTS...   – cremation  of  the  Sphinx  timing

  JESUS  TEXT  MOMENT  DEFT   NOUU STEMS NEXT OF KIN MESS, 

 

https://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=veXITxtWnrU 
"they were threatened with heavy fines if they tried to use 
the old calendar"                      C+F+ OFFICER  1 62 4 
"some how it was missed that Isaac Newton was a chronologist as 
well" 

Sylvie Ivamova                 LIST OF SCHOLARS 
add to which :  Nostradamus = every quatrain or mention in his 
work  of  the  word  tercentenary often attached with "Byzantium"  
in one form or another and the word "edict" relates  to the added 
hundreds of years – then again in the hidden texts – much more and 
numerous explicit mentions 

https://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=veXITxtWnrU
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“FREE NON COMMERCIAL COPY AND DISTRIBUTION IS STRONGLY 
ENCOURAGED AS LONG AS THE ENTIRE EPISODE IS SHOWN IN ITS 
ORIGINAL UNCHANGED IN ANY WAY FORM. NO EXTRA PERM-
ISSIONS ARE NEEDED TO DO THAT.  JUST DOWNLOAD IT AND 
UPLOAD ANYWHERE YOU WISH. COMMERCIAL USE IS ALLOWED 
ONLY AFTER OBTAINING WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM SYLVIE 
IVANOVA. USING ONLY PARTS OF THE VIDEO/AUDIO CONTENT 
(EVEN NON COMMERCIAL)  IS ALSO ALLOWED ONLY AFTER 
...PERMISSION... so why put free-to-air information videos out   
then not allow other free-to-air mediums to advertise them? 

This non-permission is totally understandable – one of my pet horrors is that of the “cropping out” of 
information be it visual,  (in images) or otherwise.       To the best of my ability nothing of the work of            
Sylvie Ivanowa  has been altered or edited in any way. There is a long list of names of people (scholars)               
in my files who have questioned the validity of the times we are in, some of the names are derived from   
various sources including & additional to this video.  Most notably Nostradamus himself 
o REPTILE MADE CENTS hundreds  LARGER  in many previous forums it was shown that both Marduk and Ala-lu were 

involved in the convincing of the pope (Innocent) and the Emperor Constantine VII (or VIII who ‘straddles the year 
1,000 in our false history) to alter the calendars, in two ways.  1)  By stating via Edict that i.676 (July) becomes 1,000 
A.D., additionally  2) having “clerical” “errors” alter the “i” to a “1” adding in one stroke 1,000 years. Why? do you ask? 
To bring forward their “feasting” time, the “rapture”, the “being caught up”. As    points out, the public Sylvie Ivanova
when trying to use what to them was the correct date at the time, would be heavily fined for doing so.  

Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ.          (Machismo = Patriarchal) 
MATHEMATICAL CARDINAL NOT ORDINAL CALENDARS. AIM THE SMOOTHER  HAS EASIER A.D. MILLENNIUM  DATE (‘1’) 

 
ACCORD treaty AS TOAD’S  drago from Bufo in Boötes under the Vatican  FOOD  CARCASS  AND  BAD TABOO  stolen souls

o RECOVER  RECEIPT INVERTED ‘i’      the best place to go for proof of the upside-down prefix: Sylvie Ivanova videos 
1 45 3 Du ƒais autique ennobly l’inventeur                                       The author Nostradamus ennobled by acts of ancient  times. 

  BUT CALENDAR  OUT BY  CENTURIES: CLAUSE TREATY NINE  UNSEEN  UNTIL  SYLVIE   IVANOVA  TIED joined DOTS: 
[SHE] SAUU  UUAS LACK OF UNITY.  YOUR  TENUOUS  TUNE  UTILE TUITION  IS  USEFUL  VENUE TO UNDO.   NO ENVY
1 38 4 Vindicte, paix par mort fi acheue a l'heure.  ‘c’ = ‘k’                    Peace vindicated by death, whatever hour [it is] achieved 

REMOVE, FIX,  REPAIR "APPROXIMATE"  FAKE  PRIMITIVE  MEDIEVAL CALENDAR  CONSTANTINOPLE  V.I.P.  UUIPED 
MI REPETITIVE ALERT REFERS FREAK PACTS CLAUSE FOR EXIT EXPIRED, AS ‘TRADE IN MEN’ FOXED  

REFER  ‘DULCE UUARS’  TEXT,*  MAKE  PERMANENT:  EVOKE HAPPIER UUHITE TRUE, NOT  HEATHEN  MATRIX  EMPIRE  VIEUU 

*search 'Battle for Dulce 1978, 1979' where thousands of human victims were saved www.bibliotecapleyades.net/branton/esp_dulcebook14.htm 

BIBLIOGRAPHY LIST OF SCHOLARS  FROM SYLVIE IVANOVA 
The Truth about the Reformation and the Gregorian Calendar Tricks - p 4 / When the Survivors Wake Up 

 

ADD TO THIS LIST : NOSTRADAMUS – EVERY QUATRAIN OR MENTION OF THE WORD  
TERCENTENARY  OFTEN ATTACHED WITH "BYZANTIUM"  IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER AND 
THE WORD "EDICT" RELATE TO THE ADDED HUNDREDS OF YEARS – THEN IN THE HIDDEN 
TEXTS – Many more EXPLICIT  MENTIONS [herein] 
 
Also adding Steven GUTH 2013.  
Several of these names already published in THE SHROUD IS REAL 
 

 (who begins a year with a ‘5’?) suffixed with ‘i’ ? 
noting the “vees” in Lugduni are in the medieval scriptum 

LIST OF SCHOLARS~BIBLIOGRAPHY which Sylvie Ivanova has collected 
2000 –BETONBAUTEN DER ROMER 
BARTHELEM,  GERMON  1663 
CH. BLOSS, H ILLIG,M 
CHINA: 1999 WIE ENTSTAND DIE  
CHINOLOGIE (IN ZEITENSPSRUNGE 
CHRISTIAN BLOSS 1957  worked with NIEMITZ 
DE LAUNOY , JEAN 1603  
DE SARRE, FRANCOIS  1947 
FRIEDRICH, DR RER. NAT.,  
G. HEINSOHN 
GABOWITSCH, EUGEN  1938 
GEISE, GERNOT  1945 
GUNNAR, HEINSOHN  1943 
HAUG, WALTER,  1945 
HERMANN DETERING  1953 
HOCHART, POLYDORE  1831 
HORST FRIEDRICH  1931 
ILLIG,  HERIBERT 1947  
JOHNSON, EDWIN  1842 
JOSEPH ASCHBACH  1801-1882 

OLAGUE, IGNACIO   1903 
PALLMANN , REINHOLD   1935 
PFISTER, CHRISTOPH    1953 
RIEMER , THOMAS  1950 
ROBERT BALDAUF  BASLE  SWITZERLAND 1901 
SIR GALAHAD (BERTHER DIENER) 1874 
SPENGLER, OSWALD  1880 
TABOV, JORDAN  1946 
TOPPER, UWE  1940 
VELIKOVSKY, AND UWE TOPPER  1977 
WAGNER, KARIN  1941 
ZARNACK, WOLFGANG 1938 
KAMMLER , WILHELM  1889 
LACUNZA, MANUEL  1732 
LULING, GUNTER  1928 
MARTIN, PAUL C    1939 
MARX, CHRISTOPH  1931 
MEIER , GERT  1937 
MOROSOV, NIKOLAJ  A    1854 
MULLER -ZAINAB ANGELIKA  1951 
NIEMITZ, HANS ULRICHT  1945 
NEWTON, ISAAC  1643 – 1727 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=214QYY6h4Sc
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4 44 1 GrosMendeRoudesMilhau  codes within codes 
DEMONISM SHOULDER (Marcabians)  ARGUE: " " Merkab is in the ‘shoulder’ of Pegasus. Charles Hall’s Tall Whites 

The dark ages with 324 years simply removed to enable clause 2014 to be brought forward, we were really in 1690 at 2014.   
The 2014 clause is for “trade in children”…J-ROD45 & TREATY9  has not been published yet. Quite apart from the evidence 
put forward in SHARS Of NIBIRU & The MISSING 324 YEARS  the other outside peripheral evidence is that the SHROUD IS REAL 
which can be shown when the C14 dating is found to be faulty by 700+ years due to bacterial encapsulation, adding the 324 
missing years to this then gives us the absent millenium in the true aging of the Shroud. Added to which is the matter of one 
thousand extra years in our modern calendar – either way we have hundreds of years before the Age of Aquarius, and so does 
the Accuser who was meant to be “bound in irons for a thousand years”. What a clever way to shorten his sentence!  Change 
the calendars, literally moving the goal posts.   

 
8:68:3 Arles ne monƒtres double foit apperceu, Arles not showing that the double is perceived, 
DOUBLE

.
BOULDERS

.
TROUBLES

.
SENT

.
IN

.
OS

. Capricorn IS
.
BRIDES’

.
ADRIATIC

.
BLOOD.  the false asteroids  

 ISOLATE
.
REAL

.
IESUS

.
NOMEN

.
OBTRUDED,

added
 the ‘i’, ‘y’. ‘x’ calendar prefix I

.
TAPER

.
REAL

.
OMENS

.
CLUE.

MEDICAL: ROSEBUD 
vit.C 

OPIATES PERATICS
 (periatic?)

 AT REST    (small intestines) 
10:14:3 Accompagné de pluƒieurs putains bleƒmes,  Accompanied by several pale whores, 
EPIRUS PUSIL EURIPUS LESBIANS PURITANS UPRISES UPSTAIR USURIES SPURT UUIRETAPS MAP 
ISTANBUL IEUUS IMPUTABLENESS.IS SURE ASSEMBLE REPULSIUE CALENDAR CODE CAMPAIGN 
3.PUTIN GLIMPSES NUMEROUS BAD SPECIAL CASES true – he published the dangers in needles etc 
3.PUTIN'S SUPPOSED  AIM BECAME RULING CLASSES the propaganda from the west keeps harping 
3.PUTIN  P.M. SUCCEEDS,  PLEASING SUBLIME  AS, OAR/Mantids   
 

 11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile isuë,     Of her/his/its (Earth?) torment, the cloth [destiny, direction] already woven 

INTOLERANT MILITANT LEO IMITATED  JESUS.  LET ALTER  “I”  TO  MILLENNIA,  LIMITED  “I” TO A.D. UUROTE JUST SO: 
LETTERS  TAILORED  “DENOTATIONAL MERIT”.  UNANIMOUS LIE: IT IS JUST AN  ILLUMINATI  JEST ~  JOT TUUO DOTS!  
OUR LETTERS “J” NOUN, TO NUMINOUS  ONE,  “A.D.” IS ONUS ON MILIEU  EON,  AIM  OMINOUS  UNION  MENU. ENNUI. 

7 10 1 Par le grand Prince limitrophe du Mans, By the great Prince Sirius bordering orbiting le Mans, all mankind 
DAMN PRIMORDIAL ERUPTION INTERRUPTING (AMID GEM’S TIPOUER) TURNIP TIME UNDERGROUND MEANS CENTURIES 
IMPAIRMENT-HELEN AND ELOISE PARKS GIRL: PRINTED SAID IN APPLE. SURRENDER TO TRIM MIDDLE CALENDAR: MANURE 
CARDINAL ILLUMINATI CORRUPTION, SCRAPPING  MILLENIUM (PRECEDING ONE THOUSAND GRAPHIC IS MISMATCH)  

10 100 1 Le grand empire fera par Angleterre, England will be for the great empire, [Reptilian]– for over three hundred years 

MEAD PREPARE APPEAL REFERRING RE-ARRANGE TAMPERED AGE PILFERED,  APES-MEN  RENAMED. 
EMPALER AN MADE ANNEALED AGE MERGE PERMANENT IS ENEMA GREEN PAPER, IS GEM PLANET ARES 
o Planet ARES = genocide  APES-MEN = Ahpee Men from Sirius  ENEMA=purge  PAPER &  GEM=Earth 

LEPERS LEARN, FELL, REPEL,  APPARENT MIDDLE AGE TIMER  - FEEL PARTNER NEARER. REPTILE MADE IT LARGER 

10 100 2 Le pempotam des ans plus de trois cens: The one full of rumours for over three hundred years:  the 324 years 

the pempotan  one elected: self importance for over three centuries *the English from ‘pempotan’ means both the female cook 
and the gossiper, the talker. 
10 70 2 Tant & ardante que tumbera la neige, ‘q’ = ‘k’ & ‘c’  Snow falling and so brightly lit up 
ALARM: AGED RENEGADE  UUET-BLANKET ANGEL ANU (MALTREATED TEENAGER)  TALENT = NUMERATE ANIMATED 
QUBIT ADULTERATE, RANGE, ATTENDING ALTERNATE.  LAUUBREAKER  AGREEMENT  TREATI  NINE  ARRANGED. 
TERMINATE . UUIN MANAGE  NEGATE  MIDDLE AGE CALENDAR  ENIGMA, BEAT E.T.CREATURE CANNIBAL MANAGERIE 

Rearranging the letters of 12 71 3 TRUE FINAL QUATRAIN   'courir en France cecy comme d’oracles'  gives: 
COSMIC FECAL ALCYONE RACE IS COMMERCE MENACER (NO CONSCIENCE  NO ECONOMIC MERCY), COERCE  CARE-FREE 
CURRENCY,  ENFORCED  AS FARCE, IS DECENCY SCAM, REFERENCE LUCIFER’S EYE SCUM MESMERIC CONSCIOUSNESS
SORCERY: CYNICAL CONCORD DECRIES “FREEDOM” AS “CURSE”.  ALSO MEANS MONEYLENDERS MALEFICENCE  
NECROMANCERS ARE CAUSE OF CANCERS ARES OCCUR,  ARE ENLIL’S CYCLONE, MERCURY IN NEEDLE  MURDERERS.  
COY CERN SUCCEEDS FIERY CORE, AIMS REDUCE  CALENDAR YEAR /orbit  CIRCUMFERENCE.IS  REASON FOR COLDER OCCURRENCE 

larger orbit Earth

RARE CREDENCE:  ORMANCER CAMEL COMES IN CYLINDERS, OCCUR  CAREERS  FIERCE  SACRIFICIAL  CEREMONY 
– CRUEL  CLAUSES  FOR  MINORS.                   ‘Fierce sacrificial ceremony’ meaning  the same as at Bohemian Grove 

 

 MEDICAL: RECOMMEND  FORM  CURE  DRY MOULD  IN CERAMIC CORNERS FOR CLEAR MIND - SCIENCE  ACCURACY 

false “middle ages” that never were, done in order to bring forward   

their meal of “YUMMIER MINORS” – if there is anyone out there such as David Icke who can explain the urgency of 
repairing our calendars (to the public)  and placing us at least 324 years back in time, in order to nullify the “trade     
in men”,  which is really “trade in children”  clause of Treaty Nine of November “2014”,  which was NOT yet 2014.            
There is also the matter of 1000 years  added  due to “clerical error”. 
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o FECAL ALCYONE RACE the ‘fallen ones’, with the word “fecal”punning “pile of manure under the tail of Taurus”. 
o CARE-FREE means those who do not care, the ‘elite’ (used as currency themselves) 
o MESMERIC CONSCIOUSNESS – youngsters being attached literally to the “Cloud” via the “Blue mouse project” 
o LUCIFER’S EYE the Illuminati ENLIL’S CYCLONE: Enlil, ‘Lord of the airways’. Cyclone means Southern Hemisphere 
o CANCERS ARES = genocide using cancer as a dis-ease and ‘treating’ it with a deadly mixture of rads & chemicals 
o COY using cunning to fool people FIERY CORE of Earth FIERCE SACRIFICIAL CEREMONY:  an Enlil & Allah-Lu thing 
o RARE CREDENCE: hardly anyone believes  ORMANCER ormus using CAMEL from Camelopardalis/Nibiru   COMES 
CRUEL CLAUSES FOR MINORS:  traded for technology in ‘2014’ clause of ‘Treaty 9’ and herded into cylinder craft 
Alerts to: hackers false propaganda  re the texts 
Here are a couple of lines from the Hidden Texts (of Nostradamus) and Disguised Script (from Da Vinci) 
which both say the same WARNINGS regarding hackers “fiddling” with these text “alerts” in order to make the collator appear false... 
and – which lines all  arrived at the same time (early July 2016). 

 the English: These termed themselves ‘non aryan’  in their wickedness; Questi non aran  termine nelle loro malignità;   

SARAN/Anakim EMAILS LIMITING LONELIER ELOQUENT  ORNAMENT’S/ Nostradamus INTELLIGENCE./ information 
NELL ENTERTAINS IOU IMAGES, ILLUSTRATIONS ARE  ‘MONITOR LINES’ ENTANGLEMENT TELLING  ‘‘NAILS  IT’’. 

6 2 4b) fans, peine il change   the change isn't worth it (transhumanism) we begin to see this warning see more and more  
/Pegasus, little blue grey  IN FINANCE PLANNING FALSE CHEAPENING a pun  IS A  SIGN,  SINGLE LEG  ANGELS HELPING FEELS: 

both: false cheapening of actual money, and this also means falsely  damaging these texts, so this is one of three lines which now say this. 

o   means the same as the SINGLE LEG which appears in hieroglyphs, the leg of Pegasus in which sitys Scheat SINGLE LEG
INSANE PANACHE IN  (FLENCH, FLINCHES CHEF’S PLEASING PAGES)   
see last page of the forum  ADRIATIC, ANTECHRIST, CHARLES which states: 

        the English:   and the U.N removes  another country e quella dell' un paese remossa nell'altro;    
ALERT DUTEOUS NELL (PERSONAL LAMENESS.) true   

LEADER DEALS LAUREATE NELL ADULTEROUS LEAK RELEASE,    in Scorpio.      There were troubles with the 
web site in that readers were finding inability to open pdf pages, or receiving a red ‘virus warning window’ when trying to 
follows this line on the last page of the previous forum :  

par lequel l’eftat de l’Eglife decheu. (‘q’ is also ‘k’ & ‘c’)  by whom the estate of England defeated 

from the manuscript  ADRIATIC, ANTECHRIST, CHARLES 

HELPFUL [to] TELL HER, HELP REPEL QUEER  FACILE  FIDDLE  DEED    censoring the pdfs 
 IS SCHEDULED DEFILE UURITER PARKS,  DATE  
QUEER  FEED IS GEEK HERETIC SACRILEGE CHEAP THRILL  UPHILL REED, (Scorpio rising) [to]  DEER, Capricorn   
GUILE  TRIED  IS  ALLEGED  “FALSE  ILL-EDUCATED  STAR-GATE”   

                         (lucky my son in law was present at  one visit) ALLEGE “IS [FALSE] SELF DECEIT.”
PEACEFUL ALLELUIA  IS  [Elohim] GRATEFUL  [pun]               (seat means stargate)  DEEP-SEATED

 LITTLE-USED  CLUE  DEFEATED  THIS  PERSECUTE  ISSUE  
Well! I am looking forward to that! A tiny detail can bring down the biggest liars.   
Maybe one way to expose this is not to publish anything at all during  these months and see what appears on the web site. 

TRUMP 
         the English:   and the U.N removes  another country e quella dell' un paese remossa nell'altro;  continues 

KEEN ALLURE DONALD TRUMP :   EQUALS SOULLESS LEO off world ALLELES, genes 
RELEASES  NULL (SALE = LOSES) ELSE OLD  (former) 
SKULL AND OSSA/bones LULLS [you all, using Trump].   
USELESS RULE,  LOSES  REAL ENROLLEE  Scorpio.  DAN/
the election was November 8-9th  in Scorpio. Loses the real one replaced by a clone  

:  SELLS NO NEEDLES: ALL LEARN : LEND-LEASE TRUMP’S ROLE
 shaking my head, what a ‘qualifyer’ for Trump = Lend-Lease ! 
TELL: LEO LEADER/Obamba  UNLOADS  LARCENOUS CRUEL CELLULAR.   Recall the ELF TOWERS lines ? 

 

 QUA = already spoken about 
 A reader wrote asking ‘‘does Trump win’’ ?  

This one seems provisional, to me it is saying that the  Skull & Bones win [RULE]  no matter which way it goes, 
and that is because of the final clue here_ recall those clauses  in the Off World ‘treaties’. Which are meant for 2014 but the 
« annual tale »  regards the correct date needs to be rectified  because 2014 was NOT 2014...  
The clauses that stink. Agenda 21 & ‘trade in men/children’.LEO LEADER – Obamba is a Leo, and run by those from Leo 

11 #12 SeigneursGenaudanEglise codes within codes – 

GUARD RE: technology 

ANU IGUANA, EAGLE, DUNGS Alcyonese LIED SAUSAGE  ING, LIED SUNNIER, GASES SEAS, GREEN GARDENS, AGREED: in treaties  

IS you NEGLIGEE see thru UNGENUINE, EAGERNESS  DIS-EASES:  IS  GEARED  SINGULAR  GENDER, RENEGADE SEED  

shut down

 GUARD RE: RUDE ‘GAIN’.  is referring to the technology ‘gained’ by the treaties – tv, ‘smart’ everything  
ENSNARES once more telling us that the ‘age degree’, our calendars, have been USES AGE DEGREES GUILE used 
against us (in the clause enactment, naming the date of Treaty Nine-2014 for ‘trade in children’ only there are over a 
thousand years yet before 2014, indeed, even 2012, and this includes the Age of Aquarius  

11 18 3 R'acourcisant par telmoyen ses iours,  By such means making her days shorter,     (Earth, using sonic frequencies) 
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ACCESSORY TO ONEROUS NOSY REPTILIAN  – MONSTER  SCURRY hasten ACT the ‘y’ prefix 
( ) =  Treaty 9 clauses 

 

:  

CONSPIRATORS  INCORPORATEvb  ARRANT  IMMANUELyear   INTO TREATY CLAUSES PLOT:
YOU  REACT  &  ANU SARAN  & IMPOTENT INSANE POSER PERSONS’ TRAINS ROMP NOT  
o ELM is Sept 1 – 29    ARES = genocide          CAR is Capricorn, from December 22 – January 21  

o SCIRON, LARCONY = thief and thieves CAST-IRON POT = cooking pot  

o SCURRY  ACT adds 324 years/ or 1000 years, depending which calendar  – COSTUMES  disguises                                                

    CAUSES   “i” turns the “i” into “1” as a prefix in calendars therevy adding one thousand years IESUS

o the ‘treaty’ to exchange technology for “trade in men”, meaning children  

o The topic of repairing our calendars is not going to go away, just as the topic of stolen children will not go away  
revised : 
7 23 3. Lors qu'on viendra le palais saccager.  
R.O., (Andromeda Council) AS, (god of the Aettir) COLLAPSE CAVALIER SQUANDERING: – GALVANIC galvanizing NEAR-
EQUAL PILE (Alcyone) REVERSAL ~ CROSS-ROADS (a Nexus for them) ACQUIRES GOOD SPINAL CANAL (I do believe that 
was cracking a joke!) The stance of those from the Pleiades has always been one of no intervention, (due to those from 
Alcyone being bad representation for them) which is about to change so it seems.  

(Plejaren) INQUIRER GOVERNS CAROLINA; COLLOSAL COLLAPSES  RAVAGED LANDSCAPE EQUALS PROVISIONAL 
providing  GRAND  SCALE  CARE.  
This will be following a tectonic event and may include The Great Lakes 
There is a Chesterfield In Carolina, and this name was mentioned five times in the YELLOWSTONE  forum 
7 23 2 La grande Cape a tout s'accommoder:  who bores/digs and calculates becoming a tyrant. 

 

PUT AGES CALENDAR, PRODUCE AS ALMAGAMATED CONCERTO  /forum here

Coming to me in my  ‘sleep’ last night – the idea that fashion should stand still for three hundred years.  
So far only one person, Joanne Fletcher  has come forward using fashion to date dynasties and that was in the Egyptian 
dynasties she ventured into – fending off the most chauvanistic of patronising authority Hawass at the time.   Argument 
for the dark ages holding architecture in a ‘time warp’ is one thing, but argument that fashion might remain static for three 
hundred years is quite another. We have one marvellous example from Da Vinci himself with his comment that  a stranger 
had simply “appeared in the painter’s studio wearing his underwear’’.  In the mid fourteen hundreds, stockings were part 
of underwear, since the mini ice age was holding forth as it did for the ensuing five hundred years or so. Then only one 
hundred years later – that “underwear” was fashionable hose for the middle 1500’s! 
8:24:4  Sera deceu baftard de Lufignan.A.Webber template 

DECREASE STAR
 zodiac

 SIGNS
 that 

BLURS SAD DATES 

GENIUS AU.
gold

 CUBE LAND IN BREUU May 13-Jn 9 

DEARER EL: ADD RARE DAL SAID: 
SIGNALED SEAL ADDED: BEEN FRAUD

 Revelation
 

READ AS DREAD ING
 harvest

 BECAUSE 
ARIEN ANU R

 Draco
 ABUSE USING DEAD 

ANGRINESS ~ REAL ADDER GUILE RULES 
UNSTABLE SUN ABUTS RED SEA DAUUN  L/Pisces 

Deceiving the bastard of Lusignan 
According to Cheetham, the Grand Bastard of Savoy (the Lusignan 
family) was Lord Tende himself, the very one Nostradamus took 
the [Feb. 1. UFO] report to March 10 1554. So was it Nostradamus 
who ‘deceived’ Tende about something witheld in the report? 
8 24 4 Sera deceu baftard de Lufignan. 
ANSUUER= AUGURER  DELETE  UNFAIR  AGE CALENDARS 
DEFT BARD ARGUES FINE DEBATE FEATURES ‘DEFEAT IT’: 

 SUB-NATURAL UUATER-BASED BASTARD NEEDLE BLEEDERS

In 9 22 it mentions Lord Tende: 

 

9 22 

The King and his court in the place of cunning tongue, 
Within the temple facing the palace: 
In the garden the Duke of Mantue and Alba, LORD TENDE 
Alba and Mantua dagger/dart tongue and palace. 

9 22 DucMantorAlbe      codes within codes 
ENTOMBED ABORTED, the entombment of Ninurta (the ‘brat’ aka James Casbolt) aborted indeed DRACULA BRAT 

o 1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee   When [the timing] columns of wood [Sequoia] great quaking  [California]                                                                                                                                  
NINURTA DOUBLE EAGLE BULL MADE DEADENED, LOCKED SENSELESS,  BECALMED CENTURIES IN SAQQARA  TOMB.   
EMERGES ABLE BODIED,  AT  GREAT  MADNESS  EDGE. 

COURTED DAMNABLE BRUTAL LACERATED,  ONCE after MUDDED CALENDAR ( )  TO CUT AND RE-ROUTE DUE TO  
UNTOLD MACABRE    CRUEL ROUND-TABLE TROUBLE ONTO CODED CLOUD MENU LOADED ADORE-MA-ORNATE
(CAMERA NUT C+F=Meier) ROTUND BOAT: ALARM  ABNORMAL M.O. modus operandi BONDED NERD. physically attached to Blue Mice project 

 ALTER DUCAL elite CULT CALENDAR,  CAME NOT MATURED  came before their time BECALM  MANURE  BARON 
NOTABLE OLD MAN E’A,  ,BLUNT UNCLE,Arcturus OAR Mantid COMRADE CUBE COME CUTE RAMBO CLAN  AMEND LAND,
MADE BURNT  MADE  ABLE  CURE,  ROUT  from Cancer  MADE BOLD BANAL RECTUM ACT    CRAB  LOUT NAMED  ANU ;

Andromeda Council COBRA, Putin  CAN ACT, CURB MAD CERN, CORÉ stargate LOT  
Quatrein 7 36  Bi thesaural 

GOD, VOICE ACTIVATION, LAUNCH CHANGES PULSES             God, the heavens, all the divine words in the waves, 
TRANSPORTED BY REDNESS.  IS-CAN-BE SEVEN CONDUITS carried by seven red-shaven heads to Byzantium: 

 ADDER is 
a date too – of 

- to 

which happens 
to be ‘L’ ...in 
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SECOND TRIBE  cute rambo clan - AGAINST  THREE  CENTURIES  FROM   TREBIZOND 

anointed second tribe, J-Rod52 against the three hundred centuries from Trebizond, the ‘first tribe’ being the Zeta45 

TWO LAWS (past and future) COMMITTED ~ ABHORRENCE  THEN  BELIEF   edict changing calendar   
will make two laws, first horror then trust. 

7 36 BizanceTrefibonde                                 CRETIN TRIBE=elite CRAB = Anak/Anu from Cancer 
   FRENZIED  CRAZE  "RAZE, DE-CARBONIZE  BED  "

ONCEafter DOZEN CABINETAnu/AzkheNazi  CRETIN TRIBE CODED A.I. BIT COIN DECEIT, INDECENT DEBT BRIEF: BE/Virgo  
illegal clauses ~ FREEZE  ZERO,  ICE,  EBB BAN "BIND ANTIC" FICTION ONTO CITIZEN  

7 36 1 Dieu, le ciel, tout le divin verbe a` l'onde,  
DEVOLVE ERUDITE UTILE BELIEVED CALENDAR (IN DATE DOUBT : DELETION)  IN ELITE  TREATIE  LIE  DOUBLE VILE 
 DOUBLE VILE  first by denying us new technology which they profited from, and the ‘trade in children’ clause 
NEUU UUORLD ORDER DEVIL DRACO DEVOURER, EVOLVED  EDITED RUINED,spoilt UNEDUCATED  EDIBLE  KÏNDER 
7 36 2 Porte' par rouger fept razes a` Bizance :  

 PIG’S EAR AUATAR, SABOTAGE  BOAT RARE GRACE CUBE RA ONE UP PERFECT, vb BOOST TZAR COBRA PUTIN ABRUPT 
PRINCE/Sirius PATRONIZER, IS REPROBATE POPE...GAZE APPROPRIATE OBSCURE STEEP FREEZER; IS TRAPPING IN RAT 
 PIG’S EAR AUATAR making the silk purse from the pig’s ear, SABOTAGES THE BOAT/Earth PATRIARCHAL 
 PATRONIZER Patriarchal (Rome) STEEP sudden FREEZER ; IS TRAPPING IN RAT year of the rat is 2020 
7 36 3 Contre les oings trois cens de Trefibonde. 
 SOBERING CROCODILE-INFESTED ROTTENNESS IS INTER-CONNECTED DEFICIENT CONCEITED INTERBRED ELITE 
‘NOBLESSE’ TERRORISTS CORROSIONS DRIFT INFLICTS  IN SENT  ‘CRETIN FLINTSTONES’ STRESS 
ROTTONNESS INFECTS COREI GOODE AFFECTS SELF-BLINDERS INSTINCTS, BENEFITS. CONSENTS FLIRTS DISCLOSE 
TRENDIES CON.          FINDS TERRIBLENESS IN OLD BITTER BLONDE ENFORCER FIENDS CONTENT. 
7 36 4 Deux loix mettront, & horreur, puis credence. 

/Seraphim ,told quietly   : MUTTERED  

IS PROUD THUNDERER /Thor/YHWH/Enlil  EXCELS  IN MODERN CORRUPTION  & 
EXTREME SEXED-UP CHILDREN ORDERED   IN SCHOOL COUNCILS' MODERN "TEACHERS" NECROTOMIC PULCHRITUDE
  Well! I mean well put... meaning "possessing the typical feature of deathly beauty" NECROTOMIC PULCHRITUDE  

and I do believe meant to be taken sarcastically.                                                           FAUTEUIL armchair/Cassiopeian
9 22 1 Roy & ƒa court au lieu de langue halbe,    U.N. EUNUCH = Alcyonese of the S.S. in the U.N.
YAHOO-YOUTUBE SYLUIE IUANOUA ARGUES GUILEFUL CALENDAR AGE LAUU HOOEY  OUR FAUTEUIL, UR EA YAH-RA 
GURU,  BLUE BUREAU, ‘ FOUL LEO FUTURE   HAUL AUUAY HOUR
THEY LIE YOUTHFUL CHILDREN’S TREATY CLAUSE FATE ! UUAS AGREED BY YOUR LEADERS, IS UURONG DATE. 
U.N. EUNUCH ENABLED CHEATED UNREGULATED, YEAR  SEUENTEEN,  ABUSED HURT CHILDREN, ADULTERATE.
9 22 2 Dedans le temple vis a vis du palais   (VULVA = Andromeda) 
SPLENDID VULVA USES TIME VISA ATLAS, SEES ILL-ADVISED ENSLAVED SLAVES APPLAUD AVID IDLENESS SEVENTEEN 
9 22 3 Dans le jardin Duc de Mantor & d'Albe, 

  SACRED OAR MANTIDS SCAN, LANDED INDIAN LANDS, DECLARE JOURNALLED pdf CRABS AND LABS TRANS-BREED 
  UNDER  

9 22 4 Albe & Mantor poignard langue & palais.                

PROPER DEBONAIR APPEALS  IMPAIRED  TROLLS (PARANOID  LAMEBRAINS  PLOT ABNORMAL 

 
 

10 11 codes in codes appeared in REINCARNATION Letter 32 
Deffous Jonchere du dangereux paffage 
Fera paffer le pofthume fa bande, 
Les monts Pyrens paffer hors fon bagage 
De Perpignam courira duc àTende. 

At the dangerous passage stargate under/below Junquera, 
The posthumous one will cross the band BAND  means the Milky Way 

POSTHUMOUS ONE IS NOSTR. EXPLAINING HE WAS ALIVE EVEN AFTER HE WAS DEAD 

To pass the Pyrenees mountains without his baggage,* 
From Perpignan will hasten to  Lord Tende. 

 
*EXPLAINING HOW AND WHERE NOSTR. GOT TO A TIME GATE. (Rennes) LORD TENDE WAS HIS LOCAL LORD, 
who REQUESTED THE REPORT OF THE UFO FLAP OF FEB 1 1554    7 – 9PM (see Jacques Vallee Wonders In The 
Sky for the report, dated exactly one year prior to publishing the first Centuries One to Four Hundred and Fifty 
Three), the ones I am working with...  10 11 
At the dangerous passage below Junquera, 
The posthumous one will cross the band                       BAND is alkhemy for the Milky Way 
POSTHUMOUS ONE IS NOSTR. EXPLAINING HE WAS ALIVE EVEN AFTER HE WAS DEAD 
To pass the Pyrenees mountains without his baggage, 
From Perpignan will hasten to  lord Tende.           Nostradamus was asked to report (on the Feb.1 1554 UFO 2 hour fly over) 

with the UFO flap report which can be seen in Wonders in the Sky by Jacques Vallee who has a forum of his own, not yet completed 

10:11:4 
De:

Perpignan courira Duc à Tende. 
ANTE~CEDED CAUDATE tailed ACMON APPEARING:  
TO ROMAN CURIA CANDIDATURE 
CAUDATE PANDERED DECADENT OCCUR  
TO ERADICATE OUR ICON EDITED (the “i”, “y” prefix)  
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OMENS  PRESAGES  BY M  NOSTRADAMUS,  

GE  YEARS   i 555   

IN  i 567 AND  SUYUANTES IUSQUES. 

PRESAGES 
TIREZ DE CEUX FAICTZ PAR M. NOSTRADAMUS, 
ÉS ANNÉES i555. ET SUYUANTES IUSQUES EN i567. 

II. i555 
La mer Tyrrhene, l'Occean par la garde, 
Du grand Neptun & ses tridens soldats: 
Prouence seure par la main du grand Tende, 
Plus Mars Narbon l'heroiq de Vilars. 

The Tyrrhenian Sea, absorbed by the Ocean,   
The great Neptune (AQUARIUS) and his trident soldiers: 
Provence secure because of the hand of the great Tende, 
More Mars Narbonne the heroic de Vilars. 
NEPTUNE also means EXPANSIVE TRIDENT=POSEIDAN/SEAS 

 

6 31 
Roy trouvera ce qu'il defiroit tant, 
Quand le Prelat fera reprins tort: 
Responce au Duc le rendra mal content,  
Refponce au Duc Tende le rendra mal contenr  
Qui dans Milan mettra plufieurs a mort. 

6 31  (6 31 3 in 8. Da Vinci Meets Nostradamus) 
The King will find that which he desired so much, 
When the Prelate will be blamed unjustly: 
Replying to the Duke will leave him dissatisfied, the report to lord Tende 
Who in Milan will put several to death.                     via the Milan volcano 

 

 

l’ANDROGYNE 1570. d’Aouft.    
two years after the death of the Doctor 
De Chavigny would have been ‘in the know’ in a similar way the collator 
has become,  only  more so for Chavigny having worked alongside 
Nostradamus and never once spilling any beans. 
It is the vignette which tells me this is authentic. Those vines we see 
represent electro magnetic fields and can be seen on the ceilings in 
Masonic temples. Plus many other places. 

 AndromedaAND loim noui genus hoc monstri? que 
NUMEROUS GENOCIDES NOT VANQUISH, NOR SHAME U.N. IN 

 DEVIOUS CONQUERING: UNENDING ANU GHOST DEVOURING

dira libido =  cruel/fierce lust/will  RIBthose from Chertan, Leo Minor

BID RID RABID IDOL BIRIO BIRD  RAID OLD RADII DIAL  AIR RIB,

Naturǣ peruertit iter, partumque see translation in footnotes pg 43 

PURITAN QUEEN  MUTTERER: UR EA NURTURER  
PUT RAPTURE.   that TRUANT UP MERIT  

creduit = believe/credo, commit/consign 
IT CRUDE, DIRE CUT – DIE CURT –RIDE ICE,  mongrel EDIT TURD CUR 

Infandum  hǣrentes genitals parte  translation in footnotes pg 43 ?
THERSES  SEES: THAT  UNREPENTING  ANATHEMA  ENTHRALMENT 
DREAMING  INHUMANE  TRANSIENT = EARTH  DISPARAGEMENT 
MADE RAPID UNFITNESS GENTLE-MEN.  GAIN  FULL  MADNESS 

gemellos  =  twins, twin born, in Gemini.        ELM date Sept 1 - 29 

~ GOES MILES ELS LOG  ELM
where Õlm is the “human fish”, the moles are our cloned leaders 

  

  

  noui genus hoc monstri ? que 

nou.i                V      3 1 PERF ACTIVE  IND 1 S     

nosco, noscere, novi, notus  V  TRANS   [XXXAO] 

nou.i                ADJ    1 1 GEN S M POS                         

novus, nova -um, novior -or -us, novissimus -a -um  ADJ   

nou.i                V      3 1 PERF ACTIVE  IND 1 S     

novi, novisse, notus  V  PERFDEF   [XXXCX]   

gen.us               N      4 2 GEN S N                  

genu, genus  N  N   [XXXBX]                       knee; 

(PERF form, PRES force); 

  noui genus hoc monstri ? que 
is saying to examine the different ways of being produced which 
includes clones – supported by the lines continued in footnotes 
C+F+PARTUMQUE 
 

genus, generis  N  N   [XXXCX] 

h.oc                 PRON   3 1 NOM S N                                           

hic, haec, hoc  PRON   [XXXAX] monstr.i             N      

2 2 GEN S N                                

monstrum, monstri  N  N   [XXXBX] 

f                    N      9 8 X   X C                  

f., abb.  N  C   [XXXCX] 

filius/filia, abb. f.; 

que                  CONJ                                

que  CONJ   [FXXET]    Medieval  uncommon 

get to know; learn, find out; become cognizant 

of/acquinted/familar with; inspect; recognize, recall; 

examine, study, try (case); accept as valid/true;  

new, fresh, young; unusual, extraordinary;   

(novae res, f. pl. = revolution);(and not ‘evolution’) 

know of; know how, be able (to); experience;   

be familiar/acquainted/conversant with/aware of; 

accept, recognize; birth/descent/origin; 

race/family/house/stock/ancestry; offspring/descent; 

noble birth; kind/sort/variety; class/rank;  

 

mode/method/style/fashion/way; 

SAYING: TO RECOGNISE THE NUMEROUS WAYS WE ARRIVED 

this; these (pl.); (also DEMONST); 

monster; portent, unnatural thing/event regarded as 

omen/sign/portent; 

WHICH WE HAVE LEARNED FROM SITCHIN & THE GIANT’S BASE 

FOUND UNDER CARPATHIA/BUCEGI–WHICH G.M. LABS PRODUCED: 

 

 

sons AND daughters; 

 

AND; (while properly attached as enclitic sometimes 

copyists make mistakes); 

Naturae peruertit iter partumque    Begotten spontaneously [clones] overthrowing nature’s pathway [is] itinerary/agenda role of actors (leaders) 
Infandum ? aerentes genitals parte Abominable bloodlines existing in airways(upper atmosphere) summed (equals) future genitalia [transhumanism] faction acquired 

 EDIT delete TURD/ Manure CUR/ Mongrel 
exactly the qualifyer names for Alcyonese! 

http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
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Three things to attract your attention : 
1) the three open Centuries – these are the "three lost books", we 

will call the "three lost centuries"... which is the real reason 
the doctor has them appearing here I suspect mising quatrains7 43 = i743 
"rendered to Vulcan" meaning hidden behind his fireplace.  One 
should be asking why ? The simple answer is that they referred 
to stuff man of those times were not to know. My own answer is 
to also allay fears for "numbers speaking to the lady" since my 
first thought regarding twelve centuries of quatrains/ sixaines 
is that 12 is an Anakim number- base and these works would 
not be happening had the Anakim been involved. This is why 
we prepeatedly see confirmation that one Anakim did qualify as 
an Elohim member, E’Yah. 

2) Notice the name at the bottom of the fronticepiece ; ‘par 
Jean Brotot’, the person to whom the doctor wrote 
correspondence letters in the Latin. 

3) Repeating for those followers of certain people making 
themselves to not be what they say they are. I refer to 
those who take the Crayfish Cancer of Medieval times to 
have been a Scorpion. Clearly this one lacks a stinger in its 
tail. 

 Compofee par maiftre Michel Noftradamus
ARCH-FOE SAAM FISH-FACED ORMANCERS AMPUTATE, 
TRIMS, TAMPERS MISSMATCH  MEDIEUAL CALENDARS : 
PRIMED MERCHANT AMPERES ALCIONE SHAPE-MAKER 
DONAL’ TRUMP CLONE  IMPEACHMENT AND HIS POTENT  
CREEPIER METAMORPHIC MACHISMO CHARM SORCERIES. 

The SAAM belong to Marduk 
FISH-FACED means the Oannes and the papal 
MERCHANT = corporate 
AMPERES = electron being, Menolea of One Male 

  docteur en medicine  uh oh CONCEDE – C+F+RIOT   

=ENCODED MERE DEDUCTION, INTRODUCE REDUCTION CENTRED TIME,  (CODED NICE MUTINEER) DECIDE 
REMEDIED CONCEITED DEMON ENTICED CONMAN DUNCE OTTO INDUCED DONE. ‘CONCEDE’ COUNTERED 

TO END  ‘KÏNDER-RIDE-OUT-TO DIE MENU’ DEED MENTIONED:=DECODED.  ICON DOMINEER NICE OUTCOME
 the word CONCEDE is apt. Depending too much on the likes of Icke or Tellinger, yet the collator has 

 not the fame to pull this off, conceding that somehow it must be made public
  de Salon de craus Pro
SUPER PROUD LARCENOUS POSER DOERS UP USE DOPE PRODUCES PSEUDO CALENDAR.  READ CRUEL ARES 
RAPERS CLAUSES PRODUCE CARNAL PLEASURES SOURS LADS ADRENALS AND PLUNDERS DNA, ANU DROP 
UNLOAD CORPSES ON NASAL DERO ~ ALE, ASS, ADORE, LEAP, CAR. ALERT:  SLANDEROUS COLD DAD-POSER 
COPS SNARL-UP, REASON : PERSUADE  ‘COLOURED RACE LADS CLASS DO SLEEP AROUND’ AND ARE COLD-
SORE NECROSES SCARE, DOPE, SPEED SPREADERS. RECORDED AS  "PERSONS PLANNED DEAD AS DODO"... 
OUR AERO CODES S.O.S. LANDSCAPE,  SACRED RODS ACORN POURED ODES OPUS.  ‘LAST-CARD’ CASSEOPEA, 

 PURER OARS CENSORED OLD SORCEROUS SCOUNDRELS RANCOUR. CLEANSES UPROAR, ENDS A.D. CLOSER

uence  = C Ophiuchus E.N.E. grey = E.U. – E.C.  NEUU "C.E."     there are two E.N.E, the Zeta45 and the J-Rod52 
  nommee par Ammianus Marcelinus

 MILLENNIUM’S  NAME  SCAM NOMINEE SCREEN, USE SANER ARMOUR: CAMERMAN’S CLUES AROUSE LESSEN
CAME:  REASON ORMANCER COARSE APRON-RACE MAPS, SECURE SONS UP (AMUSES PARAMOUR) MENACES 
MAN  EN-MASS AS  MESMERIC  MANURE  SCUM’S   ‘MAIM-MASSACRE’  SCARE = MOAN   NECROMANIA  IN 

   there were lines which did say to ‘get SUUORN  ORAL  CLAUSES ANNUAL MANUAL NINE SEEMS  LUMP SUM
legal advice’  herein, and this is saying the Earth humans believe that this will be the last of it, the ‘lump sum’. 
(MANIC CLOUUNS MEAN PRIME CARNAL IMMORALISM) IS INSANE MUSLIM UUOMANISER, ISLAMIC NORM 
ARE UN-AMERICAN MANIAC’S IMMENSE IMPERSONAL RUMP UUORMINESS, NEUU NAPALM UUAR-CRIME 
MEANS NICE UR EA, UUASP, ARMS’, : , COMPLAIN ‘UUEANER’S MINE’  MIRACLE UUARN POUUERLESS UUOMEN
ALLOUUED MAMMAS UUHINE MURMUR  RUMOURED CLEAN UP MILLIONS. RARE SCUM MANU UP LARCENIES
UUARN: INSANE CAMPS MEAN SEMEN ENEMA CRAP, RAMP UP AMPS, SCREAMS, CRAMPS.  PANS RENAME 
SPERM MENU AS ‘MAN’S CREAM’... where the Pan are the greys which run the western hemisphere. MANU = Orion 

IS  MOURN  MUSCULAR  MINOR  IN  MUSEUM’S  PARANORMAL  MAMMALIAN  AIM  giants 
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 USE SANER ARMOUR: CAMERMAN’S CLUES. depending on hackers to find the Treaty 9 evidence will    
be long and difficult, but the “CAMERAMAN’S CLUES” received via the likes of the Antiques Roadshow 
items and the ‘"dated correspondence found under floorboards of  a Tudor Mansion"’ evidence will      
still create the same proof we are not yet into the 21st century, and as the clues have told us here           

 in the frontispiece vignettes from Nostradamus regarding the “missing three centuries” that they are
an important topic and not one to ignore because WEANER (just off the breast) babies lives  are at 
stake. The numbers are in the millions of babies being taken and tortured, some are fed back to you.  

 MILLENNIUM’S NAME SCAM CAME: the name scam being the initial prefixing the century being 
changed from an ‘i’ to a number ‘1’ thereby adding in one stroke one thousand years. 

 ORMANCER COARSE APRON-RACE the apron being the atmosphere, those which use ormus 

SUUORN CLAUSES NINE. Treaty IX, each of which is a term of nine years beginning with F.D.R. in 1933 
trading “men” for technology. The ninth ‘treaty’ came due November 8 2014 with a new clause (say 
these texts) for “trade in children”. Problem being that 2014 was not yet 2014.  Seems it was an oral and 
not written agreement: from Allan Webber’s computerised template... 
1 27 3  Qui par longs siecles avoit esté grappé  

TEST  POLAR  SIGNS  
POLARIS,  GNOSIS  LONG   SIGN  
EQUIP  GREATEST AEOLUS SELEUCIA  
SOLAR  ECLIPSE  SIGN  IS APRIL’S  SONG          

That which for many centuries had been contained 

 
To the scientists who have known for a long time what the 
polar signs have meant 
EQUIP: causes AEOLUS - father of the wind = tornadoes 
SELEUCIA is Iran. 3 33 3 says SPY PICA EASTER 

10 60 2  Sauone, Sienne, Capue Modene, Malte:   
  
 LET ANU  NAME  MODE, LIE, ENC. ON  

ESCAPE  USA   OCEANS  
SEAS   ICE   N.N.E.  MELT        

These areas  are all around or near the Serbian Basin
 in signing 

Treaty 9 did not get legal advice 
LET Anu name clauses including the Oannes by default 
In the HOT  WINTER  recently 

Nostradamus (or his Source ) never ceases to astonish me.     The chapter “J.ROD52  & TREATY 9 ” will not be 
finished for a while, as others have priority,  yet there seems to be a problem with certain deceitful clauses in   
Treaty 9 which need to be fixed now at our peril, and that forum contains this warning.  

See Dan Burisch, who attended Treaty 9 at  Project Camelot.org (Miss Eisenhower keeps saying the ‘Treaties” have 
a term of ten years but this is not the case, it is nine years). Deceit is everywhere. 

o MEANS NICE UR EA, ARMS’, = Cepheus/King of kings UUASP =/J-Rod52   MIRACLE
o  RARE SCUM MANU/ Orion Group    LARCENIES UP stealing children

MOURN MUSCULAR MINOR recall all those “Jeffersonian” and Smithsonian  lines about keeping the 
giants a secret? Here is the reason. There would have been at least one  shape shifter working in the 
museum at the time. 

 

 

C+F+CAUSTIC (LUNAR) 
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"RUSSIA WOULD PROVE TO BE A FORCE FOR WORLD PEACE  

"Cayce was known for entering trance-like states of consciousness where he could access different dimensions and 
the truth about the future of humanity. “Dreams are today’s answers to tomorrow’s questions.” –Edgar Cayce His 
predictions often related to specific medical issues but he also touched upon questions relating to global political and 
social events. These predictions came true with remar-kable frequency. Prior to his death in 1947, he had already 
accurately predicted the Great Depression, events relating to both World Wars and he also warned of the untimely 
deaths of two American presidents 
When asked in 1932 about political and economic trends in Europe Cayce zeroed in on Russia: Europe is as a house 
broken up. Some years ago there was the experience of a mighty peoples being overridden for the gratification and 
satisfaction of a few, irrespective of any other man’s right. That peoples are going through the experience of being 
born again, and is the thorn in the flesh to many a political and financial nation in Europe, in the world… Q. What is the 
name of that nation referred to?   
Answer : Russia! (3976-8)” [Source] Cayce spoke of Russia’s role as being the ‘hope of the world’ in a coming 
time such as this: 
 “In Russia there comes the hope of the world, not as that sometimes termed of the communistic, or Bolsh-
evik, no; but freedom, freedom! That each man will live for his fellow man! The principle has been born.              
It will take years for it to be crystallised, but out of Russia comes again the hope of the world.”  
(Edgar Cayce, 1944, No. 3976-29) 
http://www.disclose.tv/news/edgar_cayces_mindblowing_prophecy_about_putins_role_in_world_war_iii/136024 
 

 
 
CHINA RELEASES MOON FOOTAGE OF ALIEN BASES  too many links to put here so just copy & paste to your search 
 

http://www.disclose.tv/news/edgar_cayces_mindblowing_prophecy_about_putins_role_in_world_war_iii/136024
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Page 20 Helen C Park©s HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT May 2 2013  

i.565  
BY NOW YOU SHOULD BEGIN TO SEE WHAT WE ARE MEANT TO 
SEE ~ THOSE CALIPERS ALWAYS MEASURE   THE SAME  DISTANCE 
ACROSS THE HORIZON   
IS THAT A “3” THEY HAVE SCRIBBLED? OR AN “E”  
the number 26 is most likely not a coincidence either  
PROGNOSTICA  Agonic stop, stooping arc R 
 [in Sagittarius]  
TION OV REVOLUTION Involve RO [Andr. Council] in to out… 
(our orbit) Involve out to Iron (Mars)  

 TEMPUS  IMMENSUMto a great time amount EGO
  time, condition, right time; season, occasion; necessity;

 ME/I  to an enormous amount of time 
TIS diameter ORBEM  DIMETIOR 

woven, forged, formed,  
measure out (space/time/words); weigh up; lay out;  

 cycle; circle; territory/region; sphere; orb; return around 
A REMINDER TO ALWAYS READ THE SMALL PRINT !  
 

first comment:  
 Generally world wide it was still considered that Earth was flat in these times, yet 
this shows the world as a globe  
second comment: 
 See Antarctica back at the Equator? That was where it came from. 
 The dividers are measuring about 5,000 nautical miles which will alter climates 
enough to find millions starving 
third comment: 
 The egg timer refers to our orbit 
fourth comment: 
 The branches of the tree of life have become very bare meaning that DNA 
abundance has become limited 
fifth comment: 
The big“S”on the globe was the south–see how it is moved upwards?  

 

 

 

 
Greer 
Just  a  reminder regarding the "disclosure project" 
the eyes are reptilian too 
7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. 
ARROGANT PRIG NAME-DROPPER GREER (PROPER RAT)  

, 
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7 38 4 Traine, tire, horriblement mourir  dragged, pulled, to dire horribly 
7 38 3 Gueulle, lipee, pied dans l'estrein pleignant 
7:38:4 Traine, tire, horriblement mourir 
LISTEN: LILLE [asteroid] UNGULATES, ENDS AD  
TUNNAGE  NEGATING  SERPENT  ING 

[harvest-REAPING]
 

ENTRIES IN UUELL LANDS 
[Texas/Iraq?] 

              
DEADLINESS  REST  LIES 

[nuclear] 
PILE  

ALERTNESS:  UNSTERILE  ANTIGEN
 vaccines

 

Foot in thick lipped mouth [muzzle] (est rein = Auriga reptilian) 
hard [loud] complaint                   (Cheetham has it as "embrace")   
being eaten by reptilian – feet first    SERPENT   ING harvest 
dragged, [by train] pulled, to die horribly   this is what the FEMA 
camps are for – holding stations for the arriving Aurigans and 
those from elsewhere  for the  « Second Coming » 
Texas? Middle East? Entries of those from Auriga 

7 38 3 Gueulle lipee, pied dans l'eftrein pleignant  7 38 3  Foot in thick lipped mouth (eaten feet first) loud complaint 
the texts hidden: C+F+RECTANGULAR,   appears almost word perfect in 9 4 1 and in 3 94 3 as well. 

  RAIDS  IN  IRON  AGE (Halloween which is  Scorpio) but could also be DETER  DAMN  AMERICANS  TRADED  MEN
saying they did raid back in the Iron Age, making these the Nephilim type or Ancient Astronauts 

[atmosphere] ~   C+F+RECTANGULAR   DISCOVERED  APRON RECTANGULAR  UP PROVES  SUPERNATURAL (!)  
DNA ENTRANCE AMID DREAM  (while asleep) – in  DAN   (Dan is in Scorpio) 
the Visconti coat of arms  speaks of an event in Italy in the 5th century A.D. where children were eaten feet first by reptiles 

 
Vladimir Putin, ENEMY to Jacob Rothschild’s New World Order — Word to the Wise: Americans, KEEP Your Guns (video) 

CONTRIBUTOR: SGTreport. from STARR-IM BACK-PRIESTESS: Putin says NO to the NWO which makes Jacob Rothschild a 
little nervous. He needs Russia on their side to fullfill and complete this Agenda but Putin says NO and will fight against this. Obama 
is really getting on Putins nerves though because he can’t see why... 

"Vladimir Putin, ENEMY to Jacob Rothschild’s New World Order — Word to the Wise: Americans, KEEP Your Guns"... 

“Alien Agenda IV: Alien Ultimatum or Final Warning ?” Alien Agenda IV: Alien Ultimatum or Final Warning ? 

 TERCENTENARY  C+F+3 2 4  

1 90 3 Contre Gauloys fera leur tramontane,  Will be great surging (/weaving/plotting)  against the French, 

 &  LOUT'S  ARRAY (CERN or HAARP). ALSO  COURT  ROYAL GRATEFUL ANOMALOUS TERCENTENARY COROLLARY AS  IT  UUAS  OUT
ARRANGEMENT  COOLS  in  FOURTEEN      (yes, unusual cooling events in parts of the world have begun already) 
o COROLLARY a proposition that follows from (and is often appended to) one already proved. In this case, not approved!  
:OUT  is an accountant's term when a reconciliation or balance of figures does not have the ''proof'',  &  does not create the balance  
In The SHARS of NIBIRU & THE ZODIAC AGES did speak of the CERN LOUTS! 
9:38:4 Secours Narbonne deceu par entretien. from allan Webber’s computerized program 

PARTNER  ENTIRE TERCENTENARIES. 
OUR SOURCE BORNE IN ESOTERIC ENTRIES 
(((C+F+ANDROID) PROBED TERCENTENARIES, ANNOUNCED SURE 

NET BARONS NEED U.N TO ENRAPTURE 
CUE PARENT : ETERNISE RANCOURS INTEREST NONE

 NET/Reticuli BARONS NEED U.N TO ENRAPTURE
CUE PARENT : ETERNISE RANCOURS (INTERESTS NONE) 

9:96:1 Dans cite entrer exercit desniee Allan Webber’s Computer programmed Template 
DIRECTS DECANS EDICTS DISTANCE, CAST ’IDDEN 
RETICENT

.
CREDIT

.
~INDICTED

.
ENTRIES

.
=TERCENTENARIES

.
DISTANCE. INDISCREET

.
ANTICS

.
DERCETIS

Cetus Unaccustomed 
ASCENDS 

    saying the ‘indiscreet actions/taking children’ occurs during a roll of Earth, when ‘unaccustomed Cetus’ moves north  
 INDISCRETE DNA EXCRETERS (1:49:1) DATE DISC DINED ACTS DID ASCEND,  

 (cattle date = Taurus),  INDICTED IN  (Celtic zodiac for Oak tree = June) D TREES DAI
 

Society for Interdisciplinary Studies 
The oldest and most up to date society for catastrophist information and research  
Home » Online papers 
The Revision of Ancient History - A Perspective 
The Revisionist Outlook for the New Millennium    7.1 Revisionists Are Still Needed. 7.2 Archaeology to the Rescue? 7.3 Scientific 
and Astronomical Dating*. 7.4 Catastrophic Dating*. 7.5 Israel or Greece as the Flash-points? 7.6. Proof beyond Reasonable 
Doubt. 7.7 Vested Interests and the Deaf Establishment. 
*Astronomical Dating *Catastrophic Dating: keeping in mind that all computers have the extra 324 years (dark ages)  included (HCMP) 
 

http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/15d0333a54/a224cfa85b/7da43510bb
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/15d0333a54/a224cfa85b/9a40ef489f
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/06/23/alien-agenda-iv-alien-ultimatum-or-final-warning/
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/taxonomy/term/3
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/ancient.htm#p7#p7
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The Ark 
If... just for arguments sake, we take the cut off date for Akhenaten to be ca 1300BC according to Shaw.  
That would make the Arc circa 3,300 years old. Yet the old guardian said the Arc has been with them seventeen hundred years. 
So. Where was the Arc in the intervening one thousand six hundred years? 
Nowhere. Is the answer. That one thousand six hundred years never existed. 
We have the one thousand years clerics either accidentally or on purpose added via the prefix for  “in the year of our lord 
Immanuel/Jesus/Yeshua. Then we have the 324 years named by the quatrains as tercentenary & ‘three hundred years more&less’ 
which also never existed – then we have the mysterious “dark age” of the Archaic Greeks which seems to be shoved under 
the carpet at the convenience of other archaeologists. That also is known to be between three hundred to four hundred  years. 
No one takes into account that a year up until 705BC consisted of 360 days, nor that at least near four thousand years 
prior to that it had been 260 days (one reason for Methusela et alia reaching longer sounding ages).   Albeit, it is the number 
of years (orbits) and not their actual length which counts in the reconciliation of our calendar. 

SO here we have 2016 minus 1300BC = equals a period of 3316 years. we remove the “ƚ” in front of the centuries = 2316. 
Yet the guardian said they had been in constant and unbroken guardianship for “seventeen hundred years” leaving 616 yrs 
unaccounted. Removing the 324 years of the Constantine VII (or VIII) Edict finds us with a remainder of  circa  292.  Is 
this the period the arc was stashed with king David?  Said to be anywhere up to four hundred years? Or the unspoken and 
unaccounted centuries of the missing archaic Grecian “dark age”.1   
Maybe the Ark was stashed somewhere for three centuries before it got to Ethiopia, if it is actually there at all. 

 

1 39 
At night in bed the president Strangled, 
Blond selected, [Nordics or blond one] for becoming  too involved;   
By three centuries or Rothschilds substituted the empire enslaves, 
Put to death  letter, and packet [pdf] not read. 

 

 
1 65  see also on pg 9 

Enfant sans mains jamais veu si grand faudre,         (faudra) 
L'enfant royal au feu [fire] d'oes.teuf blessé:   does/Capricorn 
Au pui brises fulgures allant mouldre, 
Trois souz les chaines par le milieu troussés 

1 65 handless child here meaning a clone, since they are ‘born’ as is 

A child without hands never so great accomplishment seen 
The royal child casualty wounded en utero (Trump’s son) 
Then fuse event to divide the pulley system (orbit)  
three Roschildstrussed up in the middle of timeunder the oaks. timegate

 
 

 

1 68 
O  what a dreadful and wretched torment 
Innocent’s three centuries  being delivered: 
that one (pope) Innocent giving/adding three (centuries) 
Poison suspected, betrayal badly guarded 
Done in horror by drunken  traders.           C+F+CHAMPAGNE 
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2 73 
Au lac Fucin de Benac le riuage, 
Prins de Leman au port de l'Orgion: 
Nay de trois bras predict bellique image, 
Par trois couronnes au grand Endymion. 

2 73 pairs C+F+SERAPHIM 
The shore of Lake Garda to Lake Fucino, 
Taken from the Lake of Geneva CERN to  port from  "L'Orguion": 
Born with three arms the predicted warlike image, ARM.MARG.EDDAN 
Through three crowns to the great Endymion. THREE SLEEPING GIANTS 

 

5 37 
Trois cens seront d'vn vouloir & accord, 
Que pour venir au bout de leur attainte, 
Vingt mois apres tous & record 
Leur Roy trahy simulant haine fainte. 

5 37 
Three hundred [years] being in accord with one will 
To come to the execution of their blow,  stealing children 
Twenty months after all memory (20 months for the NWO) 
Their king betrayed simulating feigned hate. Trump/president betrayed? 

 

5 86 
Par les deux testes, & trois bras separs,        asteroids ? 

La cite grande sera par eaux vexee:  L.A.  and or N.Y./London 
Des grands d'entr'eux par exil esgars, 
Par teste perse Bisance fort pressee. 

5 86 
Divided by the two heads and three arms,  Arm.Marg.Eddur 
The great city will be vexed by waters:         L.A./N.Y. 
Some great ones among them led astray in exile, 
Turkey hard pressed by the head of Iran. 

Going further back – the obsolete name for Ursa Major was MAR.GID.DA.  By extension we can take the word ARM [in Gemini 
just prior to Cancer], but also obsolete for Cepheus,  if you put ARM and MAR.GID.DA together what do you have? 
ARM.MAR.GID.DA.    So Armaggedon is a star wars scenario – over our heads in more ways than one! 
In the Second coming (which is two triads – the “repulsive six” Nostradamus calls them) Benevolent Cepheus is part of one triad. 
Interesting that for eons we have recognised the Enead – three triads of gods.  The  Eddur/Aettir are the benevolent alliances of 
the Elohim and the last part of the name ARM.MARG.EDDUR could also be seen to be comprised in this manner 
6 11 
Des sept rameaux trois seront reduicts, 
Les plus aisnez seront surprins par mort, 
Fratricider les deux seront seduicts, 
Les coniurez en dormans seront morts. 

6 11  seven branches of the Menorah ? 
The seven branches will be reduced to three            (7 orbits 
The elders  will be surprised by death   (under  Shambahla ? 
The two will be seduced to fratricide      (Ninurta  & Marduk 
The conspirators will be dead while sleeping.  (In the DUMB 

 

7 16 
Entre profonde par la grand Roine faicte 
Rendra le lieu puissant inaccessible: 
L'armee des trois lions sera deffaite, 
Faisant dedans cas hideux & terrible. 

The deep entry made by the great Queen -       Cassiopeia 
will make the place powerful and inaccessible; 
the army of the three lions will be defeated    
SAMAROBRIN= SAAM, Marduk  RIB Chertan, ON Sirius 

causing within a thing hideous and terrible.    DRACO’s CERN 

 

7 36  
God, the heavens,  the divine word in all the waves, frequencies 
Carried by seven red-bald heads to Byzantium:        red Oannes 
The anointed of Trebizond, against three hundred      years added   

Prince Ottö in July 676AD brought the date forward to 1000AD 
Making/changing two calendar laws, first horror then trust. 

Comparing  the letter ‘u’ in auge to the 

letter ‘n’ elsewhere in the line tells me the 
word is not ange (angel) but auge 8 69 1 

 

By enlarging line two, one will see that the ‘n’ in surmonter 

(furmonter) has been changed to an upper case ‘B’. There is not 

the spare room to continue working with 8 69 here, but will do 
so in a later collection. Especially since it refers to "tsunami" 

8 69 se baisser = sent down, underneath.    Refers to a trough 

Aupres du jeune fe vieux auge baiffer,    se from servir, to serve 
Et le viendra furmoBter a la fin: 
Dix ans efgaux aux plus vieux rabaiffer,   old = as in  "former" 
De trois deux l'un huitiefme feraphin.  pairs 2 73 three arms 

8 69 Cepheus means King of kings old young one – old/former president 
From near [by] old young one Leo Minor-Obama the sea trough sent down,     
And will come to rise above him at the end:      the tsunami he caused      
Almost equal to ten years the old one fails again, nine full years C+F+maigre 

Of  three Arm.Marg.Eddur two [first] one is the eighth Seraphim=Arm/ Cepheus 
youtube.com›watch?v=SdtKUi0GDRU  see images in footnotes C+F+BABYLON 

8 99 
Par la puiffance des trois Rois tempouls, 
En autre lieu fera mis le faint Siege: 
Ou la fubftance de l'efprit corporel, 
Sera remys & receu pour vray Siege. 

8 99 
Via the power of three temporal kings, (ARM.MARG.EDDUR) i.e. ‘not gods’ 
The sacred seat  [orbit/stargate]  will be put in another place, 
Where the substance of the body and the spirit, for reincarnation 
Will be restored and received via the true seat. 

 

 

9 72  (3 shars/orbits = 10,980 of our years) 
Again will the holy temples be polluted, stargates 
And plundered by the Senate of Toulouse, 
Saturn two three [6] cycles completed,                         177 years 
Second Saturn (Nemesis/Saturnines)  three orbits completed 
In April, May, people of new leaven. Extraterrrestrials and see GREATEST 

ONES SUSPENDED IN THE AIR PISCES THRU TAURUS 
 

9 81 
Le Roy rufe entendra fes embufches 
De trois quartiers ennemis affaillir, 
Un nombre eftrange larmes de coqueluches, 
Viendra Lemprin du Traducteur faillir. 

9 81 
The crafty King/Cepheus?Vatican? will understand its snares, 
From three sides enemies threaten          ARM.MARG.EDDON 
One strange number tears from hoods, hoodies? Eloi Dwarves? 
The translator [Krafft]  of the grandeur (Hitler etc) will come to fail. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdtKUi0GDRU
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10  8 
Index & poulfe parfondra le front 
De Senegalia le Comte a fon fils propre, 
Les Myrnarmee par plufieurs de prin front 
Trois dans fept jours bleffez morts. 

10 8 
By the front/mind index & pulse render [merging] 
The Count of Seneglia to his own/well-groomed son, 
The Nevus (warty ones)  by  several of thin forehead 
Three [planets] in seven days wounded to death. 

 

 

10 100 
England will be for the great empire, [Reptilian] 
The one full of rumours for over three hundred years:   
the 324 years 
By great [Earth] forces sea and land to pass , tsunamis 
The Lusitanians  (Portuguese) will not be happy thereby 

 

 

1 65 
Infant (clone) without hands never so great a fulfillment seen: (cloning) 
(emphasis on the word "seen") but the wording uses feudre as a cask (in vitro) 
The royal child injured of/from estrus/womb casualty. (Trump’s son) 

Then fuse event to divide the pulley system (orbit) 
Three trussed up in the middle under the oaks.     
(Oaks = in the stargate. The "three" are always the Roschilds) 

(and the Hidden Texts do say that these will be "locked in time") 

Child/clone without hands is cask
/womb

 never seen: (underground, under S4 etc) the ‘security guard’ with Melania Trump 

The royal child injured of/from/by estrus/womb casualty.               Trump’s son 

twisting energy: to then lightning/shattering/breaking [the] mold :  this describes the Blue Beam project 

Fulgures/twisting alant/energise mouldre/castings/mold: torque energies: could be from the particle colliders 
Kits/creates three/centuries strung chained through the middle:    of  calendars 
 

trousses = tights  fousle = crowd/masses chaine = chainer = bind, take measures 
chaines = network, string, channel,   
sous le = also known as -  beat to it - breadline - broil - daft -  enchanted - go by - in - in cold storage - in full sight - in shock - in the limelight -

 in the public eye - in the spotlight - jet lag - keep under wraps - known as - lee - lee shore - lee side - leeward - live with - Money doesn't grow on 

trees. - not grow on trees - off the books - panic - paper over the cracks - rain shadow - rebound - reel - steal a march - stunned -under a spell -
 under cover of darkness - under the authority of - under the cloak of- under the counter - under your command - underfloor - up your sleeve   

 

 

 
WW3 false flag in the making?  
Images leaked showing US military jets disguised as Russian planes 
http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=ww3-false-flag-in-the-making-images-leaked-showing-us-military-
jets-disguised-as-russian-planes  
Pictures captured by a Canadian journalist seem to add weight to the fears that the United 
States is gearing up for a military confrontation with Russia. These photographs appear to 
show US-built F/A-18 fighter jets painted with the blue patterns that are displayed on 
vehicles affiliated with the Russian army. 
AND NOT JUST AIRPLANES, BUT SHIPS TOO 

9:30:1 Au port de PUOLA & de sainct Nicolas, Allan Webber’s computer program 
 ALLANT activate, gone, energy DECLINATION ATROPUS atrophied IS DIANES/Orion’s CLINTON

CLIO messenger=IN CLINTON’S DATE IS ANU ACORN’Schanged timelinesIDEA   

explaining why the “short  term, dies in office” of Hillary Clinton did not eventuate 
ALAS USA IDEA ‘IS OVERPOPULATED’: 

 SPURN ANU CONSORT IDEA Agenda 21 AS “COP-OUT”
INSTEAD, VOLPA vixen/Azerbaijan/Armenia  SONS USE LATONIC   floating islands ACROSS SALONICA 
9:30:1  PUOLA Nicolas codes within codes 

COOLS CALLOUS SOCIAL COLONIAL (LOOP UP) CAUSE ALL UNSOCIAL AILS-COP ALLUSION- CALL ON PIOUS, PULL UP CIAO AIS CUP 
IS UNCOOL ANAL PAL LION-ALIAS ANNUAL-‘LOAN’ CLAUSE , IS SOUL PAIN SCAPULA-OANNES COUP, COAL-OIL PLAN UP ON COIL 
ANNUL PAN’S  grey ANNUAL calendar NAILS  CAUSE  
o SCAPULA-OANNES  Shoulder of Pegasus is Merkab, the Marcabian Anakim, in league with those underground Grayles/Mabvs 

and the large nosed Semetic from Altair (who are the “Hanix of the north” in the quatrains) 
o COAL-OIL PLAN UP chemtrails  ON COIL the Earth CALL ON PIOUS, PULL UP CIAO = the false rapture-reaping 
o LION-ALIAS  the shape shifting Leonines LOOP UP orbiting 
o AIS Ayse of the Andromeda Council   CUP   the holy Graal of Cassiopeia
o ANNUAL-‘LOAN’ CLAUSE , the treaties which began with “abducting and returning” people but has become “trade in children” 

9 30 1 Au port de PUOLA & de faint Nicolas i562 edition                     IS LOST – the three books " rendered to vulcan" 

CENSORIAL OF DRACONIAN APPLIANCE  OF ‘POLLUTED SOULS UP SPOOF’, INFATUATED PROFOUND ADAPTATION OARS 
OF DELICATE DNA FOUNDATIONS, IS LOST TEDIOUS POLITICAL DELETION OF   UTOPIA.  DOCTOR POET’S  NATURAL

FOOL’S PERSUADED, CAPITULATION USE OF PLENTEOUS DEPUTATIONS OF  FATAL  ODIOUS  CALENDAR. 

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/also%20known%20as
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/beat%20to%20it
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/breadline
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/broil
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/daft
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/enchanted
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/go%20by
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/in
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/in%20cold%20storage
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/in%20full%20sight
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/in%20shock
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/in%20the%20limelight
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/in%20the%20public%20eye
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/in%20the%20spotlight
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/jet%20lag
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/keep%20under%20wraps
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/known%20as
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/lee
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/lee%20shore
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/lee%20side
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/leeward
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/live%20with
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/Money%20doesn%27t%20grow%20on%20trees.
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/Money%20doesn%27t%20grow%20on%20trees.
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/not%20grow%20on%20trees
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/off%20the%20books
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/panic
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/paper%20over%20the%20cracks
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/rain%20shadow
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/rebound
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/reel
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/steal%20a%20march
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/stunned
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/under%20a%20spell
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/under%20cover%20of%20darkness
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/under%20the%20authority%20of
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/under%20the%20cloak%20of
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/under%20the%20counter
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/under%20your%20command
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/underfloor
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/up%20your%20sleeve
http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=ww3-false-flag-in-the-making-images-leaked-showing-us-military-jets-disguised-as-russian-planes
http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=ww3-false-flag-in-the-making-images-leaked-showing-us-military-jets-disguised-as-russian-planes
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USE PORTALS UNDER DESPITE FUTILE INEPTITUDE FOULED UP CERN OUT-OF-TUNE EPISODE,  POISONED 
 AREAS PARADED OILED, PAIRED ARID OPERATION A.I. PLANNED. SEE "DEAL NINE" ALLOUUANCE. DEEP SEA

FAT ODIOUS LUPINE,wolf  TOAD, SIRIUS APEE, SAILS of Argo  CAUSE PITEOUS SUPERSTITIOUS  DULL OTTO PAPAL SEDITION. 
COUU’S REAPER  RAIDED LATER CENTURIES, FALSE  RAPTURE  IS  FLAUUED RESULT. IS SATAN  UUANTED APPRECIATION 
ICON, ALLIED CONSTANT LUTE, FIELD,  OF UP-TO-DATE  DISCLOSURE   DISAPPOINTED, CENSORIAL TAILORED

 

READ: PORT AIR IN CAUE, INORDINATE TROPICAL  COLD,  SUUEAT AT NEUU POLAR, NEAR TO NOUU,  
FASCINATION ODD FELLOUU ALIENS ADOPTED/him,  PATIENT ADORE PUTIN  PIRATES NEUU UUORLD ORDER IDEA. 

CENTAURI (PALATIAL ‘SAINT’ TOAD’S POODLE) PLEAD  AND FOOL UTOPIA’S, LOAD DEAF POPULATION, LEAUE UP. 
SOUND OUT ODD CALENDAR  PROOF   (PLANS ADOPT  FALSE  PSEUDO-PEOPLE  ADAPTION) SAD  UNNATURAL IDEAL    

o The subject of the word “Mantids” or “Mantis” has never been broached, and I have simply been taking the 
difference in spelling to be between American (Mantis) and the rest of the world (Mantid). The Earth-bound 
insect is called a Praying Mantis.  This creature has two forward arms, one on each side. The word “mantid” 
is the family name of the insect genera.  Between the off world creatures, those positive Mantids which are 
with the Elohim Alliances have two forward arms/pincers. The negative ones have four forward pincers  & 
seem to be of the really large variety – eight, ten feet high. These are the negative towards Earth & humans. 
Where they come from is questionable, but the “Mast/Malus and Sails/Vela” of Argo is a possibility.  Since it 
appears that the western hemisphere is fully infiltrated by negative off worlders, and the four armed Mantis 
has been seen in those areas, an attempt at proper naming is required, so the word Mantis will be the negative 

o d Karma out of the blue it’s golden oar league OARS are the benevolent Manti s from Argo. In quatrain 2 5 3 
o POLLUTED SOULS UP SPOOF – the false rapture, the reaping 
o  PLENTEOUS DEPUTATIONS such as the “fixing in time” of the Year 2K fiasco
o  PARADED OILEDPOISONED DEEP SEAS  – the Mexico Gulf oil spill was never capped. The chemical 

companies supplying the “fix” have been on a profitable band wagon indeed. Their toxic chemicals operate 
by ‘balling up’ the oil and rolling/parading  it along the ocean floor out of sight. As it passes Fukushima, it 

 becomes radioactive. A killer of all life, including those of the elite. 
o ARID OPERATION A.I. PLANNED. See QUBITS AND CONSCIOUSNESS forum. The defoliation of Earth to 

eliminate oxygen, since artificial intelligence does not need an atmosphere. GMO trees are part of this 
o SEE "DEAL NINE" ALLOUUANCE. Treaty Nine – ratified Nov 8 2014 by the president, who, having 

ratified it, was aware of the “trade in children” clause. This is the topic which relates to the words: 
o UP-TO-DATE  DISCLOSURE  TAILORED. Yes, the west has been filtering disclosure to avoid the public 

discovering just how culpable the ‘elite’ have been.  Denying free energy to line their pockets is one 
thing (despite killing the planet), but being unable to prevent the off worlders from having their 

ALLOUUANCE  way with the population is another, and making it legal   is the crime.      C+F+2 32 3
o LUPINE, wolf   usually means the Aryan/Alcyonese TOAD, Vatican Drago  SIRIUS APEE, Anu,  SAILS of Argo  Mantis baddies 
o COUU’S REAPER from Aldebaran, the “sexual rogues” of the S.S.  RAIDED LATER CENTURIES removed 324 years 
o Elohim alliances of LyRans (Lute) and those from the Leg of Pegasus the Field ICON, ALLIED CONSTANT LUTE, FIELD 
o FLUTE DATE: March 18 – April 14    IN ALE date is Celtic Brew = May 13 – June 9   ANKLE= Aquarius
o IN-ORDINATE  a pun, on the latitudes being in an unusual place = TROPICAL  COLD followed up by SWEATING IN THE 

POLES which means they become hot!  Thus describing Isaiah’s Earth dance. The word RAPID was there as well, but I 
could not fit it in the line.At the end of February  Ohio had 100F in winter & Victoris Aus. -2C snow summer 

o ADORE PUTIN  PIRATES NEUU UUORLD ORDER = which is why he is described many times as the ‘mutineer’
o  PALATIAL ‘SAINT’  Vatican’s TOAD’S Bufo (Drago) POODLE lapdog on a lead. So the Centauri are with Drago

EBEN: EBENACEOUS definition – having hard wood plant based genes, and from Linda Moulton Howe: 
“The EBEN skin is said to fluoresce under various light frequencies because it is interactive with light - brightening or darkening 
with solar intensity. There is also supposed to be forensic evidence that at least some of the small, grey, EBEN-type beings contain 
a chlorophyll substance instead of hemoglobin, which would suggest the small, possible androids, “metabolize” light. At the 
center of a chlorophyll molecule is a magnesium (Mg) ion and at the center of a hemoglobin molecule is an iron (Fe) ion.” 

ERRATUM: in the pdf forum 84 EXTRATERRESTRIALS, the  word Cygnus (part of the Elohim)  may have appeared 
where it should say GRUS (a major part of the Anakim) 

o DISPARATE – different in kind, so a disparate nuclear event such as an asteroid is not the same as a bomb 
7 38 2  Picquer viendra fi rudement courir :   stolen (abducted) will become so hard to run 
DAVID ICKE RUMOURS  INFORM TRUER DRUID Vril PRURIENCE FROM RIVER ERIDANUS; TIES  UNFAIR  E.T.  RECIPE. 
REFER CREATOR DIVINE FIVE ICON UP ( IN MEAD UNDER’S  MUTINEER  PUTIN  FORUM,)  CURED  FAR  DRIVEN V.I.P. 
INCURRED  CURVED  FERROCERIUM METEOR, UUINDIER TORNADO  CRIMES,  ACQUIRED DARKER ROMAN RUIN, UUAS IN QUIVER, 
which means Sagitta, the beginning of Capricorn (the Yule false meteor plan) NOUU  RUINS UURECKER IS NUT DATE 
CRANIUM UUIT RUNT, hero  Hero Ehwas,  who “moves the Earth”,  and was the J-Rod52 assistant the doctor named “UUilliem52” of 
whom he was “quite fond”.  It was one of these which volunteered to be found at Roswell 
RAPTURE INQUIRER PROVENCE INFORMER DISCOVERED [NUMERIC] CRANIUM UUIT RUNT, hero  INTERVIEUUED NICE 
NURTURER MAN (REMAINS) UP IN TRIM URANITE CUP’S  PIRAMID QUARTERS INVERTED, the pyramidal ufo “Yod”/10 
IN IMPAIRS  ODD  TRICKIER  UNPURE  DRIVEN  CORRUPTED MAVERICK RAVEN: ICED, MURKIER RAIN  PRODUCED UUINTRIER ~ 
MANURE UUIMP UNIT: MARKETS CERTAIN RUIN. RE-INTRODUCED RAPID TICK-FEVER, DRANK  VAMPIRIC, DEVOURER 
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MURDERER FOR UUEIRD PRINCE INTRUDER FERVID FOR  UUARMER TIMES,  CONNIVED PER RECTUM – IS  ANAKIM  RUE  FERRO  
URRIA,  REDUCED TURN OCCURS .  INTERFERES  TIME  PORT CIRCUITS.   CONTRIVES  ARIVEDERCI 

laughing at the last, not because of what it means, but that it is a ‘hats off’ to Leonardo’s  Italian “Ciao” 

( ) RIDES  FOR CUP ICON  TOUUN CRIER IN QUEER CAVERN 

o Yes, Da Vinci did disappear into a cave and was gone two years – from age 22 to 24! 
 

 .(Earth)  

MEAD PARCS REFORMS RUDIMENTARIE MURKIER QUATRAINS, KNEUU IT MAKES FOR A UUEIRD KIND OF READ, FINER UUORK, IS 
REINFORCED PURER VIRTUE FONT ERUDITION. UUORRIMENT CONVINCE STOPS MORTIFIER ‘ROTUND ROCK’S INDIRECT COVERT 
ENVIRONMENT MURDERERS’. MEAD PARCS VOICED ICIER UUINTRIER PERIOD MANI TIMES – CRITERION CONVINCE  IOU NEED 

 UUARMER ATTIRE: FURS, FOOTUUEAR AND COVER. 
o  RAVEN  recall the Yule tornadoes in the U.S. followed by unusual rainy snow 
o RUINS UURECKER  a pun – the ruins at ancient sites like Rome and the Adriatic 
o NUT DATE there are several. Chestnut: May 15 – May 24/Nov 12 – 21.  Hazelnut: Mar 22-31. /Aug 5 – Sep 1. Sept 24 – Oct 3.  

Walnut: April 21 – 30./Oct. 24 – Nov 11. 
o PROVENCE INFORMER is Nostradamus, who must have been curious about the Rapture 
o CRANIUM UUIT RUNT, hero  Hero Ehwas,  who “moves the Earth”,  and was the J-Rod52 assistant the doctor named 

“UUilliem52” of whom he was “quite fond”.  It was one of these which volunteered to be found at Roswell 
o NURTURER MAN would be Ayse or EnKi     URANITE CUP = Cassiopeia (the Holy Graal) 
o PIRAMID QUARTERS INVERTED, the pyramidal ufo “Yod”/10 see Russian videos and refer to Rendlesham Forest Incident 

6 70 plus oultre FURTHERBEYOND  Codes within codes 
YEHU BRENTFORD (UK) UFO BRETHREN YOD (yöd – the ten, Elohim) DETHRONE  F’BURY  dethrone Earth ? C+F+ANKLE 9 30 1 

Another February clue was in ‘JNO” in the Lost Book vignette where the book in the hand of the seer has “one male” written. JNO is 
on the bottom line, actually the words are JNO SOL. Juno was the goddess of Februalis, water steam and ICE. 
FORTY (either John Dee’s forty angels or 40O Latitude.            Noting the mention of 39O to 55O in other lines)  
ENDURETH  F.D.R. -  FORBY, HE (IT) BURNED   (F.D.R. who signed the first of the “trade in men” “treaties”) 

 BRENTFORD is generic, because other lines pointing to the same incident refer to it as “Pennington” or “Crabwood” and 
both these places are a stones throw from each other – yet the incident of the pyramid ufo was at  Rendlesham, some 
miles to the north and east of Crabwood. Unless there was another incident kept well secreted. 

6 70 in PLUS OULTRE - FURTHER BEYOND: After this further beyond  loved, feared, dreaded: 
HEREUNTO BY FDR, ENDURETH FORBY... The foolish treaties with Off Worlders        IT BURNED...N.Y.  REROUTED BY BUSH  BY 
HY-BRED FORTUNE HERD - HE HU-BRYD FURORE in DETHRONE (Earth, a president, or this principle by) RUB  BE (Virgo) BRED THE FURY (9/11 etc) 

BY FOURTEEN. (the Treaty ratified 2014) YES, BURN RED HOT - BOTHERED  U [heavenly] FRYEND 
3 40 1  Le grand theatre fe viendra redreffer: 
Rearranging the letters of 'Le grand thear vedra redrefer:' gives: (aphesis silent letter used with double ''L'') 
EARTH GARDENER. Elohim RATHER FEVER NEVER [Ebola] FLARED:  
RATHER TELLINGER DEFER TRAVEL  FIFTEEN,  & REGARDED AGE-RELATED  LADDER [stargate] FARTHER 
REFER THE TELLINGER AFTER AN , RATHER EVADED FURTHER outer space RED (red Uan)  'FAN' 
LARGE DREAD,  LARGE ADVENT  DEGENERATED  END  ADDER                 is a Celtic date Feb 18 – March 17 
FREED EARTH  HARD  AND  REVERT LARGER AGE-RELATED (orbit)   
REFERRED DELTAHEDRA GARDENER  DEFLAGRATE  HARDER,  FREE EARTH’S  DNA  
 DEFLAGRATE burn, cauterize, sudden flame/super volcano?.   
 DELTAHEDRA having faces of equilateral  triangles/pyramid craft, the same of the Jim Penniston/Rendlesham Forest 

event… described as “by Yod” in another line, and witnessed recently in Russia (2016-2017) 
DEGENERATE vb  FREE-TRADER FEDERAL ADVANTAGE;  REVERT HARD  DEATH, INTERFERES GRAVES, (M.I.B.)  
 IS RETARDED REVENGER    (elite) 
3 40 1 Le grand theatre fe viendra redreffer: 
FEVER INTERFERE FATHERLAND;  (Germany) FREE TRADER EVER FINGERED 
REVERE  LARGE-HEARTED GRAND FATHER  GARDENER, Ayse or E’a DELEGATED RE-GENERATED GREEN EARTH, FRIED & 
FRIDGE  VENEER:-RETARDED (Earth, retarded via CERN, a pun)  FREE-TRADER   (elite).  
FATHER LAND, DEFERRED REFIGERANT EVE, NEVER REFRIGERATED THE FREED (the elect) 
(Father Ayse lands? Is this EVE a time or the female?) 
FATHER  REFRIGERANT LAND  FEVER  REED-DEER date.  Reed is in Scorpio and Deer is in Capricorn  
FEVER is FREED:  TRIED GARDENER (trying for the gardeners – the mantids from Argo, the Golden Oar League of 2:5) 
(“LAND FEVER” result of chemtrails) 
http://www.gold-eagle.com/article/germany-pivoting-east... 
Germany Pivoting East | Gold Eagle  
www.gold-eagle.com 
 “It is finally happening in full view, in unmistakable manner, in a way that the awake, the aware, and the conscious can 

perceive in alarming stunning terms. The central force of Europe, the industrial juggernaut,    the stable core, has begun to 
pivot East. The Germans have had enough, fed up with dest… 

o MANURE UUIMP UNIT: those Plejerans from Alcyone who have been “eunuchized” and are within the United Nations 
o UUEIRD PRINCE INTRUDER  those from Sirius “managed” by the shape shifters from Chertan 6 59 3 
o FOR  UUARMER TIMES, using chemtrails to cause the greenhouse effects. The evidence of this was during the following 

days of 9/11 when all flights were banned. The temperature dropped  four degrees during  those days.  
o RUE  FERRO  URRIA  REDUCED (Earth’s turn, all the while the Anu are trying to do the opposite using CERN) 
o USE CERN REUUINDS TOP TO RIP  rewinding the Earth as one does with a spinning top 
o FROM RIVER ERIDANUS  the constellation which stretches from Aquarius all the way to the “footstool” of  Orion, Cursa 

Erid.ani Beta(β) [I see in the 84 EXTRA TERRESTRIALS forum that Eridani is listed as “supposed to be in alliance with the  ELOHIM 
PLEIADANS/TAU CETIANS”.   BLUISH WHITE. 4' AND 6'.  
We now know that those from Eridani are secretly front men for the Anakim and are NOT in alliance with the Elohim] 

http://www.gold-eagle.com/article/germany-pivoting-east...
http://www.gold-eagle.com/article/germany-pivoting-east#comment-1489001762
http://www.gold-eagle.com/
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o AVOID OVID’S  CRI DE COEUR /protest  saying not to riot – just get on with self preservation OVID’S VIEW – Ovid wrote Amores 
and Metamorphosis.  He was  sent to [modern] Romania for his ‘views’ 

o CIRCA  ICIER PRE-VICTORIAN  not many people are aware that both Nostradamus and Da Vinci lived during the “mini ice age” which 
when the “Maunder Minimum” was included stretched over nearly 500 years, indeed, up to “pre Victorian times” exactly! This mini ice 
age ended along with Napoleon. 

o TOUUN CRIER IN QUEER CAVERN – the Town Crier is the one with the loudest voice with which to alert people, and the queer 
cave could be the one Da Vinci accidentally found or fell into at age 24, when he disappeared for two years 

o RAPID TICK-FEVER, (Lyme’s disease) and see “borrellia” in the previous forum 

FERROCERIUM  METEOR man-made meteor  Ferrocerium: 

 is a man-made metallic material that produces hot sparks at temperatures of about 3,000 °C (5,430 °F) when scraped against 
a rough surface (pyrophoricity), such as ridged steel. 
Ferrocerium magnesium alloy rods are a favorite fire starter among many outdoor and survival enthusiasts. Ferrocerium is a 

man-made metallic material that produces sparks in excess of 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit when it's scraped with a rough 
surface or a sharp edge.     Nov 10, 2014 www.gundigest.com/.../demystified-ferrocerium-mischmetal-fire-starter-r... 

o UUINDIER TORNADO  CRIMES  IN QUIVER ties in with “winter solstice London” and points to man made crimes 
 

 

                                     From  Nostradamus   (‘ƒ’ = ‘s’)      NIA CONJUGI. OPT. V. FELICIT.

V Andromeda Council OPT FLOAT  5  ~ SPIN turn Earth JOINED,  STRUCK IN GALL  false meteor? (June 10 – July 7 in Gemini! 2017? 
PUTIN’S LOGIC: CONVICTS,  JAIL CONCEITED EGOES ACT: CAJOLING VICE ANTICS; INJECT UNCIVIL VIA CLINICS 
TV FOCUS-VOICING  LOCATING, CLOG ORGANS FOCI (UNITES VOLCANIC GALE) ACTIVATES AGONIC NANO CON,
Guessing that in order to send the TV frequencies it would need to be done while there is still electricity 

              From Leonardo Da Vinci (‘V’ = ‘U’)                      V. INDOVINELLI  FANTASTICI O PROFEZIE

 5 /riddles or  prophecies    [of the 5/Elo’im and or five of the Riddles]  FANTASTIC CONUNDRUMS
PATRONIZER REPTILIAN ENLIL’S INVOCATIONS DEVILIZE VIVID DIVISIVE  FICTIONAL  FELONIES, IDOLIZE  PENILE, 
VIOLENT VILIFICATION,  IS OUTER SPACE LEONINE FOOL IDEA POISONED POLICIES NATIONALIZE STATE: OFFICE 
INITIALIZE FIASCO ‘INFIDEL’ LAVVS:  ALIENATION  OF CONVIVIAL INVENTIVE FAIR POLITE POSITIVE INOFFENSIVE 
PATIENT VVISE  PARENT OF INFANT LIFE, NURTURER  OF FINAL PEACE IN PLANET ISLE... Earth 
SIFT PDF FILES IDENTIFIES VOLCANO ERUPTION SITE IS  ANT FRIEND FED D.E.F. IN SIEZE /Fr. 2016  TO INITIALIZE this 

IDEAL,                        (in the Riddles, Da Vinci did say “shaking the bed to make it”)         
TO SANITIZE, DE-STALINIZE  TAILED LIZARD  INSIDE, AND  ZETA ALIEN FIEND 

o FICTIONAL  FELONIES false flags, plus all the negative lies regarding the feminine 
Final note: Chani said May 18  is ‘timline 00’ 

which to me seems to be a reset of our “times” – a new orbit going to a new “heaven and a new Earth” 
 

There is an idiotic même going around the traps that Earth was destroyed in 2012 and we are simply in a matrix copy.  
If that were the case, then why the Mandela Effect – where some still retain former memories and some do not ? 
If that were the case, then why is there such a focussed attempt to destroy Her now ? 
Had they destroyed her in 2012 – why continue chemtrails, magnetic fields alterations, oceanic nuclear holocaust etc ? 
Besides, 2012 was not yet 2012 ! 

 

1 38 4 *search 'Battle for Dulce 1978, 1979' in President Carter's watch, where thousands of human victims were saved 
that were held in underground bases, noting that 1978 was a year for ratification of the "Treaties" commenced by F.D.R. 
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/branton/esp_dulcebook14.htm 
 

 

 
By copy and paste into your video search 
“Billy Meier Secret Photo Album” 
 
you will get to see the many photos Meier was 
able   to take using his polaroid camera when 
the Pleiadians took him back in time to see 
actual dinosaurs. 
Amongst these images in his photo album are 
two he caught of our round Earth and the two 
moons she had at that time. 
 
The “alluring ball” Ala.Lu commented on his first 
sighting of the planet not yet named Earth. 

 

http://www.gundigest.com/.../demystified-ferrocerium-mischmetal-fire-starter-r
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Antiques Roadshow at Brighton Part Two 

 
The prefix here cannot be taken to be a numeral 

it is a " J " ... for  J esus 

J736 ~>  

once again, the ‘J’ has a leaning backwards aspect,  like  

  

  also  see the "  " for ‘Lord’ & "J " leaning back below  in  JL 65     7
 

  

 

  
Presage 41 i559 Iuillet.        XLI. Iuillet. 
Predons pillez chaleur, grand seicheresse, 
Par trop non estre. cas non veu, inoui: 
A l'estranger la trop grande caresse, 
Neuf pays Roy. l'Orient esblouy. 

Pirates pillaging heat, great drought, 
Via too much not being.  in stargates event not seen, unheard of: publicly 
To the alien  too much  endearment, (by the shadow govern-ment) 
New country King.NWO  the East fascinated. 
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some footnotes : 

124 i566 2024/year of the dragon Iun. l'Orient mis en armes: =  

MENTIONS  NEMESIS  ALERT  NEAR. 
LISTENER collator 

 MISNOMERS  TIN-OS Sagittirius Capricorn INTERIM TIME  =  STEEL-IRON MARS  = Scorpio
  misnames steel iron (Scorpio date? Urri?) period marred??answer is below MISNOMERS
 pairs : the original line I had wrong as  END  OS  and the  REED DATE  also means in  Scorpio 

1 100 2  Au pres de Dole &  de Touƒquane terre,  Near to Dole and from Tuscan landl’Orient                                      (‘q’ is also ‘c’ and ‘k’) 

 REQUESTED  POETESS  REPAIR hard to see thru   TRADED  FEAR  DEED

 the “AND” above should have been taken as DAN and placed after the word DEED, DAN being in Scorpio/REED 
R.O. PLEASED TO RELATE  RELEASE TRADED  UP FOR DEAD, DEPARTURE OF QUEUED ASLEEP PEOPLE NOT RELEASED 
RELATED TO DATE  the R.O (Andromeda Council) U.N. REQUESTED QUEUED {airlifted people)  DESPERATE  REED END  OS here was the error 

OUR DUTEOUS ONE SEE, REFEREE,  FREE OUT DEEPER TRUE CALENDAR ROUTE  RUDE OUTER FOE FED
 QUEEN PEERS:   FORSEE  TEEPEES, NATURAL NATURE FREED AFTER ERUPTED, DARKENED  ADORE/Libra DATE

 the dates and the event pairs : 

Presage Iuillet 9 line 4  = L'Occident tremble. trop serre vin  Salin.  LOCCIDENTSALIN   
false rapture IN DAN/Scorpio… CALLED IT   IN TIN-OS (Sagittirius Capricorn Yule - IS COLLECT COLLECT  INCIDENT ) my error

                                   

Presage 124 i566 Iun.      CXXIV. Iuin. 
Les bleds trop n'abonder. de toutes autres fruits force, 
L'esté, printemps humides. hiuer long, neige, glace: 
En armes l'Orient. la France se renforce, 
Mort de bestail prou miel. aux assiegez la place. 

.The grains not plentiful .  in all other fruits, plenty, 
The summer, spring humid . winter long, snow, ice: 
The East in arms . France reinforces herself, 
Death of cattle/bestiality [?] not honey at all. besieging the places  

Death of cattle/beasts/bestiality[?]not honey at all. The Beehive was an obs. name for Ursa Major – besieging these places 
So this line could be saying “Death of  Bees’ cattle never the less ... where ‘cattle’ means Aldebaran (a pun on mutilations) 
(noting the numerous ditrochee/. 
There is good reasoning that this honey is not the honey we eat, because right at the moment all the bees are dying, along 
with the animals – all the animals around us. So the description  ‘not honey at all’ is incorrect as a food. Keeping in mind 
the quatrain with « letters in h.o.n.e.y » which were all the same dates for a period of chaos. C+F+HONEY 
124 1a) Les bleds trop n'abonder. Grains are not abundant 

BOLD LONDONER DEPLORER PRESENTS: TELLS DEPRESS OLD PEST DABBLERS BORN SNOB, REPRESSORS SEND DRONE  
REPRESENTS DROPLETS NANO-ODD BALL PLANT BLAND BLOOD DNA, TONES ATTENDS: NOBBLE  TOP AREA  BARREL DATE 
ABLE  PORT,  RETARD  LEPERS, ABANDON PARENT PLEBS,   DAN TO BONE TENDERS  ENSNARED

 BOLD LONDONER is David Icke 
  stargates, jump rooms   (which is where the elite become trapped say these texts) 

 RETARD  LEPERS:  retard the unknowing/uneducated, using many chemical means in the air, food and water 
 BARREL DATE January 21 – February 17 which follows  DAN/Scorpio October 22 to November 21  TO BONE/Capricorn, December 22 – January 20 
 ABANDON PARENT – making orphans TENDERS either children themselves  and/or the contract 
124 1b) de toutes autres fruits force, 

CITES: DEAF TO TRUE FASCIST RUDE FURIOUS TORTURES, SUFFOCATE FAT CUTIES –CREATURE  SCATTERS "SECURE 
FUTURES"  AND /stargates 

 

 IS SECRETE DEFT FEARS EDUCATION: quite so, this is how the alphabet groups control their victims 
  

124 2a) L'esté, printemps humides.  Very  humid/wet springtimes 

 , MERITS  

ENDS SHRIMP-TRUMP-SLIME, SENDS HER MILDNESS MISSED (SHE HELD SEMEN STRIPS ‘DIRT’ HELPED, LENDS THE PRESS) 
THEIR SPIDERS LESS SPEED,slow, TRIM, DISTRESS, HINDERED HIM, HELD THE THIRD (THREE MENDED) IS HITLER MESS 
124 2b) hiuer long, neige, glace:  long winters, snow, ice 
HUGE LOGICAL  E’A  HE ENGINEERING  ONE  GENERIC  LANGUAGE,  ONCE/ after GIRL LINGERIE/see thru ECHO/ copies 

124 3a) En armes l'Orient.    SENIOR = Elder ORNAMENT  = Nostradamus 

LONER MASTERS ONE-LINERS, RELIES EARNEST  MERITS SANITIES IN SEEMLIER INTERNAL RANT, SENIOR ORNAMENT
hidden texts MEANS ALERT NORMAL SMARTER LISTENERS LEARN: – TELLS ARM ATS MONSTERS ENTER SNORE TIME  

o  

 

124 3b) la France se renforce, 

NASCENCE REFERENCES: CARNAL OFFENCES FARCES, CAREER FORCES CARE,FEAR CONFER ON FLUORESCENCE SCREENS 
o yes, many officers have come forward trying to stop child rape by soldiers "because that is what they are used to" 

124 4a) Mort de bestail prou miel. 
MEMO’S ALERT IS BLOODIEST PREMIUM AT MI REMEDIAL BRUTAL ROMA REPTILIA TROUBLE SPOT 

124 4b) aux assiegez la place.       SAGE’S  STARS CAGE = lapidary cage – full of gems = the Universe 
SAGE’S GALAXIES’ PALACE/star CAGE:universe  ASEXUAL CAPPELLA android (EXCEL  ALIAS) LEAP-SCALES GAP(Libra?) GASP ICES 

o CAPPELLA in Auriga. LEAP means in Scorpio at the Libra/Scorpio ‘gap’ is Halloween 
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some Footnotes 

124 1566 2024/year of the dragon Iun. l'Orient mis en armes 

IS EMINENT MITRE/pope lRIOT RANSOMER IN  S.S. NONES RITES/Vri SEEN ROSE IN  IS SAME ONE LIES IEARS TERM,
some weeks after writing this down (during the proof reading) it suddenly dawned on me what this really meant ! 
Recall in videos of the Temple Mount an occasion (or two) where a fast ufo was witnessed arriving or leaving quite perpendicular to Temple? 

UFO OVER TEMPLE MOUNT  August 29 2016  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPbWaBz0vhw  ELM date starts Sept. 1 

IS  SAME  ONE  LIES  IEARS  TERM =  the missing three centuries NONES = Roman rites 
NELL MEAD   
by the way –  these ufo events over Temple rock are named and dated in the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus, for instance:  
Presage 124 1566 Iun. l'Orient mis en armes  
IS EMINENT MITRE/pope RIOT RANSOMER IN S.S. RITES/Vril  IS ONE LIES IEARS TERM (the missing three centuries) – 
SEEN ROSE IN ELM date  One video was published Aug 29 2016 = "seen rose [up]"   Elm date starts Sept 1 (to Sept.  29th) 
 

US Warns Russia “Aliens On Their Way, Will Be Here In 2017 ...  6:26▶ 6:26 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqbSgMv-dqY 

Oct 27, 2016 - Uploaded by UFOmania - The truth is out there 
A Kremlin report detailing the meeting held between Prime Minister Putin and US Vice President Biden this ... 

These visitors are the same as the ones named in  the following quatrains, they are the “goodies”: but we will be told otherwise 

“The  suspended in the air through Pisces to Taurus”. 4 47 4  And “letters in F.I.S.H.” dates  2 5 1 and in 2 5 3 

“Karma from the blue (Andromeda Council) its golden oar league”    Those from Argo, the two front legged Mantids 

“ In letter  March, April,  May and   June great wounding and worrying 1 80 4 worrying,  thinking these are the "baddies". F S H I

The ‘great wounding’ leads one to think – of whom? Keeping in mind the Rome-Adriatic event, which removes the Vatican 
Then we have  9 41 2 "From Rome/ormestargate letters in h.o.n.e.y full of bitterness": 

– Taurus.  – Oak/June.  – Ash tree –  is September  Equinox   is Yew tree day/Halloween H O N E Y
Ash tree has several dates, Feb 18 – Mar 17 (in Pisces) May 25 – June 3, Nov 22 – Dec 1 

 then we have 9 41 4 which says “Carpenter’s black duke taken by red plume”. 
Carpenter constellation is now part of Leo Minor and the Set Square of the Masons. The red plume could mean lava too 
The French word Carpentras also includes RAS – the main star in Draco, the same under the Vatican 

C+F+ COBRA,   6 4 2  Plus ne tiendra la cité d’Agripine ... pairs: 
 DA VINCI:

 brieve modo che trovar si possa  English :  be short [sound] procedure so one can discover that ability ... 

 (oooh, I wonder if that is the little bright bell sound I hear late at night on occasions) 

Russian HERO/Cygnus CHOOSES /Putin  OS (Capricorn) the date of rwo golden cubes over Russia BRAVE COBRA

BOORISH VAMPIRES OVER-REACTED MY SOBER ICE ACCORD,  

MOTH-MEN  PIRATES CORPSES DO VOMTORIA exit, leave. 

and 

NOSTRADAMUS:   

 Letter #41 to FRANCOIS BERARD (who knew everything about the stargate/ring) whose name appeared vertically in the margin  

/Cygnus BRAINS RODS ACORN/stargate AFIRE FINDS /Putin IN CAR  date RARE COBRA

ROBS SCARIER FEAR OF RANCID R/Draco BAND Milky Way FARCE (that would be the New World Order)  

 Here I just sat and shook my head, unable to proceed.  

IN CAR is in Capricorn, the very date the golden cubes were seen over Russia December 26 2012 

in the first ten days of Capricorn (Car).   www.ufosightingsdaily.com/2013/.../two-cube-ufos-over-russia-on-dec-26... 

In one way this act could be seen to be the world changer, the infamous 2012 date of the winter solstice 

except that the “days had been made shorter” in April and June of 2011, causing the Earth to not be where she would 

have been when the two asteroids passed December 13 (St Lucy’s Day) 2012, without a peep from NASA until after 

they were gone.  This was Toutatis and companion on their four year cycle. 

Presage 13 i555 Nouembre.  

 Le grand du ciel soubs la Cape donra  The great one from heaven will provide the Canopy 

ALLELUIA! PURER ADORE COBRA   

  IN CAR,  ALIEN DOUBLE  GODSEND PUN 

 PENDULOUS GOLDEN CUBES  “hanging in the air” see video  

Cubes over Russia Dec 26 2012/    ADORE (Libran)  is Putin COBRA

 and I just found another line: 

4 26 3 Denuech l’eboufq; lou gach deffous lastrei- By night the ambush; pantomime the sentinel under the vines 
 CAREFUL FAITHFUL CLUB FOOTED,LyRan GOOD HUGE DOUBLE GOLDEN CUBES QUEEN,  THANKFUL  SCHOLAR  IS  CREDULOUS: 

 Cygnus  HERO  FILCHED   COBRA; Putin  ECHOED  copied  RUSSIAN  AS  ACE  
(see the Golden Cubes video in the PUTIN forum)   www.ufosightingsdaily.com/2013/.../two-cube-ufos-over-russia-on-dec-26... 

 Some years ago I was asked to collect all the names which refer to Anakim or the giants related to them. In this quatrain 

line clear to be seen are the letters which appear in part of that research: 

LAESTRYGONIAN   the giants Jason fought (I think Jason and the Argonauts were a real event, the Argonaut was a time machine, and is 
always depicted travelling “in reverse” – does this mean ‘backwards in time’?)  Noting Argo is where the Eloim Mantids emanate 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPbWaBz0vhw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChSW-qPJ1neCruRdd1ziEzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqbSgMv-dqY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqbSgMv-dqY
http://www.ufosightingsdaily.com/2013/.../two-cube-ufos-over-russia-on-dec-26
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4 26 3 Denuech l’eboufq; lou gach deffous lastrei (i555 publication, noting the ditrochee) the i562 edition is quite different 
 DEDUCE DEBOUCHED CHUKCHEE   (DOLEFUL HUE) DOUBLE-FACED FOCUS  DERO LAESTRIGONE ‘ DUE  FUSE  EUENT, 

CUT-OFF IN FOUL ASH GIANT UOLCANO CHOKER  DUFF GENOCIDE  DEBACLE SUCCEEDS.    ICE AGE CONCLUDES THIS
BEHEADER  ALLAH-LUCIFER/ALA.LU  UUOULD-BE GOD,  SEDUCES  FOOLS, CONCOCTS HUGE USEFUL REUELATION 

ULL HASTE FOR SOULFUL HEADACHE COLOR CHARADE 

FISH-FACE, FIERCE ARCHON FAECES  ACCUSER  FAILED IN HIDEOUS HATEFUL BLUFF IN  IDLE  DEATHFUL  CLAUSE 
 o IDLE  DEATHFUL  CLAUSE. Going on previous lines regarding the “Treaty 9 Clause” described as “oral”, the 

word IDLE strikes me to mean “lazy” or one without merit, as in ‘not workable’. 
 o FAECES the ‘dung’ under tail of Taurus = Alcyone  ACCUSER  the satan 
 HEADACHE COLOR CHARADE the ‘sackcloth’ eclipse of the bible – several days of “all colours are one (black)” DA VINCI o

which Tibetan Buddhists have warned will cause migraines and semi-madness, even in your pets and to bring them inside 

4 26 3a) Denuech l’ebouƒq;  
BUNDLE OF UNICEF QUEBEC CHEQUES FOUND, FUELLED F.E.D. BONDS, FELON BULL, BEEF, EUNUCH, FLEECE LEECH 
BLED FOLK.  Felon Bull = Ninurta. Beef = Aldebaran. Eunuch = Alcyonese. Fleece = Milky Way. Leech = Orion crown 
BOUND BLUE, UNCLE, QUEEN   QUENCHED FEUD,  COLD DEFENCE  FENDED,  BLOCKED HUBBLE  BONE.  
HENCE  H.C. CHEF BLENDED NEEDS.  DOES  CUE  FECULENT  DOUBLE  CLUE  FEEDS.                    BONE; in Capricorn 
o The Hubble Observatory is not what people have been led to believe, it is many other things for Black Ops projects. 
4 26 3b) lou gach deffous lastrei- 
FOUL SLAUGHTERED FIASCO CLAUSE  SUFFOCATES SOULS HALO SLUDGIER, IS  LUCIFER’S  HUGE  FATAL  SADIST 
FALSEHOOD (HASTEFUL DOG-Anubis-SiriusCLOUDIER SHADIER GASES, UGLIEST DEATHFUL HOT-HOUSE/EarthCHARADE)  
HIDEOUS ONES FLOAT:Centauri RULE FEDERAL EGOES UIA TOUGH DEAL:  FOR SAFE CHILD FOULED 

GOOD, FAITHFUL DUTIFUL RECLUSE SUITS , IS CHEERFUL ASSAULT;  FLOGS  ADULTEROUS  CHIEF  OUTCLASSED. 

CRUEL FISH-FACED ‘GODLIER’ IHUUH – SORE COLD CHEATS THAT ONE, COLORFUL HAS THE COURAGE TO LOG SAGE’S  
DEATH (HE GUILEFUL TOAD,  GATHERED SOULS OUER THE AGES – CREATED SINS,  AUUFUL HELL’S UUAGES=ICE AGES) 
SELF-FIGURED COREI GOODE  FUDGER ASSHOLE IS HATEFUL LUCIFER’S USEFUL TOOL FOR EARTH’S HOLOCAUST LOSS 
DELETE  ADULTERED LESS GIFTED... ARCH-FOE URSA FUELS A.D. CUT-OFF SOUL CHAOS THIEUED  CREDULOUS  AGE
OLD ALLAH-LU LUCIFER HAS USEFUL RICH ELITE HALF-RACE, USES FLAT-EARTH FARCE CAUSES USUAL SLURS CURSE. 
HE SEARCHES  U.S.A.; LOCATES FACULTIES CHARTS  SCALE, USES FOGGED ‘CLOUD’ [SIC] –GUISE  IOU FUSS DIG CLUES
SEE GLUCOSIDE, DARK GOO. IS FOCUS  ‘GODS’ LIE ISSUED FED TO IOU, CAUTERISE THIS, COULD, SHOULD UUAKE  U 

 

 ROSUUELL CRASHES UUERE SACRED  HEROIC  HE-ROD’S  FAR-SIGHTED STAGE-GATE:THOU SOCIAL FRUITFUL  DEEDS
  GRADUATE SCHOLAR: AUDIT ARTS  SCHOOLS FACETIOUS COAGULATED COLOURS AT FAIR-FACED UUITH OTHERS  

o FOUL SLAUGHTERED FIASCO  CLAUSE seems to me all the clauses in the Off World FDR ‘treaties’ were a fiasco, 
especially when it comes to the health of the planet, and the future of its children, just so a few could reap profits 
from technology traded – and all with no means whatsoever of policing any clauses 

o RULE FEDERAL EGOES UIA TOUGH DEAL: this can mean two things. The treaties end up ‘ruling’ the elite, plus 
the other ‘tough deal’ when the Elohim Alliances told these same feds to “make full disclosure or we will”  

o IS CHEERFUL ASSAULT; verbally and with the publications of these texts – so not a blooded warrior type assault 
o FISH-FACED ‘GODLIER’ IHUUH – YHWH/Enlil and whatever other names he invents for himself,  who would have 

us all believe he and his relatives are true gods.  Only the one Quantum Universal Originator Sentience  which 
gave into being all living things, terrestrial and extra-terrestrial,  including the YHWH family – is the True God... 

o GUILEFUL TOAD, the Drago from Bufo in the Boötes constellation, currently under the Vatican 
o DELETE   ADULTERED, LESS GIFTED another pun THIEUED  stolen CREDULOUS  AGE three centuries 
o FUELS A.D. CUT-OFF  ~ SOUL CHAOS  the addition of Anno dommini/dominated. Anno domini/lord or Ante Diem 

which means “before the day”...  this addition did not appear until after  i676, July 
o FLAT-EARTH FARCE CAUSES USUAL SLURS CURSE. Well, the idea or meme certainly has divided people into those 

who do not think logically and those who do. 
o The ‘CLOUD PROJECT’ is part of the BlueMice Project from the Artificial Intellifence FOGGED ‘CLOUD’ [SIC] GUISE 

which is now running not only the Stock Exchanges, but your ‘government’ 
o SEE  chain link to Glyphosphate  DARK GOO  black goo lifeform GLUCOSIDE,
o FOCUS  ‘GODS’ LIE ISSUED FED TO IOU: plural gods- yet there are no gods really, unless you want to refer to the 

Original Universal Originator – a quantum Sentiency which created All Living Things    
o of Argo-Mantids of Pegasus/Scheat blue-grays LyRans from Lyra, grays with no nose   

o “suffer” because one needs to get off one’s bum and DO it  

o the meek/righteous ones           CHUKCHEE = East Siberian (close to Canada) 

o    The 1941 bringing down of the Elohim craft and its occupamts is conveniently forgotten...  ROSUUELL CRASHES
o because the 1947 crash had a living ‘victim’ who was J-Rod52, volunteered to return... SACRED  HEROIC  HE-ROD’ 
o in order to repair time lines the ‘elite’ were fooling around with ‘manipulating profits’ FAR-SIGHTED STAGE-GATE: 
o   AUDIT   saying to emphasise the good and the bad entities which appear in Da Vinci’s hidden art ARTS,  SCHOOLS
o meaning the colours which are not just face value   FACETIOUS COAGULATED COLOURS 
o the "fairest" face is that of Magdalene, and also that of the [false] Jesus (no halo) AT FAIR-FACED 
o [SIC]  sicut erat scriptum, "thus was it written"  usually refers to an incorrectly spelled word published that way, in this case, literally [SIC]

 USES FOGGED ‘CLOUD’ = chemtrails = ‘written’ here many times, but falsely written elsewhere
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Generally speaking the Maritime vocation should be almost the last place to approach & seek help of this nature. 
After all – the Oannes are a maritime Oceannes peoples! Yet those who provide these texts to us have suggested it 
Is it understood by the reader that the planet we inhabit is ruled  by Maritime Law? 
 

 

8 31 4 Et mis a mal par plus joyve Celin.            7.  DA VINCI NOSTR. Part 2 

I  ENCL : PLUS  MY JOY: YOU,  ME,  MY  LAST  LINES 
(the Latin mail and Q.12 71 &  2 72 One Sent To Die Unique Of All Deaths)   

                     YOU  ALL  PLACE  AMNESTY  ON  MALICE,  JEALOUSY
 

 

See the hint here regarding the one thousand years added ? The « M » is made 
highlighted simply by not including it in the same font for the century 555. 
     Ce preƒent liure a este acheue d’imprimes ENGLISH 

le IIII. =                  the other three ALIEN parties in the "Treaties" III  LIE  
     iour de Mai M.S.L.V. k ij 
JOVIAL DUMMIES SMIRK, IKE, ‘MEDIUM RISK’ DEAL, AIM MILD AIR VIRUS AS 
‘JOKE’ VIA VISUAL DUSK MIRE ODIUM AS DEVIOUS EVIL DUE MID SUMMER.  

 EMAIL :  VI  JORUM  JESU DAI KIDS OVUM –RIVAL DRUM MUSIK VOIDED SOUL,  
SOUR DJ JOVI, RUSK. MILD VLADIMIR LIVID AIMS MIR IDIOM AMMO MARK II 

Ce preƒent liure a este acheue d’imprimes This pre-sent/attended book has been/was printed/(but was it published ?) 

  ALIENS THREE PIERCE UNERUDITE ELITE SUPER-CRIME PER RECTUM, AIMS ACCUMULATE  IDLE MEATHEAD  DNA 
CREATES SLEEPIER DEAF-MUTE ;   ERADICATES  THE  FEMALE  RESILIENT  SAPIENCE

    

 PESSIMAL IS CUTE EUIDENCE DEFINED  UATICAN PREMIERE  IESUS LETTER  UAMPIRE’S PLANS IN "SECURE CLAUSES"
REPTILE IMPAIRED  PEACEFUL PLEASURES, IS FAECES AHPEE PREMIUM THAT IMPERILED, DECIMATE EARTH SEDUCTIUE. 
ESTEEMED THE MASCULINE, DEPRIUE, DEPRAUES, SECURE LEPER -SLAUES UIA  DECEPTIUE SUPER-SECRETIUE MEDICINE 
REFERENCE : PHIL SCHNEIDER’S DEEPER  ALIENS MIMIC, CREEP U.I.P. PRESIDENTS ADULTERATE EARTH’S HEAT FIELD  

MASTERPIECE : FEATURED UUITH ICE UUELL PLASTERED, EMPTIES UUEIRD REPTILIANS, MALEFICENT MUSLIM HATE, 

SHEEPLE HEED EERIE ALIEN FUSE EUENT  : PRELUDE REPULSES  REFUSE PILE  EUHEMERISED

   

   the other three in the four-ways E.T. ‘Treaty’ first signed by F.D.R.  A ‘Nordic’,  a ‘grey’ & a shape shifter, ALIENS THREE
all of whom came from under Antarctica. This grey may have been one of the ‘floater’ Centauri. The 3rd was a reptilian.

   the three centuries which are sometimes called the ‘phantom age’ 

  menu-recipe-agenda, the false clause in the ‘treaties’

  To make as bad/hard/difficult as possible... PESSIMAL PREMIERE  IESUS  LETTER 
the ‘i’ or ‘y’ or ‘χ ’ which was once the alphabet calendar prefix and later became a number (one) PREMIERE  IESUS LETTER 

 hidden ‘secure’ agenda in the false clause in the ‘treaties’  UAMPIRE’S PLANS IN "SECURE CLAUSES" 
 IS FAECES/Alcyonese Nephilim  AHPEE/Sirius Anubis PREMIUM which come from   PHIL SCHNEIDER’S DEEPER  

ALIENS  underground, behind the New World Order agenda
 MIMIC, CREEP U.I.P. PRESIDENTS cloning or copying leaders since at least 1909

 FEATURED UUITH ICE UUELL PLASTERED – is ~    =ICE UUELL PLASTERED

 EMPTIES  here is the answer to Psalm 130 and Israel’s iniquities

 REFUSE  PILE  double pun on ‘garbage Alcyone’  and to refuse them
 Royal Rife, who was jailed for finding the radio frequencies cure to cancer

  "Chemo-‘therapy’ » garbage Alcyone genocide 
  the Greek writer Euhemerus that the Greek gods were created from real stories about humans and historical eventsEUHEMERISED

 a large bowl or VESSEL normally used for serving drinks such punch. Recall a line which spoke of the leaders’ horror regarding the JORUM 
consequences of drinking champagne? 4 41 3 GRASP SEDUCING DAMAGE USING CHAMPAGNE, CONFUSION  ARRANGED. pairs  

i555 Aust. August X :    Six,6 douze,12 treze,13 vint 20 parlera la Dame,                  numbers 6,12,13,20  speaking to the lady 
 AT SEXUAL PIXELS VIDEO TAXATION PREMIERS RAPE= VIRTUAL RANSOM, EXTRA PURER EVIL VISITS NOTRADAME IRATE

VIA “LIVE AS PRUDE” SLEAZIER V.I.P.   PARZIVAL  AND REPULSIVE  SIX  
this is describing how our “leaders” are compromised into obeying the wishes of the shadow government,  C+F+‘CHAMPAGNE’ 

 GLUCOSIDE, derived from glucose =  Many drugs and poisons derived from plants are glycosides.GLYPHOSPHATE? GLYCOSIDE
 (N-(phosphonomethyl)glycine)"can cause death if ingested"A glucoside refer to a bioflavonoid is a glycoside that is derived from 
glucose. Glucosides are common in plants, but rare in animals. Glucose is produced when a glucoside is hydrolysed by purely 
chemical means, or decomposed by fermentation or enzymes. 
The combine harvesters have the farmers spray Roundup™ (glyphosphate) liberally just prior to harvesting wheat, the same used to make 
bread flour and it is THIS which causes ‘intolerances’ and creates the likes of intestinal dis-eases. They do it to avoid ‘blade damage’. 
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LEPSARIA, the four winged Seraphim IN SHOCK 
       the English :           and animals prey on your [own] country. e rapaci animali del paese vostro    

pairs
  continues : / the English :              it happened in the room of a painter capitò nella stanza d'un pittore

TOTAL  CALENDAR  SLANTED  UNNATURAL. TOTAL STAR EXCLIPSE  

Is this saying the entire solar system  (”total calendar”) “slanted unnatural” ~ what event could cause that? 
Or is this speaking of our calendar slanted unnatural, meaninbg out of kilter to where it should be? Both 

capitò nella stanza d'un pittore     it happened/he appeared  in the room of a painter   
non is,rando contente nella sua siepe he is not happy isolated in this time boundary  
e trassele  nel volto al mettitore  the  emitter   delle calze.          the  mentor in hosiery  and  [then he] drew his  face within [the Last Supper] 
In the days of Da Vinci, hosiery were underwear, in the days of Nostradamus a century later, hosiery was fashion (nothing has changed) 
Due viandanti nella notte                 Two travellers in the dark (Da Vinci and Nostradamus) but could be referring to Nemesis and Nibiru 

footnotes : ANDROID  
1 89 3 URSA MINOR (M'Abus) MAIN SOURCE PERSIAN HADES{Iran stargate] INVADER 
2 42 [they] TOLERATED DR. UP – MONDAY IN AUTUMN  

 UUROTE: [they] LET ADOPT MANUAL VOYEUR TODAY (9/11) 
o physically watching the Twin Towers event – and. three orbs were filmed there 

 

3 61 3  FEEL PROCURED – FLEUU, LEAPING A.ROUND MAP 
4 45 4 Tous destranchés, un en (Lat. behold) sera tesmoing  
           All broken up, (beam me up) one witness will behold (quite so, the author)  
RENNES (time gate) STEERSMAN  (android) … beam me up...  USED ATOMISER: MIST 
SEVEN TRANCHES (conduits)    (''singer of these verses'') OUT,  SOME USED, GO TO CHANTRESS
4 50 1  (Nostradamus)  (these texts) SEER RELIES SPHERE'S HELP with RARER LIBRARIES

4 50 1 Libra verra regner les Hesperies Allan Webber’s template 
HEALER SEER RELIES ANGELS’S SPHERE HELP PRESERVE BALL (Earth) 
GREENISH SILVER SPHERES VERBALISE BRAVER LIBRARIES 
VERBALISER  PERSEVERING, RE-ENGRAVES REVISABLE  
RARER GENES PERISH IN LIVING LIBRARIES 

8:65:3 Vingt mois tiendra le regne a`grand pouvoir Twenty months rule held with great force Allan Webber’s template 

 

       the atmosphere in a space craft of the Elohim 

8 65 3 PARDON VOMITING, NITRIDES DISORIENT (inside a space ship)  (the time gate) SLENDER ANDROID INITIATES
o Android is the assistant UUilliem52, a J-Rod E.N.E of whom Nostradamus was ''quite fond'' 

8 70 4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie  The land dreadful and black of aspect  

TIME PERIOD ON SPHENOID SHIP, MENTION EMOTIONS:  RIDE ON HIS OTHER SPHEROID MOONSHIP.  See in  I DARIUS where this is mentioned 
ISON (Nibiru) HORRIBLE IONOSPHERE IONS 
9 1 3   

9:33.1   flat craft ...does this refer to the UFO flap of February 1 i554?   RODE AND MEET MORE MANNED DORY  -
 

  
3 94  forum of its own 

De cinq cent ans plus compte lon tiendra 
Celuy qu'eftoit l'ornement de fon temps : 
Puis  à vn coup grande clarté donrra 
Que par ce fiecle les rendra trefcontens. 

the hint for the word “d’Amant” in 1 42 4 being ‘ornament’/Nostrad. 

For five hundred years more one will keep count  
Who was the ornament  d’Amant  of his times: 
Then to one suddenly great light given 
Who for that century will render them very satisfied. 

in LEONARDO & MARDUK Part 5.  in LETTRE 32 & REINCARNATION, in COMBIEN, and in AA ALLEN & JOE BRANDT 
3 94 2 PAIRS 1 42 4 – NOTING the i555 publication has "searching for the gold of the Ornament & Psellus" and the i562 edition says : 
" searching for the bones of the Ornament and Psellus " where ‘gold’ means knowledge/ormus  and ‘bones’ means  ‘foundations’. 

  
The Cronographia, by Michael Psellus The Younger (monk)  i055A.D.   in Book Three: #39  referring to Anaxagoras: 
*39. Anaxagoras  of Clazomenae, the well-known Ionian philosopher of the fifth centur y B.C., thought that other kosmoi (universes) 
contemporaneous with our own might and probably did exist ad infinitum. Anaxagoras is famous for introducing the cosmological concept 
of Nous (mind), as an ordering force.   He regarded material substance as an infinite multitude  of  imperishable primary elements, such as 
atoms, DNA. referring all generation and disappearance to mixture [at the same time] and separation, respectively…  
Noting that ‘kosmoi’ is plural and meaning simultaneous 
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Without Christianity our A.D. calendars would no longer be in use!  
There is no doubt  in my mind that once a New World Order gets a grip – that those who instigate that new ‘age’ will want 
to  "nationalize"  the calendars world wide, ushered in with a similar event such as the Y2K episode. Thus in one foul swoop 
extinguishing any chance to recuperate  our unrepaired calendars ~ the very deed this forum is screaming for 

 9:58:1 Au coƒte gauche a l’endroit de Vitry  
                                                                                                      To  the left side at the place/spot of Vitry, 
STAGE

.
GATES

.
SCOUT

.
RAY.,DIVERT

.
EARTH’S

.
END. COST

.
LEONINE

.
TRY

.
UUAGE

.
STAR

.
UUARS 

 

VOLCANIC  ACTIVITY  DE-ACTIVATES  ELECTRICITY  VOLTAGE, TOUUERS  GOT OUT OF HAND (TOUGH FAVOUR) 
AFFECTS TUNED SATELLITES  SECRET DATA CAUTIOUSLY  ‘DONATED’ AROUND THE  ROTUND PLANET  EARTH. 

   CEASES  SEETHING  TUUITTERER  GLITTERY  TRENDIES;  STONE AGE UNDOES  GENITALS  SLAVERY  RAVAGES... 
 FAULT IS VARIETY OF GREYS ADVOCATE HATE AND DEATHLY EVIL GOATISH  IDOLATRY GATEUUAY ARCHES. 

REGULATE AND HEAL THESE FEARS  YOU (TUUO TEETH IN GORGET COLLATOR GATHERER OF HIDDEN LINES,)  
HELD  IN  OVER-RATED  LUCIFER ALLAH-LU SATAN COUUARD-DEVIATED  UNUUANTED ‘SCHOLARLY’  YSUS YEARS 
o so saying it was the minions of Lucifer that altered the prefix for Ysus 
GOOD ANGELIC LYRAN-LUTE, CREATIVE FATHER  EVALUATE, GAVE THE READER  THESE  GOLD UUYRDS  INDEED 

  IN DAYS OF EUNUCHISED  UNUUISE EGO GAY AHA  DICTATOR  OUTRAGES. THOU GUIDED TO CAVE, EARTHY VOID
o the “gay dictator” is still active behind the scenes trying to make Trump as disreputable as possible [2017]                        

keeping in mind his ‘reign’ was stated to be nine years in the quatrains. He had 8 as actual president 
       2 9 1 For nine years the thin one will hold as ‘peaceful’ rule. Where ‘maigre’ meaning ‘thin’ or ‘gaunt’ also means ‘infertile’ 
CUTE GUY ARTSY GENTLE  E’YAH  LEONARDO  DA VINCI THE GRATEFUL, TAUGHT, LECTURE THEE TRUE FACET: 
THEY TRIED USE ADDING ONE THOUSAND YEARS, THIEVED THREE CENTURIES, TUUO DECADES, FOUR YEARS       
ARTICULATING  OLDEN  AGES:  NEARLY GOT AUUAY UUITH IT.  DUTEOUS HELEN  RECONCILES THE AGES ACCURATE 
VERACITY:  DEATH DEALING  ALIEN CLAUSES ACT OVER UNEDUCATED, EAGER VOYAGE, EAT FAT CHILDREN.  
NECROTIC CREATURE SEDUCE, DEVOURED, GAROTTE  THE  RIGHTEOUS  IN  ADORE DATE.  THEY CENSORED. 
6 2 3 En l'an ƒept cens & neuf cieux feront teƒmoings             
GUTLESS ONES NOT SCOFF SONNET ANNOUNCEMENT CON MEN PREFIX IESUS CONTENT OFFENCE CONFUSES  IOU. 
ANU (‘PERSECUTED’ IN CONFINEMENT)  CONNECTS ANNO SUFFIX SERMON TOMES AT PREFIX CUT-OFF CENSURES  
INCOMPETENT GENTLE PROLE RESPECT OF EMINENT POPE INNOCENT CAUSES  ACCEPTANCE FOR  SEGMENTED AGE     
2 18  2  Empefchera fubit deux exercites.  
EMPIRE MITRE EXECUTE DEFT FAMED IESUS  PREFIX  DEFECTnoun  FEAT 
CHEF EXAMS: TRACE BREED ERECTED FATED A.D. SUFFIX AT BREECH   

 BUT CUBE  X-RATED EXACT FETCH ADDED FED EXCEEDED EXTREME
IS PREFIXES [lords] CAME BE {Virgo] – EXECUTED HURT (Dragon en Virgo?) IS EXECUTED EXTREME BREACHES FUSE UP  
E.D. (extra dimensional) CUBE CHERUBIM (the Elo'im He Rods) EXECUTED PREFIXES  FACE (in Scorpio)  FATE RUM EXIT –  
E.D. CHERUBIM EXPECT FEAT FIXES FEATURE (the Nibiru visits)  
3  3 4 Corinthe, Ephefe lors en perplexite. 
NEL EXPLORE THE PRESENCE IN THE  CHRIST PROFILE PRETENCE,  THE RECIPE IS IN THE PERSON  
CHIP RECIPIENT: EXPLORE TELEPHONE INTERFERES, EXPLORE  FRESH  [new] TELEPHONE  
THE PENRE [SA.AM] PREFIXES [lords] ORBIT,  HELL RECEPTION. EXPERIENCE THE TROPOSPHERE FELL IN.  
EXPLORE PRETENCE LITHOSPHERE /biospheres IS FINE.   
 

7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. 
UR EA ALERT REUUARD MEAD-PARKS RAPTURE-LIKE DOOR PORTAL  
MAN-LIKE RURAL PAD:  IN A PLURAL UNDERTAKING  these texts 
IN SPRING EARS DIURNAL IN LEAP ANNUAL, 2020  IS A NATURAL URANIL PERIL. meteors?   
(GRANDILOQUENT ORATER ALERT TO ALIEN DALEK,  
alert TO RUDE DRUNKEN  see ‘champagne’ LIAR, IS DARKER  ILL-NATURED PILE,  
LINKS  RANK  PAIN  IN  ADRENAL  PART (kidneys). 
o SPRING/September  EARS/Virgo  IN DIURNAL/equinox  
o IN LEAP/2016/2020  ‘man-like pad’ & see ‘shed’ below 
o It was exactly this day in 2011 that Nostradamus also met his death 
4:99:4 (from Allan Webber’s  computerised template) 
QUERIE: HESPERIDES western hemisphere SPHERES: 
PERISHES  IN SHED;  END OF PURPOSING (Task)             UP.IN.SPRING.  SPHERE.PROFUSION.            
HESPERIS.REEQUIPS.EQUIPPERS.SENDS.PROOF.EQUIP                   U.S.A. causes  false invasion.   

                PINK QUEEN’S   the Black Knight orbiting 

REUUINDS PERU SLIP IN  IS RANDOM DANGER ORNATE ADORE,  
o ADORE is Libra, ORNATE is October 

 e rapaci animali del paese vostro.        the English :      and animals prey on your [own] country. 
HALLUCINATES  INATTENTIVE  CARPETED   by chemtrails etc   
ANTICIPATE  SAD URAL-ALTAIC EVENT SEVENTEENTH  DAN/Scorpio  [Nov 8th] could mean Scorpio in 2017  

 :   [your]   

Elder is also a date – Sagittarius...  if a nuclear event happened in early Nov,the DNA ACTUALITIES  would come later, in Sagittarius 
URAL-ALTAIC this could be the « ANGLO-INDIAN »  radioactivity  in many other lines 
 

Has it occurred to anyone exactly WHY there is a push to annihilate Christianity, or to merge it with Islam ? 

 Queen & King orbit, 'Watching' papal
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7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont.  ‘q’ = ‘c’ & ‘k’     

LARGER ALIEN RING LORD MARDUQ  R (Draco)  (Celtic date of Sagittarius)  ‘R’ 
ORDERS ELITE PLAGIARISE/clones;  PLUNDERING IGNORANT  PROLETARIAN…  
AND GRISLIER ADRENAL/halal READ: MARDUK  INTRUSIONAL ANGEL– 
IS DREAD PROPER POLLUTER IN DAN Scorpio TO ELDER a date – Sagittarius 
LONDONDER  DREADING  DISPARATE  ANGLO-INDIAN  PERILOUS RADIATION  ADULTERS  PRENATAL  PROP.ER 
IN DAN./Scorpio   where ‘prop’ is nature 

 Tellinger 

 David Icke:   POINTS  OUT REPULSION UNGODLIER  MARDUQ

 
GREMLINS  RANSOMING ARE QUARRELING  GRIM ON PARADISE 
GUILE IS LARGE CLAUSE  PERIL: MINOR KÏNDER PUPILS KIDNAPPER,  
KILL, PREPARED, PULPED, DRIED UP, DRANK DRIPPING  
ADORE PUTIN QUARRELS LEONARDO’S  U.N. DARK LEMON MONGRELS.  
PUTIN  APPLIED  DARING  PARDON NERD,  INTREPID ALARMER Snowden 
DEPLORING UK LORD’S  NEUU ‘PEDDLED AROUND UUORLD’   
SPACE’S  NARROUU  LONG DART  ‘UUINS  UUORLD  TERROR’ NOUU.   

 PRINT GREAT IDIOTS PEDDLING CERN MURDER,

(Earth) IS  MORE DIRE PARANORMAL  PLOT.  remote viewers say this is what caused the loss of Atlantis  ‘TORN INUUARD’ 

UUINTER  DROUUNING: IS NARROUU MINDED MAD ELITE UUARLORDS    winter flooding – see California late February 2017 
  ‘RAPTURE’ REUUARD. PRIMORDIAL DEROS,  DERANGED CERN,  IS DISREPAIRED – ALARM IS RAMPAGED:  
DRAUUING  SPRAUULING  SINK  APERTURE DANGER –   the LA sinkhole 
GRIM MAP IN  ADORE-SCORPIO DATE.   Halloween    see  REIS  

being ‘Field’  (from the Leg of Pegasus, one of the Elohim) ENIGMAS   

PLANTS  RARE  = DESPAIR    these texts, noting the anagram within    SUUORD UUORDS
Lepsaria, the four winged Seraphim 

AROUND ROTUND PLANET,  PRIMED; RETARDED RANGE  
PRENATAL  before it was due  IN ANKLE: Aquarius 
MALIGNANT NEMESIS SARAN DRAGON (RAIDING POOR)  
MADE PEN written RAILED RAPID PASSAGE MODERN AQUARIUS AGE-  brought the Age of Aquarius forward via ‘pen’ 

ARROGANT PRIG NAME-DROPPER GREER (PROPER RAT) ,  

o there were other words such as  PRAETORIAN REPTILE EMPIRE INTRUDER & MANIPULATE  &  AIM ERUPTING etc. which we have 
seen before. Also AIM PORN AT PROLE, AIM ‘SMART’ MAGNETIC PLUNDER, but sometimes one thinks one is wasting their breath. 
For me, the most important message is to keep your guns loaded.  

o The kidnapping of school children (kindergarden pupils) is of highest alarm, the way those schools are doing those so called bus 
drills – sadly, the public will believe their ‘govern-ment’ regarding false invasions and ‘darts from skies’ 

o DARING  PARDON  NERD  this refers to a computer hacker somewhere who discovered the black space ops. This person must be an 
English person (McKenna?) due to the UK clue. This means that Putin must have leaned on someone to have the whistle blower 
released.  More importantly – that someone had heard  him! 

o IN ANKLE means in Aquarius – the Mantids from Argo (Oars) have ‘primed’ the range of satellites before they’re ‘born’ 
o QUAD, the ‘square’ is the ‘field’ of Pegasus   LEG means from Scheat in the ‘leg’ of Pegasus, and this is what the amputated leg in 

hieroglyphics means too. These are the little bluish greys of the Elohim. 
o DESPAIR  UUORDS = all of these texts could be said to be ‘words of despair’. Planted.  Both Nostradamus and  Da Vinci and all those 

others with the Cassiopeian and Andromedan ‘message’ are the ‘sword’ of the Elohim. 

 so here is another reason for bringing forward the ages (medieval, 
dark, and the great ages) using the “pen” – which we have seen in the removing of the Jesus prefix “j” or “i” by clerics. No error with it 
due to the word “MADE”. At the same time confusing everyone by bringing the Age of Aquarius forward by at least 900 years! 

6 4 1  Le Celtiq ƒleuve changera de rivage, The Celtic river [language] will change its course    
ALERT: DARK  CHERTAN CREATURE-CRAFT (AND LARGE TRIANGLE, RECTANGULAR DECK) IN DAN- QUIVER EAGLE DATE 
o DAN/Scorpio – EAGLE/Dec 24 – Jan 20   QUIVER/Sagitta, eve of Yule DATE.           And  EVE RAVEN (Dec 24 – Jan 20) 
RICH ELITE GREED ARRANGED LARGE AIR FLIGHT VEHICLE THIEVE, RIVEN  FAT  CHILDREN’S  VITALS, LACERATE  ALIVE   
RELEVANT DEGREE VALUE IN DANCE-LIKE ROTUND EARTH, DEALT  CAVE (ALLEVIATE  SAVAGE CHANGE)  RAVEN EVE 
QUEEN FIVE, ,  :- HEAVEN’S FATHER   TELL CHEF GRADUATE  REDUCE  GAVE HUGE ICE GIFT,

 REVEAL  REAL AGE FETCH,  VIRTUE IS LEVERAGE GET EVIL FAKE ANGELICAL, NULLIFIED AQTI CLAUSE  CALENDAR LEVEL
o AQTI is a hidden agenda    is E.Yah (he likes green) HEAVEN’S FATHER  the cat eyed extra dimensional Nordics 
CLEVER DEFECATE  KILLER  (LACKS GUILT) IS FALSE FLAG GRAVE FEARS FEATURE UNDER EIGHTEEN IN QUATREIN TEN 
THIRTI  NINE THREE   the event which features in 10 39 3 quatrein is the ‘Vermont towards Chile’,  over Guiana asteroid 

o 10 39 3 Auant dixhuict incompetant eage, Under eighteen  inept age (and “Vermont towards Chile” 10 92 4) 

UUIN IN UPDATING ANATHEMATIC TO EXACT AUTHENTIC  EXECUTION  – repairing the calendar INDICATED CHEATING UP 
MI EXPECTATION ATEN asteroid VERMONT TO EXIT  DUTCH  GUIANA, INDEX CHAOTIC HOAX  TO  INCAPACITATE   IOU 

ETNA  GETTING  PUNCTUATION  CUTTING  TOP  POINT  HEXADECIMA 2016  TIN-TEA-NUT. ANCIENT GIANT PUT OUT  
o QUEEN: Cassiopeia  FIVE: Eloim ,   HEAVEN’S FATHER: Yah

ANTHER  DNA       the sail yard one/Mantids  suspend (holds up) the dead DNA. This  branch might be the ‘antenna’ (a forum of its own) 
2 2 3. Mort a l’anthene grand pedu fus la branche   Dead/death at the sail-yard  great one suspends the branch 

  TO REPUGNANT 

o Grand Father = Enki/E’Yah.  BUGS = Mantids.  E.N.E Hero= the two brained J-Rod52.  WHALE = Tau Cetian [POLICE DEPT] 
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 – BURGLAR DRAGON CAMELOPARDALUS-HUMAN-BRED ANTHERO DNA MEGA NASAL DERO ABLE CHANGE  APPEARANCE
o Camelopardalus area near Ursa Major and Orion ANTHERO DNA = botanical NASAL they use the sinus as a sonic resonator 
CRAPULENT HUGE  RED-HEAD: ENCHANTED SHAMEFUL  GERMAN  S.S.  PAUUN:  FLAUNTS  U.F.O.  (BEATEN)  FLEET 
CAN BE A HANDSOME SORT,  RANGE  ALL OUER EARTH,  EUEN NEANDERTHAL  LEGEND  UNDER  THE  SOUTH  POLE.   
o this is the craft which arrived at Billy Meier and George Adamski amongst others, the Vril craft BEATEN by time gates 

 FLAUUED CRUEL MACABRE BEING NEEDS RAUU UUARM FLESH, TEARS AT, EATS, STAGNANT PLEB FAT BABIES MEAT
o repeatedly these texts have been warning us about stolen children. This is where they go 

. TEAMS  U.S.A.  CHAPTERS  CHARTER  HARMFUL  FALSE  RAPTURE  =  HOLOGRAM  AGENDA  = TRENCHANT  ROLE 
 o TRENCHANT  means ‘matured contract’ 

  HALF-CAST  E.T.  RACE  (Nephilim)  PLANTED UNTRUE  CALENDAR  PAUSE,  the ‘dark ages’ 
 –  in the “treaties” which sucked in various ‘leaders’ CLOSES THE  GAP,  MADE  HALF-TRUE  "ABDUCTED"  CLAUSE

 ABHORRENT CALENDAR  SAUIOUR  NAME  AFT suffixed MEAD:  THOU  TAME, DELETE, REPUGNE  FATHOMABLE 
THAT URETHRAL SUB-HUMAN  AFGHAN  BROTHERS  ARRANGED,  SHORTENED  AGE  BLENDED  contract   DRAFT 
o SAUIOUR  NAME  AFT  meaning the letters A.D.     The ‘urethral’ means the patriarchal. Afghan refers to AzkheNazi 
HALF-MAD  BRUTAL  HALAL  HAREM ARABS  SANG  ‘ALLAH’S  LAUUS’ AND ‘BLASPHEMER’  MORÉS  UNREPENTANT 

 FOUGHT DEATHFUL SUPER-MEN THUG CLONES SPRUNG FROM D.U.M.B FORTUNATE GEM  ~ THERSES STRENGTH  HELPFUL, 
UNDERNEATH. UOLCANO ENTOMBS, SHUT UP, UNABLE TO BREATHE:  SULPHATE GAS PONG NAPALM  FLASH BOMB BURNS, 
o  THERSES  STRENGTH refers to the controlling of time lines by the Eloim
HANDS’ ARCHON  CRAFT  UNNATURAL CRADLE, BANANA-GATE BUNG-HOLE FEAR CLUB,  HARMFUL  TELEPHONE UUAUES 
o HANDS’ Leo Minor ARCHON CRAFT make  UNNATURAL CRADLE genetically manipulated humans BANANA-GATE is part of 

Pizza-gate which is all part of the stealing of (damaged) children – much as we do to calves for their meat, apart from sexual 
torture. Although halal is torture killing too. 

PERFECTvb FRAGMENT PRENATAL SHEEPLE  DNA, TOLD ‘ENHANCED PERMANENCE’ FOR TRANSHUMAN NON-BREATHER = 
MORTAL DEAF PARENTS UUANTED SATAN’S HALF-BREED TRANSPARENT BALD-HEAD EBN ORGANS, REACHED THAT SNAG. 
THESE OFF UUORLDERS (NO RESPECT FOR HONORABLE CONTRACTS) USE AS UUEAPONS – CHANGE  THOU  UUEATHER  
o yes, the “no atmosphere” is quite a SNAG for those who think they are going to receive immortality 
BEHALF OF BAD ANGELS’  NEUU  UUORLD  ORDER  MEANS REAL THREAT:  GREATEST DANGER TO EARTH’S  REAL  DRAG 
o REAL DRAG = gravity? 

 

NEEDS ARE (TO PLANT TRUE WHEAT,  GROUU  BREAD)  UUHEN LENGTHENED   
MAN-MADE UUORKS  (CERN  BEAST DOUUNLOAD)  UUORST  CORE  DANGER  BEGAN  ENCOUNTERS  PLANET  DANCES 
o using CERN to influence Earth’s core is probably not the wisest thing to do during the approach of the death star 
ANOTHER  STRANGER  REFUGEE  EUENT  SENT:  TARTANNED  SCOTS, FRENCH  ARDENNES, GREENLAND  THUUARTED 

:  U.N.HARLOTS , NEGRO, FEDERAL BUREAU MERCHANT:  BREUU  MATURED ‘AGREEMENTS’  

o the drinking of champagne or any alcohol during the signing of planet influencing “Treaties” to me is heinous, and 
see the pun “brewing matured agreements” meaning these deals were made a long time ago 

ARE UURONG ARES HELL-BENT TECHNO TRADE  DEAL BUNGLERS, STAGE-GATE DERANGERS, TAPEUUORM  SPREADERS 
o hell bent on ares (genocide) time line derangers, yapeworm cysts spread via chemtrails. Tapeworms delete Vit B12. 
SUDDEN FALSE  ATEN LENGTH OF ROMAN MAP RAN DAUUN,   ADORE-MA  ENDS  A.D.,  ENDS  DRAGON  NEPHEUU  SPAUUN  
o false asteroid – length of Roman map = the Adriatic.  Adore-Ma, means Libra in Oct., a new date for this event 
o Dragon nephew is Nanar  
2 2 3. Mort a l’anthene grand pedu fus la branche continues 

 UUE HAUE A FUNDAMENTAL ROTUND PLANET SUN-FOLLOUUER AS ALL THE REST ARE.  THOU READ THESE UUORDS!
o Mongrel means the ‘mongrel bred’ reptilian Alcyonese under Antarctica. Testing the younger generation for their 

logistic thinking capabilities. 
10 56  2  Grand fleux de fang fortira par ƒa bouche    A great flow of blood will come out via  his/its  mouth/entrance 
BUFFER prepareFOR against FRIGHTFUL  DEATH, Nephilim DANGER AND ARCHON ARCH FOE BEING. 

: FOX GARBLING IOUR BRAINS, EARTH IS NOT FLAT. FOX  FLOGGED THIS FARCE 
FOX FUNDED PRONOUNCES ‘EARTH NOT ROUND’ GARBAGE, CONFOUNDING IOU OF ODD PARADOX, SCRAPES BARREL 
TESTING  SPREAD E.L.F.  FLUORIDE  ETC.  (LITHIUM, MERCURY, BROMIDE, TITANIUM DIOXIDE and ALUMINIUM) 

         ADRENAL HALAL muslim NIGGER PATROLS  CORI GOODE HALF-TRUTHS: PARASEXUAL BEINGS GRAB FOUR-AND-A-HALF 
3 100 4 D'vn coup de traict quand moura l'enuieux. When the envious one will die from a single shot.    
READ: UUARN  COUUARD VENAL U.N KNEUU:  LOAD TOXIC NANO TITANIUM DIOXIDE COCK UP IN 'CURE'  –  
CRUEL CLUE, NARROUUED NECK VEIN; UUOUNDER  UNLOCKED  CANCER  CELL,  
(UNEDUCATED AMATEUR PRICK MAKE-OUT NICER DEAL = CERVIX PUT-DOUUN).   
LUCKIER QUIT [TITANIUM DIOXIDE] NOUU, DUMP CRUDE TUMOUR VEXATION = DARK MENU. 
QUANTUM COMPUTER DIVORCE UNPROVEN (MANIAC CONVINCED AIM MOTIVATED TEDIUM LAUU MIX) =  

MAKE QUIXOTIC CONVEX  PLANET ADVENTURE   ADDED 'DRACULA' VALIANT [Thor]DELETE ANTIQUE CALENDAR   

/agenda  ( ) of him COULDN'T NUKE MAVERICK PUTIN ~ ELOIM URANITE INNOVATED DEVIATED REPAIR

MEAD QUOTE : =  ARE COLD UUIN IN  CAR Capricorn COCK (2017) TRANQUIL ADORE PUTIN EXCEL, VEXED UUAR CONDUCT  
ACQUAINT MARXIAN MACCA CLOUUN VEXED, DRUM  MALCONDUCT – QUA MEDIA RADICAL DEVILMENT 

NASA BLAMED ROMAN METEOR  LANDS –  ~  HUNT,  GRAPH  NUCLEAR  HOLOCAUST  PATH 

ALE-BREUU ROOSTER  MANGLER  BROUUN-STAR UURENCHES  EARTH MAP PROBLEM  NOUU  UPON US,  SACRED COBRA  
DOUUN  TO  CHAMBERS  BELOUU.  Sacred Cobra is always Putin.  

UUHEN:   

PHASER  THRASHED  EUNUCH  HEAP,  BURNT TO ASHES.   ASCENDANT  EARTH  DRAUUN  UP  THEN. 
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o EUNUCH  HEAP Many lines describe the former Pleiadian Alcyonese angels as EUNUCHIZED by the Draco which have 
undermined their race by simply cross breeding with them. The Pleiades being the ‘heap’ under the "tail" of Taurus. 

1 45 3 Du ƒais autique ennobly l’inventeur                                       The author Nostradamus ennobled by acts of ancient  times. 
pairs 1 40 3 One assigned to Egypt to study that ancient history  (Nostradamus) 

1 38 4 Vindicte, paix par mort fi acheue a l'heure.                                Peace vindicated by death, whatever hour [it is] achieved. 
Once again it took me literally years to comprehend the meaning of these cryptic lines...  
The author/Nostradamus vindicated/ennobled by the real history he found in time gates – then telling us in his future lines. 
His death – at whatever timing (September 19 2011)- forms part of the evidence his writings (that he authored) pointed us:  

o His real death found in 2 72 – "One sent to die unique of all deaths".  He was only 62 at the time 
(you, me, and all those who are awake to the age of deceit) towards  working around all the false flags and false media  6 100 

 

6 100 INCANTATION OF THE LAW AGAINST INEPT "EXPERTS" 
Let those who read this verse think on it deeply, 
Let the profane (media) and the ignorant/uneducated herd keep away: 
And far away Barbarians/banksters Astrologers/media and Fools 
He who does otherwise/who is the real interpreter/  is subjected to secret 
codes (the triple method) 

6 100     Legis cantio contra ineptos criticos. 
6 100 1  Quos legent hofce verfus mature cenfunte, 
6 100 2  Profanum vulgus & infcium ne attrectuto: 
6 100 3  Omnefq Aftrologi Sienni, Barbari procul funto, 
6 100 4  Qui  aliter facit, js rite facer efto. 

INSATIABLE BRAIN LIBRARIAN ABORIGINAL ORIGINATORS ARE 
NOT INFERIOR. SENIORS BOAST BIAS OBLIGATIONS TABS BASE.  
IRRATIONAL BARBARIAN LIARS IGNORANT OF OIL ABERRATION IS 
OBTAIN BIGOT RATIOS OF RIB-ON OBEISANCE BRAIN-ROT INGprions 

the remainder lines in 6 100 will have to wait, due to pdf constraint 

IS NOT ICONOCLASTIC ESCHATALOGICAL PRETENTIONS – IS STAGE GATES SCENICAL PROGNOSTICATION, IS RETICENT 
ECLECTIC POETICAL SATIRISATION RECANTER ALERTS; ARRESTING  RETALIATIONS IN TOPICAL NARCOTIC POISON GAS... 
o Satire in its most pedantic format.             TOPICALmeans to "spread on top of" thus referring to chemtrails 
o definition of RETICENT: not revealing one's thoughts or feelings readily. To remain silent. Reserved/holding 

back/restrained  in expression especially in regard to speaking freely. A good description of the Quatrains! 
o ESCHATALOGICAL PRETENTIONS  such as Revelation of the many times edited bibles 
IS   ( )   

EROTICIST CONCOCTS NON~ APOLOGETIC  ELITE  CRETINS’ ‘INSPIRATION’ 
o definition of INCIPIENCE: The act or process of bringing or being brought into existence: beginning, commencement, 

inauguration, inception, incipiency, initiation, launch, leadoff, opening, origination, start.  
Naturae peruertit iter partumque 

nat.urae             VPAR   3 1 GEN S F FUT           

nascor, nasci, natus sum  V  DEP   [XXXAO]     CLONED 

be produced spontaneously, come into existance/being; 

spring forth, grow; live; be born/ begotten/ formed/ 

destined;rise (stars), dawn; start, originate; arise;  

natur.ae             N      1 1 GEN S F                                

natura, naturae  N  F   [XXXAX] 

nature of; character; birth; 

peruert.it           V      3 1 PRES ACTIVE  IND 3 S       

perverto, pervertere, perverti, perversus  V    

overthrow; subvert; destroy, ruin, corrupt; 

iter                 N      3 2 NOM S N                                 

iter, itineris  N  N   [XXXAX] 

journey; road; passage, pathway; march [route magnum 

=> forced march]; 

ITINERARY THE AGENDA 
part.um              SUPINE 3 1 ACC S N                  

pario, parere, peperi, partus  V   [XXXAO] 

bear; borne; give birth to; beget, bring forth; 

produce, lay (eggs); create; acquire; CLONES 

part.um              N      3 3 GEN P F                  

pars, partis  N  F   [XXXAX]   

part, region; share; direction; portion, piece; 

party, faction, side;role (of actor); office/ 

function/duty (usu. pl.);  

partum, parti  N  N   [XXXCO] gains, acquisitions; savings; what one has 

acquired/saved; 

part.um              N      4 1 ACC S M                  

partus, partus  N  M   [XXXCX] 

birth; offspring; produce; 

que                  TACKON                              

-que=and (enclitic, translated before attached word); 

completes plerus/uter;partum 

Infandum  aerentes genitals parte ?
infand.um ADJ 1 1 NOM S N POS infandus, infandum  ADJ                       unspeakable, unutterable; abominable, monstrous; 
f., abb.  N  C   [XXXCX] filius/filia, abb. f.; son/daughter; bloodlines 

         May be 2 words combined (aer+entes) 

aer, aeris  N  C   [XXXCO] 

.entes    VPAR   5 1 NOM P C PRES ACTIVE  PPL 

sum, esse, fui, futurus  V   [XXXAX] NOM PERF PPL 

air (one of 4 elements); atmosphere, sky; cloud, 

mist, weather; breeze; odor; to be, to exist;      

(and see Blue Mice Cloud project) chemtrails 
also used to form verb perfect passive tenses with  

sum, esse, fui, futurus  genitals     the conjoined word points to “future genitals in sum” 

meaning this is questionable, points to transhumanism 

part.e VPAR   3 1 VOC S M PERF PASSIVE PPL 

pario, parere, peperi, partus  V   [XXXAO] EARLY 

bear; give birth to; beget, bring forth; produce, lay 

create role;acquire duty;part;share;direction;faction 

                 

124 1566 2024/year of the dragon Iun. l'Orient mis en armes 

 either the U.N. and or Congress, 

Judas who sports a mole on his cheek in the Last Supper (became a hidden wolf, Lupus which we are told is the Nordic  Anu- 
Alcyonese front men) and saying ‘not mere miser men’ means ‘not the Leo Minor’ ones. So Judas was innocent! The straw man.  
The Alcyonese in many ways stand in the same shoes that Judas did, having once been Pleiadian Angels,  “they still know love” 

http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
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say these texts and I wonder if that was what the visits to Billy Meier were really all about – Alcyonese seeking redemption.     
It was not their desire to become reptilian-bred. Many hundreds of millennia of this DNA breeding would be hard to shake. 

Pairs 

Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ. plucking ‘Immanuel’ out’ hoping to get details about the false calendar:=  

Nicean Council  i325[A.D.] edited the bible we are told by history – changing what they wanted. Luther was on to it. 

 
 

 

 

 
second page of the Manuscript 

This document pairs the Frontispiece which 
appears on page 22 – which is also written in 
the Latin... 
The reference to The Androgyne has more to 
it than meets the eye, after reading the Latin 
translation. It does refer to cloning, trans-
humanism and the lack of genitalia meaning 
the lack of the ability to breed on. Below  is 
an image which illustrates this manuscript. 
Noting these documents are dated 1570 – 4 
years of Nostradamus died. Since Chevigny 
did the publishing, he may have been asked 
to do so, considering the content and its 
hidden meaning ~ transhumanism ~ I am 
inclined to consider it no hoax at all. 
In the same manner that Filippo was no hoax 
– he having the Triple Method, therefore he 
being the real but illigitimate son of Michel 
Nostradamus. The workings for these pages 

 cannot fit here on this pdf, but be will later.
 

 

2.45 this version is different to the i555 publication and the i562 edition 

1a)Trop le ciel pleure. 

Too much the heavens weep 
Lamenting to see thus dead the fruit of their lines 1 10 4  

1b) Androgyn procree. 
Androgyne begotten.             Android/greys/transhumans 

2. Pres de ce ciel ƒang humain respandu. 
Near the heavens human blood shed: (children abducted) 

3. Par mort trop tarde grand peuple recree. 
By death too late a great people re-created. 

4. Tard & & & & &  toƒt vient le ƒecours attendu. +t (from et/&) 

Late and soon the awaited relief comes.
Argo Oars - Mantids 

 
2 5 3 Karma from the blue its Golden Oar league 

interesting to see the ampersand evolve from ‘et’ to that which appears after the word ‘Tard’ 
<-at the left, which has a prominent ‘t’ meaning to include that letter in the Hidden Texts 

SEE  8 18 4 Par son fruit sauve comme hair(flesh)crue[grow]mueire.(mature   By saving their offspring maturing like ripe fruit (quickly) 
Ciceron = Guide in top/best/book [bible] (liure) bringing back/returning  WHY? (says he)  answer: The Androgyne 
(android/trans-sexual) colleague not-the colleague (hasn’t really been a colleague) coming as a deathly/fatal monster 
to this place/country – E.T. from the moon’s eclipse/back/ dark side of the moon.  

This relates to 2 5 Karma from the blue, the Golden Oar League   and those paired to it (Letters in F.I.S.H etc) 

dessus = top 
rapporte = taking back, bringing back, added on, fetch, return  
pais, from paire = twin [Gemini?], colleague 
paisible = seem unthreatening - restful - leisurely - calm -  peaceful death - quiet possession - restful sleep - sleepy - tranquil[ised] 
(or from) paitre = graze, to eat 
n'a il pas este  = has not been 
a ce païs = to this place/country 
bat - move - pace - step - stride - footfall  - a bit thin - a chip off the old block - a fish out of water – [not]  a good deal - a hair's breadth 

away - a hard one - a little thing - a long way off - a piece - a stone's throw- a tall order - abide - about to happen - above par - absent 

yourself - absentee landlord - absolutely not - abundant - advanced - affordable - ain't- all right - All that glitters is not gold - ambivalent – 
a gamble - amiss - an awful lot - any - anything - anytime - approach - aren't -  as good as they come - at a glacial pace - at a loose end -    at 

a slow pace - at hand - at wit's end - baby steps - back track -  argue endlessly - 
 

Hidden Texts for  2.45  will appear 
in the next forum along with 6 100 

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/unthreatening
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/restful
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/leisurely
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/calm
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/peaceful%20death
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/quiet%20possession
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/restful%20sleep
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/sleepy
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/tranquil
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bat
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/move
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/pace
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/step
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/stride
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/footfall
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20bit%20thin
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20chip%20off%20the%20old%20block
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20fish%20out%20of%20water
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20good%20deal
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20hair%27s%20breadth%20away
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20hair%27s%20breadth%20away
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20hard%20one
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20little%20thing
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20long%20way%20off
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20piece
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20stone%27s%20throw
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/a%20tall%20order
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abide
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/about%20to%20happen
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/above%20par
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/absent%20yourself
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/absent%20yourself
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/absentee%20landlord
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/absolutely%20not
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abundant
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/advance
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/affordable
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/ain%27t
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/all%20right
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/All%20that%20glitters%20is%20not%20gold
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/ambivalent
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/amble
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/amiss
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/an%20awful%20lot
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/any
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/anything
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/anytime
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/approach
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aren%27t
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/as%20good%20as%20they%20come
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/at%20a%20glacial%20pace
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/at%20a%20loose%20end
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/at%20a%20slow%20pace
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/at%20a%20slow%20pace
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/at%20hand
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/at%20wit%27s%20end
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/baby%20step
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/back%20track
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/argue%20endlessly
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bril: &  autres  monftres  nez puis vn an en 

depit de Nature,& en fi grand nombre que 

iamais on n’en vid tant. Le femblable difoit 
Lucain eftre  aduenu  en Italie du temps de 
la guerre ciuile  entre  les  Romains, par ces 
parolles, 

--- Et les Dieux 
Menacans ont rempli de cas prodigieux 

Le ciel, la terre, l’air & la mer azuree. 
Et apres auoir recite innumerables prodi- 

ges indices &  montres de la publique cala- 

mite, il efcrit, 

Alors on ne voyoit rien que parts mon- 
ftrueux 

Des hommes en la fiete, au, nombre, en 
la maniere 

Des membres,  l’enfant feit terreur a 
la mere, 

Ie di fon propre enfant. 

 

 
Ie di fon propre enfant = it isn’t a proper/real child 

where the word “prop” means “natural” 
a warning to those techno-creeps  

who would design us thus 
 

for transliteration, spelling modernised: 

bril: &  autres  monstres  nez puis un an en 

depit de Nature, & en si grand nombre que 

jamais on n’en vid tant. Le semblable disoit 
Lucain  estre advenu  en Italie du temps de 
la guerre civile  entre les  Romains,  par  

, Et apres avoir recite innumerables                 

prodiges- indices &  montres de la publique  

calamite- il escrit. 

Vril: damage-chaos-S.S. & other nosed monsters Altairan   then  
in ONE year in of using Nature, and including [as]  
 ‘"We've never seen so much"’.  natural chaos caused by Nemesis 
The Lucan Wolf/AlcyoneseϮ  came to Italy from the time of 
the civil war between the Romans, Lyrans, see woodcut 

And after having recited innumerable prodigies- 
Indices & watches of the public calamites- Quatrains 
He writes. so: Da Vinci’s hidden Wolf is the Aukree – see as follows. Also recall 

Rockerfeller was named as a ‘wolf’ as well – albeit cloned or chape shifted 

 

 
Cassiopeian/Eloim LyRan craft at the top left fighting and 
defeating a cylindar/cigar reptilian/Norma/Carpenter craft. 
 

Ϯ making it another lie from Wilcock who said the ‘Aukree’ 
[Akrij] from ‘The Pleiades’ (with a picture of a ten foot 
human) in Italy were the goodies, when they are the two 
faced ones from Alcyone all along. We know this because 
the real Pleiadians cannot be near us [you-n-me] in any way. 

 
bris = breakage, great damage, chaos. baril = barrel cask tinderbox drum low point owder keg (date of Aquarius month) 
Barrel (date) then inside one year.   nez = nose, flair, = Altairans. depit = disappointment, bitterness, despite [appearances] 
si = if, whether,  so.  jamais = never, not ever. vid = dead flat, empty. tant = so so much 
semblable = similar, alike, same kind, resembles.  disoit/doit = have to, need to. di from dire = to be said, say, state, soit = 
agree to, let, allow. defont = undo, dismantle, take apart, defeat, overcome, dismiss. advenu = advenir = happen, to occur, 
betide.  avenu = valid, . = .school leavers/teenagers  = speeches/ / prodiges = miraculous, 

astounding, incredible.  indices = intimated evidence, subscript, clue, hint, numbered pointers (Quatrains) 
montres = watch, exhibit, inspect, timepiece/archaic . publique = audience/published  
calamite = disaster,chaos  . Il  escrit = he wrote, (ecrit = to write) had written (in the Centuries of Quatrains, and Quatreins) 
 
 
 

 vril:chaos and other 'nosed' monsters 
then  within ONE year in of  using 
[ab]using Nature, and including [as]  
 ‘"We've never seen so much"’.  
(natural chaos caused by Nemesis) 
The Lucan Wolf/AlcyoneseϮ  came 
to Italy from the time of the civil 
war between the Romans, Lyrans, 
(see woodcut) Lyrics = Lyran 
And after having recited numerous 
prodigies-indices and  watches of 
the public calamites- (Quatrains) 
He writes.  
so: Da Vinci’s hidden Wolf is the 
Aukree – see as follows.  
Also recall Rockerfeller was named 
as a ‘wolf’ as well –  
albeit cloned or chape shifted 
 

The Akrij/Aukree are the 
Alcyonese 

  

At long last we now know Who 
it is in these type of craft 

The LyRans. 
Also known as Testudines 

the Tortoise 
or Turtle 

Appeared in C1 Q1 L1 
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1 17 1 Par quarante ans l'Iris n'aparoiftra,   For forty years the rainbow will not appear                 
R.O. ANTIQUARIAN APPRAISAL TRANSFER (Earth) PLANS RESPIRATOR AIR AFAR. STAR REFRAIN APPALS RO – APPRAISALS FRONT & 
REAR [FONT]  (day and night) IS AS, RAN/LyRan ART. SATAN IS FAR ANTIQUARIAN.        AFAR can mean in Aquarius as a date 
see 10 1 3 here in this forum where it says to use the letters R & O for the "prime" and the number one 'Prime' are the Andromeda 
council (who also "prime" the hidden texts indirectly) 

10 1 3 METEOR PREMISE INSPIRE REMOTE:  
this is the method being used to move the Earth to a REMOTE position safe from the sun. 
This is why the NINE in 9 4 4 do nothing about the TRIAD AIMING ORDINATES OF THE ASTEROID.  
Because the asteroid/comet is needed to roll the Earth 

1 79 1 Bazaz, Lestore, Condon, Ausch, Agine  GIENAH  (the wing)  there is a Gienah in Cygnus and in Corvus but ALNAIR is in Grus 
ANNOUNCE:  ALNAIR  

STAGNANCE AZAZEL snake headedANU LEECH Hirudo over OrionZZ/SS  ZOO GOONS:  

BOUNCING EARTH BALL TERRESTRIALS,  THUS HASTENED ANNUALS ANNEALED AGES AGO,  
. COGNIZANCE ANU IS SEDUCING  DNA UIA BANANA-GATE  

 BEGIN BEACHING ACHING AZAZ (Syria) ON ACCUSER  SATAN’S  TOUGH  ACRE 

1 80 Bourgoingne:Mars, May, Iuig               IN MA September 22 – Oct 21 RARE URANY: Uranite NO RIGOR  meaning eaten alive 
YEAR IGNOMIOUS BIGAMOUS ARAB MUG [IMAGINING] BRAGS "MI IGNOMIOUS IMMAGREE GRAB-MAIM-GROIN MUGGINGS RUIN"  
MAIM AGONISING, IGNORAMOUS GERMAN EMMIGREE ONES SINGING ‘YOUNG MARRIAGE’, GURU NAME  MUMBO IUMBO allah akbar  
ARAB BUYS BOYS : BEGINNING GRIM NEUU RIB Theta/hip GREYS MANIA :  IN MA the event to usher in NWO  REGION world UNION ORIGIN

  Gemini  Trump AROUSING SIGNING IRON MAGASINE GUNS 

BOOM GAME ING ARES genocide saying the civil war ‘game’ is cut off by a tsunami, the same over N.Y.   MINUSSED BY MIAMI SURGE  
BIASSED SMOG IONS MUGGIER AIR, MIGRAINE GIG chemtrails agenda  (R.O.  GONE IN RING IMAGE, SO MINIMISED) 
MY ENIGMA UR-E’YA AUGURER  SOBS GINGER- ORGY SNOB ROGUES GRIM URGE AIMING MAIN BISON MUGGING. RAINIER GEM 

 NAGGING E’YA ARGUES YEARS AGES= IS RARE URANY GRIM  NO RUMOUR  YUMMY AIM, NO RIGOR.
o BOOM GAME  ING ARES genocide  MINUSSED  BY  MIAMI  SURGE: the towns involved are N.Y.  and L.A. and Miami 

1 92 3 Par refus ville, terre, & mer entamee,  Because of  a  town refusal, (to hand over their guns) land and sea will be breached/broached, 
o land and sea will be broached  telling us that the weather/earthquake weapon will be used against them, but in this case, affecting their 

own soldiers as well  ... recall  the following: 
11 #2  Centuries eleven 
When the president meant to take out the town,      civil war 
Many thousands and thousands of soldiers, 
without doing anything there, killed, drowned. 

11 #42 Centuries eleven 

[La]The  mighty city where is the principal man (USA=president) 
I've named the place -- just read the line again!  
Is sore alarmed, with soldiers all afield. 
Both war and flood the city shall assail 
Till Frenchmen rescuing shall once more prevail. (riots in France) 

o  NAGGING E’YA  ARGUES YEARS AGES – certainly appears to be nagging when one sees the size of this forum!
o NO RUMOUR  not tittle tattle, but a large warning going onto  the pages you are reading 

 1 81 

1 81 space shuttles 28.1.86  AGAIN  Feb 1
st

 2003:   killing the 
evidence of what they were really doing with satellites, Hubble.  

Nine will be set apart from the human flock, 
Separated from judgment and advice: 
Their fate is to be divided as they depart 
Kappa, Thita, Lambda dead, sonically scattered banished. 

1 81 4 Kappa, Aurigan Theta,Hip Chertans Lambda Aldebaran/Toad dead 

but ‘mors’ means microphone (from ‘maw’ – jaw)  
and to be “divided and scattered” via microphone means 
to be sasared, so more than just ‘dead’ – unable to regain 
their cellular memory 

4 32  MENDACIOUS  PLAN NINE 

In places and times of flesh giving way to fish,     waters covering land            C+F+8 69 
The communal law will be made in opposition:  Tellinger principle of Ubuntu 
The old ones (Rothschilds etc) holding it strongly, then removed from the midst 
Loving of  Everything in Common put far behind.  Communism 
4 32 1 Es lieux & temps chair au poiff.  In places and times of flesh giving way to fish.  donrra lieu: giving instead of 

 
PROUDFUL NOXIOUS PURPOSE-FUL ARCH FIEND AIM   

 
chemtrails   

 

  (Ninurta) ERA, FEAR  APU  IX  (Treaty 9) APU

and see "Plan Nine"  the  1959 movie by  Ed Woods who  won the  worst  director award 
for this 78 minute  movie,  but who  also  WROTE IT, meaning he had access to time lines. 

www.rottentomatoes.com/m/plan-9-from-outer-space/ 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plan_9_from_Outer_Space 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVc5EGm14IA   

 

 DEFINE  MENDACIOUS  
mendacious adjective 
1. not telling the truth; lying. 

such as "mendacious 
propaganda" synonyms: 

 lying, untruthful,  
dishonest, deceitful, 
 false, dissembling, 
 insincere,disingenuous,  
hypocritical, fraudulent,  
double-dealing,  
two-faced, Janus-faced, 
 twotiming, duplicitous, perjured,  
perfidious 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVc5EGm14IA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+lying&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCAQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+untruthful&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCEQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+dishonest&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCIQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+deceitful&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCMQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+false&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCQQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+insincere&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCUQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+disingenuous&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCYQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+hypocritical&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCcQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+fraudulent&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCgQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+double-dealing&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCkQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+two-faced&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCoQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+Janus-faced&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCsQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+duplicitous&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CCwQ_SowAA
https://www.google.com.au/search?es_sm=93&q=define+perfidious&sa=X&ei=8ACzVOmRDOaymAXTiIDAAw&ved=0CC0Q_SowAA
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4 32 1a) Es lieux & temps chair au poiff. In times and places Cassiopea (chair) au poisse = infectious, to share (Love) 

SPITEFUL PITIFUL SEXUAL FAUX PAS  
 PARLOUS IMPEACHER TIMES 

USEFUL EMPATHIC CHEF  FIXES  SPITEFUL PURPOSEFUL PREFIXES  IS OPTIMISE  HAPPIER  TREATIES EXPOSURE
o LEECH is Hirudo constellation, the ‘crown’ over Orion’s head.                                                                                                                   

The name Leech appears in the Centuries eleven and twelve sixaines, which is why Wikipedia will not allow these 
centuries to be included in the works of Nostradamus, since they are part of the Orion Group. Wikipedia is run by the 
Orion Group, which is the big "G" on the FreeMasons logo (aligned with those from Carpenter-Leo Minor)_ 

o SPITEFUL PITIFUL SEXUAL ERRORS :  take your pick – Pizza/banana-gate, sexual rogues under Groom lake,  chemical 
castration of the fetus born not knowing what gender it is, or trans-humanism 

o LITERAL RIP OFF, a double pun, ripping off the treaty clause/s and ripping the traded people/children apart 
o PASS UP abducted LIFETIMES since their souls are destroyed 
o FAECES HEAP the Alcyonese from Pleiades, under the ‘tail’ of Taurus 
o USEFUL EMPATHIC CHEF the collator, who joins all the ‘ingredients’ – expected to fix the calendars, which 

 used to have a prefix  that was removed and changed to Anno dommini/domini/Ante diem    around  i676
MUCIFEROUS  which means « mucus making » also appears in this line – either an artificial flu or other chemtrails illness 
4 32 1b) donrra lieu:  giving instead of... 

 , RUDE OLD URANIL RED-ON ‘LORD’ LAIR UNDER, LIAR RUN ORAL DEAL

RARE LOUD RURAL RAIN, LEADER RAN IDLE LURE, RODE RAILED,  LURID ORDEAL ALL AROUND 
IN END  RUE LEAN LUNAR DEN DRONE DOER DARE ‘AID RULER’  DRAIN OUR AIR, RUN IDOL, RID IOUR LANE EAR-DIE-IRON

  waves, money  
o Oannes which title themselves as LORD RED-ON ‘LORD’ 
o the off world "treaties" RUN ORAL DEAL 
o using chemtrails making everything infertile

 
o  using floods to herd people RARE LOUD RURAL RAIN,
o  luring the idle with handouts  put into trains off to camps to be experimented on IDLE LURE,  RODE RAILED,
o END  EAR-DIE-around Sept 20 - 24    IRON in Scorpio
o LEAN LUNAR DEN DRONE the tall skinny grayles underground, both in the moon and under the United States 
o ‘AID RULER’ the leaders are all ruled by these Grayles  DRAIN OUR AIR using pollution with intent to delete oxygen 
o     dual leader = cloned AND traitorous  ROLE = presidents are actors 
o RID IOUR LANE  moving our orbit to suit themselves, using CERNs (IDOL)  to do so. Basically a tug-o’-war between 

Reptiloids needing our planet nearer our growing sun, and the Elohim Alliances needing our planet further away  

8 69 1  TROUGH SENT UNDER  the name of the sea trench off of New York city is Babylon Trench, but don’t expect to find that in google!  

 

 
enlarge at your leisure – 
"Babylon Trench" found on the 
YANDEX search engine 
censored on google 
youtube.com›watch?v=SdtKUi0GDRU 

  
the three open Centuries – these are the "three lost books", we will call the "three lost centuries"... which are actually the 
remnant of centuries 7 from  and after  7 43 and I have always wondered : why cut the quatrains off at that number ? 
the real reason the doctor has these missing three books of Centuries appearing on his frontispieces is to remind us, 
 I suspect, missing quatrains from 7 43 = i743 or as it may well have become i743 A.D. 
Certainly that period from around then seems to have some articles and items dated either and or, even as 1743. are 
we looking not for 324 years, but for 268 ? Composed of a millennium 1,000 minus 742... 2 68 : 
 
The following quatrain 2 68 cannot be worked with here since the pdf has run out of acceptable ‘room’ 
2 58  pairs  7 38  3 Foot in thick lipped mouth, embraced screaming 

With neither foot nor hand because of sharp and strong tooth 
(eaten feet first... see Visconti coat of arms) 
Via the globe to the fortress of the portal and the  borne: 

(see the "three orbs at 9/11" = ‘globe’ borne - carried) 
Near the portal treacherous proceedings, 
Moon shining, little great one led off. 

2 58  last appeared YELLOWSTONE, needs  re-doing (Jan 1 2017) 

258 is the number of years between 742 (7:42) &  1,000[AD] 

the “missing 258 quatrains, “rendered to Vulcan” (Preface) 
stashed behind the fireplace & found with Centuries 11 & 12 
« Little great one » is the J-Rod52 who volunteered to return to a 
crash near Roswell to repair time-lines. Dr. Burisch sent him home 

 

2 58 i562 edition 

Sans pied ne main  dend aigue & forte, 
Par globe au fort de port  &  laine nay: 

Pres du portail deƒloyal  tranƒporte, 
Silene luit, petit grand emmene. 

https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdtKUi0GDRU
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2 58 i 555 original publication 
Sans pied ne main par dend aygue & forte 

Par globe au fort deporc  &  laiƒne nay: 

Pres du portail deƒloyal ƒe tranƒporte 
Silene luit, petit grand emmene. 

PITY THE CHILDREN     1.99     2.82   8.3   8.55 
1 99 household = bloodlines Rothschild 

The great leader will join company 
with two kings, united in friendship: 
How the great household will sigh: 
What pity for the children around 
Narbon!                 vampirized 
(‘dialyzed’ is the word used)  

2 82   radio-active radiation 

Through hunger the prey will make the 
wolf prisoner, 
The aggressor then in extreme distress. 
The heir having the last one before 
him, The great one does not escape in 
the middle of the crowd. 

8 3  volcano tectonics,  
Within the strong castle of Vigilance and 
Resviers 
The younger born of Nancy will be shut 
up. (penned or silenced)    In Turin the 
first ones will be burned,            lava 
When Lyons will be transported  
with grief.  

8 55 perfect children = clones, androids 
He will find himself shut in between two 
rivers, (Tigris & Euphrates-Kandahar) 
Casks and barrels joined to cross beyond: 
Eight bridges portals broken, their chief ran 
through so many times,       caught in time 
Perfect children's throats slit by the knife. 
Casks and barrels = date of  Aquarius 

footnotes C+F+NOSED 
ALIENS WORKING WITH SCIENTISTS. 

Dr Boylan's informant said that these ETs, the diplomatic corps, will be introduced to earthlings, saying that they are from the 

Pleiades, who by the way have been here since the beginning of time. These ET scientists consultants assisted American 

scientists in developing the computer chip, fibre optics, lasers, gene-splicing therapy, cloning, nightvision equipment, 

super-tenacity fibres, aerospace ceramics, Stealth technology, (invisibility) particle beam devices and gravity-control flight. 

o None of which technology helps Mother Earth in any way and the gene splicing and particle beam devices 
are highly detrimental to the Living Library.  The word “scientist” when applied to Earth taught humans is 
an empty term.  The word “Pleiadian” refers only to the reptilian genetically infiltrated Alcyonese. 

NSC's Dr. Michael Wolf as part of US govt.. duties shared living quarters with aliens while doing research at underground 
laboratories. He said the Grays worked underground and he also worked with human appearing aliens dubbed Semitics from 
Altair 4 and 5 [the large nosed ones] and Nordics from [Alcyone] in the Pleiades 

o so they said, but we are learning that the real Pleiadians would not associate with Altairans, when those from 

Alcyone would, since they represented the fourth ‘party’ in the treaties which include “trade in men”. 

UFO crashes first occurred in 1941, 1946, 1947 near Roswell and 2 other crashes in 1947. 

o Untrue, 1897 is when these began – long before radar. See the 66 UFO crashes in a Da Vinci forum in date order. 
These crashes were only seen to be occurring from these dates 

William Cooper said people who work at these bases don't come forward because they sign a contract agreeing to the erasure of 

their memory, with hypnotics, hypnotic drugs and suggestion. After you leave that you don't remember what you did that day. 

o Hence the likes of Corey Goode cannot be relied upon. Randy Cramer on the other hand seems to have full recall, 

because he mentions the Mantids often where the likes of Corey Goode never mention them. 

And that after the whole job and their contract over they do a chemical erasure of their entire memory of the thing. 
TECHNOREALITIES: The Fake Second Coming  By Christi Verismo. Part 1 of 16 bibliotecapleyades.net›…fakesecondcoming01.htm 

CRONUS VISOR PEGASUS PROJECT FAKE SECOND COMING PART 1 OF 16 (best result to copy and paste into YANDEX.COM 
 

Los Angeles, December 2007 

Project Camelot – Bill Ryan interview with David Wilcock 

Bill Ryan: I said, there’s something here that we can learn. As a planet, it’s like: look what happened to that planet there.  
We’ve got to take care of this.  
He said that the Earth is being protected. The Earth is being protected. 
I said, “How do you mean, being protected?”  
He said in ancient times, there was a protection put around the Earth to protect its extraordinary diversity.  
Its extraordinary biosphere. This amazing... I mean some people call it a zoo. This incredible life on this planet  
I said, "Well, what form does this take?" And he said, "It’s the Van Allen belts." 
David: The Van Allen belts. 
Bill: The Van Allen belts. They're not a natural phenomenon. They were put there by... [interrupted] 
David: It’s the radiation blanket around the Earth. It keeps cosmic rays from causing us to have skin cancer, as much or a lot worse 
than we do now. If it weren’t there... we wouldn’t be able to live here if it weren’t for the Van Allen belts. 
Bill: "Were they put there by our ancestors? Or our creators?" 
He said:  "Both."   (so there we have it. One is the Creator of the Living Library(Eloim) followed by Ancient Astronauts who came and tweaked us) 
This is a crazy question. Did we make it to the Moon?" 
And there was the longest silence. 
And eventually he said: "Yes. [long pause] But it’s not quite as simple as that." 
And I was thinking everything that you're thinking right now. [to camera] This is a live conversation, guys.  
He said "Yeah. But we went there with help." 
David: Hmmm. (so why is David being so evasive?) answer: because he works for the Illuminati 
Bill: We went there with help, he said. 
David: Every Apollo mission had UFO sightings surrounding the ship. Every single one. That’s been documented.  
And that fact is that almost all the Apollo astronauts were Freemasons.  

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/fakesecondcoming/fakesecondcoming01.htm
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Bill: He said that there was non-human engineered, a non-human engineered ultra-lightweight nano-shield built into the Apollo 
capsules that protected them from the radiation.  
Because some people have been saying, look, you couldn’t get through there and stuff without two feet of lead. And the thing couldn’t have moved.  
They had that technological help. And they had another kind of assistance.  
David: I may have told you this before, but one of the things that Daniel told me was that there’s a little box from Monsanto.  
It’s about this big [shows size of a loaf of bread with his hands]. You could run your whole house on it, and it never runs out.  

It’s free energy. They had that in the sixties. The elite had it in the thirties   
They put it on the Apollo missions on some of the landers, and so forth.  
Secretly snuck it in as something else, and it that was used for a source of power when they needed it.  
Bill: Yes. They had something like that, that worked as a sort of radiation deflector. 
Like it deflected stuff as well. They had these two devices. They had a shield, and they had a deflector.  
(Why is it Bill Ryan is providing the information, instead of Wilcock?) 
And they also had something, and he wasn’t specific about it, he said that enabled the LEM - the lunar module - to land and to take off.  
He said to me:  
"What do you notice about the LEM as it took off? And I said, no blast crater.  
David: Daniel (Burisch?) said exactly the same thing... 
Jump gate to Mars : a conversation with David Wilcock 
Los Angeles, December 2007  
Project Camelot ~ Bill Ryan 
 

also THE AUKRIJ… (in the BAHRE forum)  pronounced “Aukree” (Interesting article in Nexus Magazine   Vol. 17, No. 5    
Amicizia: buitenaardse ontmoetingen in Italië | (Grens)wetenschap ...  

www.earth-matters.nl › (Grens)wetenschap 
 

  

Photograph 2: One of the interdimensional (should read “intra-dimensional) "Red" alien beings with whom Sammaciccia interacted.             
Note the emphasis on the heart region. (Source: Photograph by Bruno Sammaciccia, from Stefano Breccia) 

Much of Sammaciccia's account centres on Dimpietro, the tall commander of the main base in Italy. He claimed to have lived at various places 
on Earth since at least the 17th century and had adapted well to such earthly pleasures as drinking wine and coffee and smoking cigars. When 
meeting Sammaciccia's wife Raffaela for the first time, Dimpietro sat on the floor of their apartment kitchen to avoid frightening her with his 
height. Like others of the alien team, in his long stay here he had mastered not only Italian but also its various dialects and cultural intricacies. 
A long history of alien interest The overall picture painted over four decades of Akrij contacts is a complex one. There are alliances of worlds. 
There are good, highly ethical, aliens and there are bad aliens. There are some whose agenda is strictly scientific and dispassionate. One group 
has a particular interest in studying insects, which apparently are a rare form of life in the Universe. Most are physical beings but some are 
interdimensional, incorporeal entities, such as the purple skinned "Red" race who are not part of the Akrij group but are allies. Sammaciccia 
claimed to have interacted with them (see photograph 3). Sammaciccia and the others learned that the Akrij races are not the only visitors 
coming to Earth: at least six other alien groups are mentioned. 
A belief in God or a Supreme entity appears to be universal and is taken for granted by the Akrij. In some way, many of them are related to us 
genetically and they can easily live incognito on Earth and even interbreed with humans. Given this, it is tempting to speculate that some of 
these "alien" races may have originated on Earth or been involved in "seeding" humanity. At all times, however, we must see the bits and 
pieces of information as just that: they correspond amazingly well, but there are some significant gaps that should encourage caution. 
Meantime, at great expense, Sammaciccia constructed a large villa at Montesilvano on the Adriatic coast near Pescara, where the Akrij 
teachings could be disseminated. The group soon grew in size as a result. However, the all-important love, harmony and trust (  in the ur-Edda
W56 language) required in such a situation eventually began to disintegrate and the group fell apart. 
Beginning in 1978, the was attacked by their "enemy brothers", the CTRs, and later that year their larger bases were destroyed. W56 group 
Convulsions of the Adriatic Sea were widely reported for about two months afterwards. 
Beginning in 1978, the very same year of Treaty #5, which was the reason for the Battle For Dulce under Carter. 

 ur-Edda = the Aettir, the Elohim Alliances

The words of Ghibaudi emphasized what the had said was one of their main tasks on our planet –controlling the nuclear armaments W56 
belonging to the superpowers, in the fear that man might make the terrible choice of using them, and unleashing a total war. In fact, this is 
one of the key themes of the entire story of worldwide contactism... 
 

VOLTAIRE’S LETTER — CONTACT WITH HUMAN ETS 
Count Richard Jiamfre gave Eugenio Siragusa a strange handwritten letter from Voltaire.  
It was addressed to the legendary Count of St. Germain.  
The letter has phrases that fit perfectly with the idea of an alleged ET presence in human history.  
The date on the handwritten letter was June 6, 1761.  

On the right is an  Intra-dimensional 
disguised in the unnumbered quatrain in the 
forum UNDER OCTOBER, NOVEMBER 2017 
 Several of them between[Mobius]strip dimensions  
On the left is an Akrij-Aukree-Alcyonese 
how do we know it is one of the reptilian-
bred Alcyonese? Our ‘aura’ damages the real 
Pleiadians DNA ‘halo-aura’. Even as channellers!
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―"Your long road through time will be illuminated by my friendship for you – even at the time of your 
revelations about the middle of the 20th century." [Being Treaty 9]  
"Because of time, the talking pictures will not be able to be stored in memory.  
May your wonderful flying machines [stage gates] bring you back to me." 
 

XIII Nouembre CAPE.GRAND.ADRIE   codes within codes 
 RAPID RARE CERN A.C.E  AREA DANGER READ CANDID REAR last PAGE: – PAINED GRACE 

 .  taken to mean Kandahar, the red haired Giants underneath Tigris-Euphrates 

 harvest , (DARING RAIDER RACE )  

RIDE DERANGED DANCER PAD.Earth Isaiah. DIP ACRE/Earth Hopi DIRE GRADE/orbit PRIDE (Lions) PACE. 
[same time as] PAIRED: 
RANCID RAPE AGE IN DAN, REAPER IN CAR, REGARD DIRE ACID CARNAGE RED PIG/Ursa ARE;   

 " "...  CANNED ARID PAPER AGE  RAID
 RAN IN CIGAR see “monoxided - millions not alive” 

o CANNED ARID PAPER AGE chemtrails on Arid Earth (Paper)  and 

 or, ARID nil AGE with PAPER  being the age as “written in”

o  RAN IN CIGAR  the craft which takes millions off planet to be ripped apart

 CARING GARDENER E’A RA, RADIANCE ,   Elohim DR., AGREED ENGINEER AID:  

., behind us   
CRINGING DREADED ARCANE CARP REIGN APIECE ~  (four) four horsemen unveiling 

 CAR, ADDING DID DERANGE AIR.  

~ REGAINED ’PENDING 

 ’PENDING ‘suspending’ and or ‘appending’. Regaining Guardianship
 

 
 CERN A.C.E  please re-search Anthony Patch videos
 CARP REIGN APIECE – Carp are the fish-men Oannes, and the “reign” refers to the New World Order invasion

3 77 4 Cherte n'a garde: nul ny aura pourueu. D 

 OANNES ALLEVIATION [lifting up] BLAST MONOXIDE IN VILLAIN BOX MILLIONS NOT ALIVE: U.N. PREARRANGED: GREY  LEAGUE  ING  
REAPING  ROUND UP     

9 13 SoulongueLauxoisModenneBologneBurancoys 

 CUES ‘‘NUCLEAR ON ARABIAN IS MAN’S UUIN-UUIN’’ TRIES  TO KILL GOLDEN GOOSE, (stargate) (SINGS SONIC  IN NUCLEUS)  UUHO LAYS the  EGGS 

SEES  MILLIONS YOUR YOUNG BOXED IN BULLNOSED LEO CIGAR : MONOXIDE  GASEOUS  DEAD,  AS  BOLONEY  SAUSAGES   ‘sausage casings’ was 

the word Da Vinci used!

3 77 4 Cherte n'a garde: nul ny aura pourueu. D
CHERTAN BLAST MONOXIDE IN VILLAIN BOX MILLIONS NOT ALIVE 
Chertan is the “hip” star of Leo

9 13 SoulongueLauxoisModenneBologneBurancoys

MILLIONS YOUR YOUNG BOXED IN BULLNOSED LEO CIGAR  
DEAD, AS BOLONEY SAUSAGES 
 

as Da Vinci said – “ into the sausage casings ”

 

 
 

 
Photo H C Mead-Parks* (the collator) 
October 25TH 2008 7.14.PM 
Standing in central New South Wales  
Facing the newly risen moon 
In appearance this object was dark red 

*VIEUUS CENTILE = one hundred sided  LESSER  PLANET  3 25 2 
see 7 24 4 herein,  also  2 47 1, and 3 62 1 and  6 5 4  later  
*VIEUUS  POLL  ELLIPTOID  SALON  NITROUS  DEPOT 6 5 4  

C+F+ 7 24 4 one of the orbiting planetoids 

 


